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INTRODUCTION

From the standpoints of clinical analysis and food manufacture,

enzymes have many properties which make them ideal catalysts. They

can operate under extremely mild conditions of pH and temperature,

can generally induce fast reaction rates, and are extremely specif-

ic in the types of reaction in which they are involved. This spe-

cificity gives them the capability of catalyzing many reactions not

possible with ordinary chemical catalyst. In spite of this poten-

tial, enzymes have been used relatively little as commercial cata-

lysts because of the serious drawbacks of high cost, ,instability,

and the difficulty of separating the enzymes from the reaction pro-

ducts.

The immobilization of enzymes to artificial matrices, which was

first tried by Grubhofer and SChleich,l) o~fers exciting possibil-

ities for the solution of problems of instability and high cost.

Within the last twenty years, a pew technology based on enzyme im-

mobilization has rapidly emerged and has been developed to the

points where immobilized enzyme processes are now in commercial

operation for the resolution of amino acids,2) the production of

L t ' 'd3) dth· " 4,5)-aspar 1C aC1, an e 1somer1zat1on of glucose to fructose.

A wide variety of enzymes have "been immobilized, and the result-

ing enzyme adducts demonstrate some distinct advantages over their

soluble counte:rparts. The first advantage is that the enzymes im-

mobilized to matrices can be easily separated from the reaction
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product. The ease of separation allows continued reuse, thus pro-

viding an economic advantage. The second is that immobilized en-

zyrne processes can be in continuous operation. The continuity of

processes can reduce the operating costs, especially personal ex-

penditures. Another advantage which often, but not always, results

from attachment of enzymes to solid surface is increased stability.

The modes in which enzymes are attached to solid matrices can

. 6) d . fbe conveniently grouped into three categor1esi a sorptl0n 0 en-

zymes at solid interfaces, inclusion of enzymes in gel matrices,

and covalent linkage of enzymes to solid surfaces. The reactions

with immobilized enzymes, even if by any mode of attachment, are

heterogeneous. Therefore, the reactions catalyzed by immobilized

enzymes may be affected by the diffusion of substrates, the envir-

onment in gel matrices, and so on. In Part I, the factors affect-

ing immobilized enzyme kinetics are investigated. The diffusion

coefficients of saccharides and amino acids in dextran and acryl-

amide gels are measured in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 deals with the .

unsteady state effectiveness factor in a batch reactor inclUding

immobilized-enzyme particles. 7 B)
A few reports' have been publish-

ed on the methods for estimating the kinetic parameters of the re-

action catalyzed by an immobilized enzyme. It.has been assumed in

the reports that the gel-phase diffusivity of substrate is obvious.

However, it is not explicitly found in many cases. Two methods

for estimating diffusivity of substrate and kinetic parameters of

2



Michaelis-Menten equation simply and simultanuously are proposed

in Chapter 3. There are some reports 9 ,lO) that describe the ef-

fects of environment in gel matrices on immobilized-enzyme reac-

tions. However, verly little is known about the effects of gel

constituents on enzyme reactions. It is studied in Chapter 4 how

the constituents of dextran gels, which are extensively used as

supports for enzyme immobilization, influence on an enzyme-cataly-

ed reaction. Immobilization of enzymes by ionic linkage offers an

advantage of extreme simplicity. Adsorbed enzymes, however, do

suffer the problem of desorption. In Chapter 5, stability of the

enzyme immobilized by ionic linkage is mentioned.

The specificity of enzymes, and their ability to catalyze reac-

tions of substrate at low concentrations, make them attractive as

analytical reagents. Enzyme-catalyzed reactions have been used

for analytical purposes for some time for the determination of sub-

strates, activators, inhibitors, and enzymes. The use of immobi-

lized enzymes for analytical purposes can increase the speed, ease,

and reproducibility of assays utilizing enzymes. The enzyme elec~

t d 11) d th· 12) hro es an enzyme erm1stors ave been devised as the ana-

lytical tools including immobilized enzymes. Another type of the

analytical technique utilizing immobilized enzymes is proposed in

Part II. It is a pulse response teChnique using immobilized enzyme

column. Chapter 6, 7, and 8 deal with the determination of sub-

strates by the technique. The components in human serum are ana-

3



lyzed by the technique in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, the technique

is applied to determination of an enzyme in serum.

One industrially used enzyme is glucose isomerase which isomer

izes glucose to fructose. Through the use of this enzyme the less

sweet and cheaper glucose can be isomerized to obtain a sweeter

mixture, a common type of fructose syrup, containing on dry basis

about 50% glucose and 50\ fructose. The fructose syrup can be

used in place of sucrose in certain foods and beverages. Produc

tion of syrup with higher fructose content is desirable because of

its sweetness and solubility at low temperature. Part III deals

with the production of higher fructose syrup. Chromatographic sep

aration of glucose and fructose from their mixture is a normally

used technique, by which higher fructose syrup can be produced.

The technique is described in Chapter 10. The more effective sep

ration is accomplished by using a simulated moving-bed adsorber

and it is mentioned in Chapter 11. A new system for producing the

higher fructose syrup is proposed in Chapter 12. The system con

sists of adsorption process and immobilized-enzyme reaction. In

Chapter 13, the three processes for producing the higher fructose

syrup, which are mentioned in Chapters 10, 11, and 12, are apprais

ed on the standpoint of the amount of desorbent used in the pro-.

cesses.

4
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PART I

FACTORS AFFECTING I~10BILIZED-ENZTI4E KINETICS

Introduction

Practical application of enzymatic catalysis often requires that

enzymes are immobilized, thereby permitting recovery and continuous

use. Since enzymes are immobilized to water-insoluble matrices,

the reactions catalyzed by immobilized enzymes are heterogeneous.

It is important that the kinetics of immobilized enzymes are well

understood to facilitate their utilization. In particular, it is·

necessary to acount for the effects of diffusional limitations .and

environment in gel matrices and to develop procedures which permit

extraction of intrinsic kinetic parameters from observed reaction

1 2)
rates.' In other words, the kinetics of immobilized enzymes may

be affected by such factors. The development of an immobilized-

enzyme system also requires a thorough understanding of engineering

parameters such as, activation energy, pH profile, and operational

half-life of the immobilized enzyme. This part deals mainly with

factors affecting the kinetics of immobilized enzymes and engineer-

ing parameters.

In Chapter 1, diffusion coefficients of low molecules in dextran

and acrylamide gels, which are widely used as carriers for immobi-

lizing enzymes, are measured. The unsteady state effectiveness

factor. in an isothermal batch reactor inclUding immobilized-enzyme

7



particles is discussed in Chapter 2. Two procedures for estimating

the diffusion coefficient of substrate and extracting intrinsic ki

netic parameters from observed reaction rates are proposed in Chap

ter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the effects of gel constituents on an

enzyme-catalyzed reaction and with kinetic properties of enzyme im

mobilized by ionic linkage. Operational stability of immobilized

enzyme by ionic linkage is discussed in Chapter 5.

Literature Cited

1) I. Chibata, "Immobilized Enzymes," Chapters 3 and 5, Kodansha,

Tokyo, 1975.

2) R. D. Falb, Biotecbnol. Bioeng. Symp., No.3, 177 (1972).
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Chapter 1

Diffusion Coefficients of Low Molecules in Gels

1. 1. Introduction

In recent years cross-linked polymers such as dextran gels and

acrylamide gels have been extensively utilized as .support for im-

mobilized enzymes and in gel chromatography. The reaction rate of

an immobilized enzyme is frequently found restricted by the diffu

sional velocity of substrates within particles. l ) Similarly, the

column efficiency in gel chromatography is appreciably influenced

by the gel phase diffusion.
2

,3) Information on diffusion coeffi-

cient in gels is therefore very important.

Diffusivity in gels is considered to be lower than that in solu-

tion because of the interaction between diffusing substances and

gel components and of the steric hindrance. However, only a few

works have been reported on diffusion in gels in comparison with

th d ·ff' . l' d 1 4)ose on gaseous ~ us~on ~n so 1 cata ysts. 5)
Nelson compared

the diffusion coefficient in an ion-exchange:"resin with that in a

model electrolyte solution. Horowitz and Fenichel6) measured dif-

fusion coefficients of molecules of a molecular weight less than

100 in a dextran gel (Sephadex G-34). They pointed out that the

ratio.of the diffusion coefficient in the gel to that in aqueous

solution was in the 0.6 - 0.7 range regardless of the size, chem

ical grouping and temperature of solutes. Ackers and steere7 )

9



studied diffusion of proteins through agar-gel membranes and ex-

plained the decrease of the diffusion coefficients by a theoretical

. 8)
equation of RenIn n.

In regard to diffusion of amino acids and saccharides in polymer

. d' . N 'k t 1 9)solutions such as dextran and ~ts er~vat~ves, am1 awa ea.

reported their observation that the diffusion coefficient decreased

with the increase in polymer concentration. The lowering degree of

the diffusion coefficient could be well explained by a model in

which a direct interaction (hydrogen bond) between diffusing sub-

stances and polymer was taken into consideration.

In the present study, we measured the diffusional velocity of

relatively low molecular weight substances such as saccharides and

amino acids in dextran gels, acrylamide gels and photo-crosslink-

abl ,10,11) f d' ff 1 . . de res~ns 0 ~ erent ge concentrat~ons or var~ous e-
beads of dextran qels and acrylamide gels

grees of crosslirikage. For this purpose, spherical~or a plane

sheet of the photo-crosslinkable resins were prepared. Comparison

of the diffusion coefficients in the gels with those in the poly-

mer solutions indicated that diffusion in gels was restricted not

only by the interaction between gel components and diffusing sub-

stances but also by the steric hindrance. An attempt was made to

correlate the decrease of diffusion coefficients in gels with the

diffusion coefficients in polymer solutions and the distribution

coefficient which represents the partition of solutes between the

gel phase and the space outside the gel particle.

10



L 2. Materials and Methods

Materials. All chemicals used in this study were of analyt~

4
ical grade. Dextran T-40 (mol. wt. 4 X 10 ) was purchased from

Pharmacia Fine Chemicals. Acrylamide, N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide

(BIS), N,N,N' ,N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), ammonium per-

sulfate, epichlorohydrin, D-glucose, maltose, glycine, L-B-alanine,

L-valine and L-arginine were obtained from wako Pure Chemical In-

dustries, maltotriose from Hayashibara Biochemical Inc., glucoamy-

lase (pure grade) from Seikagaku Kogyo Co., and Sorbitan sesqiole-

ate from Tokyo Kasei Co.

Preparation of dextran gel beads. Dextran gel beads were pre-

12)
pared by a modification of the pearl polymerization method.

Ten grams of dextran was suspended in 4 ml of distilled water and

dissolved by adding 6 ml of 5 molll sodium hydroxide solution, and

the solution was allowed to stand overnight in a vacuum to elimi-

nate air bubbles. To this alkaline dextran SOlution, 1 - 6 ml of

epichlorohydrin was added in order to vary the degree of crosslink-

age of the gel. The mixture became viscous after 10 - 20 min of

slow stirring at 40°c with a glass stick. At this stage, this 50-

lution was immediately poured into liquid parafin which had been

incubated at 50°C in a 250 ml beaker under vigorous stirring, ac-

complished with an agitator.

The polymerization reaction was allowed to proceed for 20 hr at

SOOC. The gel produced was washed with n-hexane and acetone, and

11



then with water till it became neutral. The shape of the gel was

found to be quite spherical by photographic observation, and the

water regain was in the range of 3.B - 24.0 gig-dry gel. The gel

beads having a diameter of 2 - 4 rom were used in the experiment.

Preparation of acrylamide gel beads. Acrylamide monomer and

a cross-linking agent, EIS, were dissolved in distilled water to

the prescribed concentration. The final volume was adjusted to 5

mI. To this solution was added a catalyst system consisting of

1 ml of ammonium persulfate (5\) and 0.1 ml of TEMED. The final

concentration of the total monomer (acrylamide plus B1S) was vari

ed from 10 to 40\{w/v), with the BIS content, in terms of percent

age (w/w) of the total amount of monomer, kept at 9.1\. The BIS

content was varied from 5 to 25\ at a fixed total monomer concen

tration of 22%.

This mixture was poured with an injector into a measuring cyl

inder containing 600 ml of an organic phase (to1uene-chlorofo~i

435/165) and 0.5 ml of an emulsion stabilizing agent, Sorbitan

sesquio1eate. During polymerization, the organic phase was kept

under nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature. The polymerization

was completed before the bead reached the bottom of the cylinder.

The gel bead was washed with toluene to remove chloroform and then

with a large amount of distilled water.

Preparation of photo-crosslinkable resins.

12
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sheet of photo-crosslinkable resins was prepared by the same method

10,11)
as previously reported, and a piece of the original sheet of

3 X 4 cm was used in the experiment. The photo-crosslinkable resin

named ENT 100011 ) is basically composed of polyethylene glycol.

Measurement of diffusion coefficient. Diffusion coefficients

in dextran or acrylamide gels were measured by a method similar to

that by Horowitz and Fenichel. 6 ) A single swollen gel bead was

transferred to an excess of the sample solution at the prescribed

concentration (glucose 1 mol/I, maltose 0.5 mol/I, maltotriose 0.33

mol/I, glycine 1.4 mol/I, L-B-alanine 1.0 mol/I, L-valine 0.3 moll

I, L-arginine 0.5 mol/I), and allowed to be equilibrated for 24 hr

at room temperature under shaking.

Then, the bead was removed from the solution, blotted with a

piece of filter paper to eliminate excess liquid on the surface,

and put in a holder made of stailess steel wire. This holder was

immersed successively at appropriate time intervals (1 - 10 min)

in a test tube (1.0. 22 mm), in which 5 ml of distilled water or

1.0 mol/l acetate buffer (pH 4.5) in case of L-arginine as a dif-

fusing substance had been pipetted beforehand. Mixting of solution

in the tube was accomplished with a magnetically rotated bar at the

bottom. The temperature was co~trolled at 25 + O.loC.

In most runs, eight. tubes were used. Each transfer was accom-

plished in 3 - 5 seconds, and this loss of time could be ignored

compared with 'the experimental time. The bead was allowed to re-

13



main in the final test tube for 2 - 6 hr to recover all remaining

solute. The concentration of glucose in a wash-out solution in

13)
each tube was determined by the glucose oxidase method, and

that of amino acids by the ninhydrin reaction. Maltose and malto-

triose were completely hydrolyzed into glucose with glucoamylase,

and the amount of glucose produced was determined by the above de-

scrived method.

To photo-crosslinkable resins was applied the following method.

A swollen resin sheet equilibrated with a diffusing substance (glu-

cose) was put into a beaker filled with 150 ml of distilled water

which was kept well stirred with a magnetically rotated bar. At

appropriate time intervals, 0.5 ml of the sample solution was ta-

ken, and the concentration of glucose was determined by the glu-

cose oxidase method.

Analysis of the experimental data. In case of dextran and

acrylamide gels, the relative average concentration of solute in

the bead at any time, C (t.l/C
O

is given by
g J

C (t, )/C
O

=
9 J

N N
Ie (t.)ILC (t,)

. '+1 s 1 . 1 s 1l=J 1=
(1-1)

where Co represents the initial concentration of solute in the

bead, Cs(ti ) the concentration of each wash-out solution, N the

total number of test tUbes and t the time. In the experiment with

the photo-crosslinkable resin, C (t.)/C
O

was calculated from the
9 J

14



concentration of the sample solution as C (t.)/CO = 1 - C (t.)/C ,
g ] s ] e

where e (t.) represents the concentration of the sample solution
s ]

at time t. and C the concentration of the sample solution after
] e

all the solute in the resin sheet has been eluted.

The relations of e (t.)/e with the time for a spherical bead
g ] a

and a plane sheet are easily derived by Eqs. (1-2) ~d (1-3) ,14)

respectively, on the basis of the assumptions: (1) the concentra-

tion of solute in a bulk solution outside a bead is negligibly low

and (2) the dependency of diffusion coefficient on the concentra-

tion is negligible.

e (t.) leO
9 ]

2 ~ 2 22·2
= (6/n ) £ (lIn )exp(-D n n t./r )

n=l e ]

for spherical bead (1-2)

2 ~ 2 2 2 2e (t.) IC
O

= (Bin ) L. (lin ) exp (-D n n t./1 )
g ] n=l e J

for plane sheet (1-3)

where D is the diffusion coefficient in the gel, r the radius ofe

a bead and 1 the half thickness of a sheet. The diffusion coeffi-

cient was so determined. as to achieve the maximum consistency be-

tween the experimental data and the calculated results by Eq. (1-2)

or (1-3). In most experimental runs, C (t.) IC was in th1= range
g J a

of 0.2 to 1.0. The .radius of a bead and the thickness-of a sheet

were measured with a profile projector (Nippon Kogaku K.K. Model

BC) •

15
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Fig. 1-1. Theoretical and experimental relations be
2

tween C (t.)/CO and t./r for dextran gels.
g J J

ing substances; 0, glucose; 0 ' rnaltotriose. The gel

concentration was evaluated at 20.6%(w/v). The solid

curves show the calculated results by Eq. (1-2), with
5 -5 2

0.23 X 10- and 0.10 X 10 em /s used as De for glu-

cose and maltotriose, respectively.

Figure 1-1 shows a comparison between the experimental and cal-

obtained for a dextran gel, in which C (t.)/c
O

was
g J .

2
t./r. A fairly good agreement was observed be

J

tween them. Thus, a reasonable diffusion coefficient might be

obtained by the method described above.

Distribution coefficient. For evaluation of distibution coef-

He proposed the following formula:

ficients of the solutes for dextran gels, the correlation derived

by OgstonlS) was available.

16



(1-4)

where L is the concentration of rods (dextran molecules) I express-

3ed in cm rod/em , r the equivalent radius of a solute molecule
s

and r the radius of the rod.
r

d 'II d 16) .Laurent an Ki an er exper~men-

tally determined r to be 7 A. They also gave the'relationship
r

between L and dextran concentration; i.e., in a dextran. gel L had

a value of 4 X 1012 em/em
3

for the concentration of 0.1 g/ml. The

values of r were estimated from the diffusion coefficient in a
s

dilute solution (D) by Stoke's law
8

) or the radius of a sphere of

Table 1-1 Estimated Molecular Dimensions

Substances
D at 25°C Molecular
2 5

[em Is X 10 I radius [AI

Glucose 0.6817 ) 3.6

Maltose 0.5018 ) 4.9

Maltotriose 0.43a ) 6.4

Glycine 1. 0619 ) 2'~ 3

L-B-Alanine 0.9319) 2.6

L-Valine 3.4b )

L-Arginine O. 52c ) 4.1

a) The value for raffinose was ed 19)us •

b) The radius of a sphere of equal weight

am density was c~lculated.8) As the

value ~f P, 1.23 was used. 19)

c) Measured for 0.5 mol11 L-arginine in

1.0 molll acetate buffer pH 4.5. 9 )

17



equal weight and density (p) as shown in Table I.

The distribution coefficients of saccharides for acrylamide

gels and photo-crosslinkable resines were determined experimental-

ly, since no theory for these gels has yet been established. A

single gel bead or sheet was equilibrated in the saccharide solu-

tions of the same concentration as used in the diffusion experi-

ment. Then, the gel was removed from the solution, blotted to

eliminate excess liquid on the surface and placed in a test tube

until all the solute was eluted. The test tube was filled with

25 ml of distilled water. The distribution coefficient was cal-

culated by equation K = 2S'C
e
!{C

o
V

g
), where Co represents the ini

tial concentration of the saccharide solution, C the final con-
e

centration of a solution in the test tube and V the volume of a
g

gel bead or a sheet.

Gel concentration. Since the cross-linked polymers used in

this study swelled in water or some aqueous solutions, the gel

concentration was calculated on the basis of the water regain and

the partial specific volume of the gel component, i.e., 0.61 for

20) 21)
dextran gels, . 0.89 for acrylamide gels and 0.91 for the

photo-crosslinkable resin (polyethylene glycol).21)

Diffusion coefficient in solution (DO). Diffusion coeffi-

cients of maltotriose, glycine, L-B-alanine, L-valine, L-arginine

in the absence of gel matrix were determined by the height area

18



1· 0 c--,----..,.--..-----,------r----,

10 20 30

concentration [%(.w/v)J

Fig. 1-2. Theoretical relations between K and gel con

centrations for various saccharides and amino'acids in

dextran gels. The solid curves represent the calculated

results by Eq. (1-4). See the text for details. CUrve

1, glycine; curve 2, L-8-alanine; curve 3, L-valine;

curve 4, glucose; curve 5, L-arginine; curve 6, moltose;

curve 7, maltotriose.

., 1

9)
method with the Schlieren optical apparatus. The values for

. . 17,18)
glucose and maltose were c~ted from the l~terature.

1. 3. Results

Distribution coefficient. Figure 1~2 shows a plot of the cal-

culated values of the distribution coefficients of saccharides and

amino acids versus gel ~oncentrations for dextran gels. Figure

1-3a shows a plot of the experimental data of the distribution co-

efficients of saccharides versus gel concentrations for acrylamide

19
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Fig. l-3a. Experimental relations between K and gel

concentrations for various saccharides in acrylamide

gels. 0, glucose; 6., maltose; 0, maltotriose.

BIS content was fixed at 9.1%.

n O.g
I

U

0·8

0·7 o 10 20 30
BIS content [O'oJ

Fig. l-3b. Relations between K and BIS content for

various saccharides in acrylamide gels. Total monomer

concentration was fixed at 22%. The symbols are shown

in Fig.-l-3a.
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AA
0 6,0
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Cl c
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Gel concentration [%(w!v)]

Fig. 1-4a. Diffusion coefficients of various saccha

rides in dextran gels and in dextran solutions. The

symbols show the experimental data of De/DO' The sol

id curves represent the theoretical results of Dp/DO'

o and curve 1, glucose; 6. and curve 2 , maltose, 0
and curve 3, maltotriose.

-5 -5
10 , 0.45 X 10 and 0.37

17) 18)
for glucose, maltose

As the values of DO' 0.5 X
-5 2

X 10 em Is were employed

and maltotriose, respectively.

gels at a constant BIS content (9~1'). In Fig. l-3b, K is plotted

against BIS content at a constant monomer concentration (22%).

Diffusion coefficient of saccharides and amino acids in dextran

gels. The observed values of relative diffusion coefficients

De/DO of saccharides and amino ~cids in dextran gels against gel

concentrations are sh9wn in Figs. 1-4a and 1-4b, respectively. On

the diffusion of saccharides and amino acids in dextran solution,

Namikawa et al.
9

) pointed out that the decrease of diffusion coef~
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15 20 25

Gel concentration [%(w/v)]

Fig. 1-4b. Diffusion coefficients of various amino acids

in dextran gels and in dextran solutions. The symbols

show the experimental data of De/DO. The solid curves re

present the theoretical results of Dp/DO' .. and curve 1,

glycine; 0 and curve 2, L-S-alanine; ... and curve 3, L

valine; • and curve 4, L-arginine. As the values of DO'
-5 -5 -5 -5 2

0.79 X 10 , 0.80 X 10 , 0.71 X 10 and 0.52 X 10 cm Is

were used for glycine, L-S-alanine, L-valine and L-arginine,

respectively. 9)

ficient was ascribable to a direct interaction (hydrogen bond) be-

tween diffusing substances and dextran molecules. The solid curves

in Figs. 1-4a and 1-4b represent the theoretical results of the

ratio of diffusion coefficient in dextran solution D
p

to DO' which

were in good agreement with the experimental ones.

As seen in Figs. l-4a and 1-4b, ° /D was appreciably lower than
e 0

Dp/DO and the degree of the lowering depended on both the gel con-
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Fig. I-Sa. Diffusion coefficients pf various saccha

rides in acrylamide gels and in polyacrylamide solu

tions. The symbols show the experimental data of

D /0. BIS content was kept at 9.1%. The solid
e 0

curves represent the theoretical results of Dp/OO'

See the Appendix for details. Curve 1, glucose;

curve 2, maltose; curve 3, maltotriose. The symbols

are the same as shown in Fig. 1-4a.

centration and the size of diffusing substances. This implies that

diffusion in gels is restricted not only by the interaction between

.diffusing substances and the gel component (dextran) but also by

the steric hindrance of gel matrix.

Diffusion coefficient .of saccharides in acrglamide gels. The

diffusion coefficients of saccharides in acrylamide gels are shown

;in Figs. I-Sa and I-Sb. Figure I-Sa shows a plot of De/DO versus

23
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Cl
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1"'"""1
I
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0.6

0.4

Fig. l-Sb. Effect of BIS content on De/DO for various

saccharides in acrylarnide gels. Total monomer concen

tration was kept at 22%. The symbols are the same as

shown in Figs. l-4a and I-Sa.

gel concentrations at a constant BIS content (9.1%), in which the

~theoretical results of Dp/D
O

in acrylamide polymer solution are

also drawn in solid lines. Details of the calculation are describ-

ed in the Appendix. The values of De/Do in acrylamide gels were

In Fig.

much lower than Dp/D
O

in the Same way as observed in dextran gels.

l-5b, De/DO is plotted against BIS content at a total

monomer concentration of 22%. The minimum De/DO was observed at

a BIS content of about 15%. This striking and unexpected feature

of the permeability of acrylamide gels was also founded in the

studies so far reported. Hjert~n et al. 22 ) observed a marked in-

crease in gel permeability for proteins at a higher BIS content

24



above 15%. Degani and Miron23 ) also observed in the sdudy of acryl-

amide-entrapped cholinesterase that the entrapping efficiency str-

ongly depended on BIS. content and reached its maximum at 5%.

Diffusion coefficient of glucose in photo-crosslinkable resins.

The diffusion coefficient of glucose was also me~sured in the

photo-crosslinkable resins to be compared with that in dextran and

acrylamide gels. As shown in Table 1-2, the values of De/DO were

larger than those for dextran and acrylamide gels at the same gel

concentrations. On the other hand, the distribution coefficients

of glucose were much smaller than those for dextran and acrylamide

gels, and were nearly equal to De/DO. This might mean that the

diffusion in the photo-crosslinkable resin was restricted only by

Table 1-2 Diffusion Coefficient and Distribution

Coefficient of Glucose in a Photo-Crosslinkable Resin.

Gel concentration 19.7 27 .4
[!is (w/v)]

De/DO K De/DO K

Photo-crosslirikable
resi n (ENT 1000) 0.62 0.54 0.40 0.35

Dextran gela ) 0.48 0.76 0.40 0.68

Acrylamide gela) 0.44 0.89 0.33 0.80

a) The values of De/Do and K for dextran am acryl

amide gels were estimated by interpolating or

extrapolating the experime nt.al data shown in

Figs. 1-2, 1-3a, 1-4a, and I-Sa.
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the steric hindrance of gel matrix and that the interaction between

glucose and the resin was negligible. As a matter of fact, the

possibility of hydrogen bond formation with polyethylene glycol is

9,24) .' 't . 1 th l'kconsidered to be very small, Slnce 1 contalns on y e er- 1 e

oxygen.

1. 4. Discussion

. 4,25)Varlous models have been proposed for establishment of re-

lations between the diffusion coefficient in porous matrix such as

. h ,25) d I'd tIt 4) d th t' th blon-exc ange reS1nS an so 1 ca a ys s an a ln e a -

sence of such matrix. h · h 4) hIn most of t e prevlOus approac es, t e

ratio De/DO was expressed as a function of a void fraction in po-

rous materials E and tortuosity factor T which accounts for both

tortuosity and varying pore cross section, i.e., De/DO = E/T. In

these treatments, however, neither the interaction between solutes

and pore wall (gel component) nor the effect of solute size was

taken into consideration.

The experimental results obtained in the present study showed

that diffusion in gels might be restricted not only by the interac-

tion between solute and gel component but also by the steric hin-

drance of gel matrix. Thus, D should be expressed as D = D (K/
e e p

T). K was employed in place of E to account for the effect of the

size of diffusing substances. In F' 1 6 D d' d t19. -, meaSure ln ex ran
e

gels are plotted against KD in a log-log coordinate. As seen inp
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Fig. 1-6. Experimental relations between De and KDp for

various saccharides and amino acids in dextran gels. The

solid line shows D ~ D (K!T), in which T is specific as
e p .

1.1. Diffusing substances; (), glucose; ~, maltose;

o , maltotriose ; ., glycine; 0, L-B-alanine;"" L

vali ne; ., L-arginine.

the figure, the plot of D versus KD gave a straight line with a
e .p

slope of unity and 't was evaluated as 1.1.

Figure 1-7 shows a plot of D versus KD for acrylamide gels ..
e p

The experimental data gave a nearly straight line, but the slope

was higher than unity. This means that diffusion coefficient in

acrylamide gels cannot be correlated with D = D (K!T),· probably ow-
o e p

ing to the heterogeneous structure of acrylamide gels. According

t t t di . th . 1 . :m, 27) 1o recen sues WJ. a scanru.ng e ectron IlU.croscope, acry -

amide gels have a cellular structure, that is, the gel is composed
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2KDp [em Is]

Fig. 1-7. Experimental relations between De and KD
p

for various saccharides in acrylamide gels. The ex

perimental data shown in Fig. l-Sa were employed.

The solid line had a slope larger than unity, and the

application of D = D (KIT) to the experimental data
e p

failed. See the text for details. Diffusing sub-

stances; 0, glucose; li., maltose; D, maltotriose.

of a closed space Ca small cell). with a diameter of a felil microns.

and a cell wall, and is extremely different from a homogeneous

structure presumed for dextran gels. In such a heterogeneous

structure of the acrylamide gel, the structure of the cell wall

may be strongly responsible for the overall permeability. The

distribution coefficient in the wall may be much smaller than the

observed value. Similarly, an unusual dependency of D on BIS
e

28



content shown in Fig. l-Sb might be explained by the change of the

cell wall structure with BIS content.
27

) On the other hand, in

the photo-crosslinkable resine, De/DO was nearly equal to K as de-

scribed previously.

The findings obtained above presented the following information

on the permeability of cross-linked polymers: The diffusional ve-

locity in the gel was restricted not only by the interaction be~

tween diffusing substances and gel components but also by the ste-

ric hindrance of gel matrix. The photo-crosslinkable resin showed

the highest permeability, where the interaction between the diffus-

ing substance and the resin component was considered negligible.

The diffusion coefficients in dextran gels were well correlated

with D =D (K/T), in which both the interaction and the obstructione p

by the gel matrix were considered. However, with acrylamide gels,

an attempt to correlate the experimental data with D = D (I</T)
e p

failed. It was pointed out as the reason for this failure that

the structure of the acrylamide gels was heterogeneous and differ- .

ent from that of dextran gels. Further studies on the structure

of pore matrix must lead to a better understanding on the permea-

bility in gels.

1. 5. Summary

Diffusion coefficients of saccharides and amino acids weremeas-

ured in cross-linked polymers such as dextran gels, acrylamide gels

29



and photo-crosslinkable resins of different gel concentrations or

various degrees of crosslinkage. Comparison of diffusion coeffi-

cients in gels with those in polymer solutions indicated that the

diffusional velocity in gels was restricted not only by the inter-

action between diffusing substances and gel components but also by

the steric hindrance of gel matrix. The diffusion coefficients in

dextran gels and acrylarnide gels were appreciably lower than those

in polymer solutions, and the degree of lowering depended on both

the gel concentration and the size of diffusing substances. The

photo-crosslinkable resins basically composed of polyethylene gly-

col showed a higher permeability than dextran and acrylamide gels

on account of a weak interaction between diffusing substances and

resin component. Furthermore, an attempt was made to correlate

the decrease of diffusion coefficients in gels with the diffusion

coefficients in polymer solutions and the distribution coefficient

of the diffusing substances.

Appendix

Since the acrylamide gel has two atoms per one monomer molecule

which can form hydrogen bond, a model proposed by Narnikawa et al. 9 )

might be applied to the evaluation of D /0. Thus, D /D is ex
pap 0

pressed as

~-nCdt+nCAt ]

(B2+4nCAt~)1/2
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where

(I-G)

In these equations, C
dt

represents the polymer concentration based

on monomer unitl CAt the concentration of a diffusing substance l
. 9)

K
H

the dissociation constant of hydrogen bonding (= 29 mol/I)

and n the number of atoms which can form hydrogen bond in the dif-

fusing substance.

Nomenclature

C final concentration of a solution in the test tube [mol/I]e

c
g

C
s

K

L

1

N

r

r
r

r
s

average concentration of solute in the bead

concentration of wash-out solution

initial concentration of solute in the bead

diffusion coefficient in the gel

diffusion coefficient in polymer solution

diffusion coefficient in solution

distribution coefficient

concentration of rods

half thickness of a sheet

total number of test tube

radius of a ~ead

radius of the rod

equivalent radius of a solute molecule

31

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

2
[em Is]

[CIl?Is]

2
[em Is]

" [-]

[em "rod/em
3

]

[em]

[-]

[em]

[em]



t time [5]

V volume of a gel or a sheet [em
3

]
9

E void fraction in porous materials [- ]

3
P density [g/crn ]

• tortuosity factor [-]
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Chapter 2

Effectiveness Factor in a Batch Reactor

Including Immobilized-Enzyme Particles

2. 1. Introduction

It is experimentally convenient to study the kin~tics of an

immobilized-enzyme reaction in an isothermal batch reactor. Such

a reactor is often used for estimating the kinetics of the immobi-

lized-enzyme reaction. The reaction catalyzed by the immobilized

enzyme is heterogeneous. For heterogeneous reactions, the transi-

ent diffusional phenomena sometimes complicate the interpretation

of the data taken from such a reactor.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss on the unsteady state

effectiveness factor in the heterogeneous reactor including immo-

bilized-enzyme particles. We consider only the case where an en-

zyme reaction is represented by Michaelis-Menten equation. The

discussion will give the critical time taken to satisfy the pseudo-

steady state assumption.

Some investigators have reported on the unsteady state effec~

tiveness factor in a batch reactor where a first-order reaction is

allowed to proceed. Villarxisen am Stewartl ) considered the un-

steady state effectiveness factor in a batch reactor with an infi

nite volume of reactant. Lewis and. paynter:;:O discussed on the un-

steady state effectiveness factor for a finite volume of reactant.

Ther d·' 3,4}e are some ~scuss~ons dealt with the steady state ef-
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fectiveness factor for a reaction catalyzed by an immobilized en-

zyme.
5-7)Some investigators have presented approximate correla-

tions between the steady state effectiveness factor and the general

. 8)
modulus proposed by B~schoff.

2. 2. Problem Formulation

The Michaelis-Menten type of kinetics is considered for an im-

mobilizeB-enzyme catalyzed reaction. The immobilized-enzyme par-

ticles with interior void fraction, e, which is containing ini-

tially diluent, are immersed into a volume, vo' of reactant. For

simplicity, the following assumptions are made: i) the reaction is

allowed to proceed under an isothermal condition, ii) the enzyme

is homogeneously distributed into the particles, and iii) the ef-

fect of film diffusion of substrate on the reaction rate can be

ignored.

The problem can be stated by the following partial differential

equation and its associated boundary conditions.

y
-=
a8

2a y 2 ay
(-+ --)
0/;2 /; 01;

2
9ep \1

0
--- (2-1)

at /; 1, 8 > 0, oy /aF,; : -a(cyjo/;)
5

(2-2)

at /; 0, 8 > 0, ayja/; a (2-3)

at /; = 1, 6 0, y = 1
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at 0 < ~ < 1, e = 0, y = a (2-5)

where the dimensionless variables and parameters are defined by

y = CAR/CASa (2-6a) YS = CAS/CASO
(2-6b)

e = D t/( R
2

) (2-6c) ~ = r/R (2-6d)
eA

cjl = (R/3) [Vm/(Krn D
eA

)]1/2 (2-6e) va = Krn/CAD
(2-6f)

(2-6g)

Unfortunately, Eq. (2-1) can not be solved analytically. Hence,

numerical solution of Eg. (2-1) is obtained.

However, when the substrate concentration is much less than Km,

that is, y « v
O

' the reaction term in Eg. (2-1) can be approximat-

ed by Eg. (2-7) •

(2-7)

In such a case, the analytical solution of Eq. (2-1) can be obtain-

ed.

y ::

+ L
n::l
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where k~ and k are given by the following equations.
~ n

(2-9)

(2-10)

The'dimensionless concentration of substrate at the surface of

immobilized-enzyme particles can be obtained by setting ~ = 1 at

Eq. (2-8) •

2)
Lewis and Paynter have defined the effectiveness factor in a

batch reactor as follows:

or

1 2
0(4~s ) [y/{y+vO)}d;

(4~/3) [y /(y +v
O

)}
s 5

(2-11)

1 (dY/dSIS=l)/V
Tl e = -- .-----~-=---

3~2 {vO[ys/(ys+vo)}}/Vo

where V and V0 are related by Eq. (2-13)

V == Va + EV
C

(2-12)

(2-13)

The effectiveness factor defined by Eg. (2~11), E , is differentfa
fram that defined by Eq. (2-12), Tla. There is the following rela-

tion between them.
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(2-14)

In this work, the effectiveness factor defined by Eq. (2-11) is

discussed. When Michaelis-Menten kinetics can be approximated to

the first-order reaction due to low substrate concentration, the

unsteady state effectiveness factor is easily calculated from Eq.

(2-8). However, Eq. (2-1), which includes the Michaelis-Menten

kinetics, cannot be solved. Therefore, Eq. (2-1) is solved numer-

ically by Crank-Nicolson method. The integration of the resulting

concentration profile in the particle by Simpson's method gives

the unsteady state effectiveness factor, Efe •

2. 3. Computational Results

the n value is fixed to be 0.1.

The steady state effectiveness factor Efm can be obtained when

the left-hand side of Eq. (2-1) = O. First, we considered the

first-order reaction. Figure 2-1 shows the time dependency of

Efe/Efm value for various values of Efoo and n. As shown in Fig.

2-1, the effect of the parameter n on the Efs/Efm is negligible.

Figure 2-2 illustrates the relation between E alE and e for
f fm

Michaelis-Menten kinetics under various ~O values. In Fig. 2-2,

When the value of EfBlEf !» reaches

0.98, we consider a pseudo-steady ptate to be achieved. The crit-

ical time is represented by B. Figure 2-3 illustrates the.rela
c

tion between S and E
f

using ~ as a parameter.
c ,00 a When "0 = 00, the

reaction is of first-order. On the other hand, the case where ~0
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Fig. 2-1. Time dependency of EfS/E foo value for various

Efoo and a values when an enzymatic reaction can be ap

proximated to be of first-order.
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Fig. 2-2. Relation between EfS/EfOO and S for Michaelis

~nten kinetics.
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Fig. 2-3. Relation between Efm and critical time Bc
required to establish the pseudo-steady state.

value is equal to 0.001 corresponds to the case where Michaelis-

Menten equation is approximated to zeroth-order reaction.

The B
c

is a function of Efm , 4>, \/0 and II values. However, the

effect of II value on the B value is negligibly small. The effect
c

of 4> on B
c

is included in Efm because Efm is a function of ~.

From Fig. 2-3, an actual time taken to achieve the pseudo-steady

state after the start of reaction .in the batch reactor is calcu-

lated under the following typical conditions. The pseudo-steady

state is achieved within :1:0 - 20 s under the conditions that Efm

= 0.8, E = 0.5, R = 0.025.cm, and D
eA

value is in the order of
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10-6 cm2/s. This result shows that the pseudo-steady state is

achieved in a relatively short time in the batch reactor including

immobilized-enzyme particles except for extreme operating condi-

tions. In conclusion the steady state effectiveness factor can be

used through the course of reaction.

2. 4. Summary

The unsteady state effectiveness factor in an isothermal batch

reactor including immobilized-enzyme particles was discussed. The

critical time when we can approximate a pseudo-steady state to be

achieved was presented graphically as a function of the steady

state effectiveness factor for various Vo (= Km/CAO ) values. The

discussion had 1ed to a conclusion that the pseudo-steady state is

achieved within 19 - 20 s under usual operating conditions.

Nomenclature

concentration of component A at stationary phase
. 3

[mOl/ern ]

concentration of component A in bulk solution 3
[mol/em ]

effective diffusion coefficient 2
[em /5]

Efa unsteady state effectiveness factor defined by

Eq. (2-11) [- ]

Km

R

steady state effectiveness factor

Michaelis constant

radius of the bead
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r radial distance [em]

t time Is]

V volume of gel phase [em
3]

c

[mol/em
3
·s]Vm maximum reaction rate

Va volume of reactant [em3]

W weight [g]

Y :::: CAR/CAS0 [-]

Ys = CAS/CASa [-]

C1

E :::: interior void fraction

[-]

[-]

ne unsteady state effectiveness factor defined by

6

"0

Bq. (2-12)

:::: D
eA

t/(ER
2

)

:::: r/R

apparent density

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-I
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Chapter 3

Simultaneous Estimation of Diffusivity of Substrate

and Kinetic Parameters of Michaelis-Menten Equation

3. 1. Introduction

A knowledge of diffusion coefficient of substrate and kinetic

parameters of an immobilized enzyme is required for design of a

reactor including the immobilized enzyme. The kinetic parameters,

Km and Vmax, of any immobilized enzyme are ussually estimated from

the reaction rate observed in an isothermal batch reactor or from

the conversion of substrate observed in an isothermal tDbular re-

actor. When the diffusional rate of substrate into the immobiliz-

ed-enzyme support is rate-limiting, the parameters are estimated

by using immobilized-enzyme particles which are crushed and re-

duced their diameter. The use of crushed particles is complicated

and does not always give the correct parameters because the crush-

ing of immobilized-enzyme particles is in danger of deactivation

of the enzyme.

Kobayashi and Laidler
l

) have proposed a method to estimate the

kinetic parameters, Km and Vmax, of Michaelis-Menten equation.

Their method is limited to the case where the effective diffusion

coefficient of substrate, D , is.known.
eA The DeA value·, however,

is often unknown. Therefore, their method requires the sepc;rrate

determination of D .
eA

In this chapter, we propose two new methods to estimateKm,
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v and D simultaneously from the time course of substrate
max, . eA

concentration observed in an isothermal batch reactor. One

method is based on analysis of time courses of substrate concen-

trations observed by using two kinds of immobilized-enzyme parti-

cles different in diameter at the same initial substrate concen~

tration. In another method, the initial substrate concentrations

are varied using immobilized-enzyme particles with an given diam-

eter. The kinetic parameters of hydrolysis of N-glutaryl-L-

phenylalanine p-nitroanilide (GPNA) by a-chymotrypsin immobilized

into acrylamide gel and crushed-firebrick particles, and the ef-

fective diffusivity of GPNA, were estimated by the two methods.

Appropriateness of parameters estimated was verified by the fol-

lowing facts: the time course of substrate concentration calculat-

ed by using the parameters fitted to the experimental data, and

the conversion of substrate, which was obtained in the packed col-

umn, coincided with the conversion calculated by using the pararn-

eters estimated.

4. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials a-Chymotrysin, bovine serum albumin (BSA), glutar

aldehyde, and N-glutaryl-L-phenylalanine p-nitroanilide (GPNA)

were purchased from Sigma. Firebrick LBP-l3, which was obtained

from Isoraito Kogyo, was crushed and sieved to desired size. The

particles were washed with 0.01 molll potassium phosphate buffer
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(pH 7.4) and distilled water, and then dried. Acrylarnide monomer

(AAm), N,N'-methylenebisacrylarnide (BIS), N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl

ethylenediamine (TEMED), ammonium persulfate, and Sorbitan were

purchased from Nakarai Chemicals. Other reagents were of analyt

ical grade.

Immobilization of a-chymotrypsin into crushed-firebrick parti-

cles Firebrick was crushed and sieved to particles with vari-

ous mean diameters (0.0505, 0.0775, 0.1090, 0.1545, and 0.2190

em). Fourty ml of 2.5%(w/v) a-chymotrypsin, 40 ml of 20%(w/v)

BSA, and 40 ml of 2%(v/v} glutaraldehyde, which were dissolved in

0.04 mol/l potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4), were mixed. Fire

brick particles of a given mean diameter (200 g) were added to the

mixture and immediately stirred. The suspension was kept freezed

at -20°C over one day. It was then melt at 4°C and dehydrated.

The irnmobilized-a-chymotrypsin particles were washed with the buf

fer until :the absorbance of wash at 280 nm became below 0.02.

They were successively washed with distilled water and dried at

4°C. The resulting immobilized-enzyme particles were stored at

4°C in refrigerator before use.

Entrapment of a-chymotrypsin in acrylamide gel The method

for entrapping a-chymotrypsin in acrylamide gel was essentially

the same as that reported by Ohmiya et al.
2

) except for irradia

tion by a fluorescent light. Bevin serum albumin was added to a-
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chymotrypsin solution to prevent the deactivation of the enzyme

during the immobilization. Leakage of a-chymotrypsin from the

acrylamide gel was avoided by covalent binding of the enzyme to

amino group of the enzyme, BSA, or acrylamide with glutaraldehyde.

Four ml of 5%(w/v) ammonium persulfate and 4 ml of 2.5%(v/v)

glutaraldehyde were simultaneously added to a mixture of 6 rnl of

B%(w/v) a-chymotrypsin, 6 ml of 3.2%(w/v) BSA, and 40 rnl of AAm-BIS

solution (BIS content: 5%). The mixture was immediately poured

into 200 ml of organic solvent (toluene/chloroform = 144/56 (v/v»,

which contained 0.3 - 0.5 ml of Sorbitan and 0.64 ml of TEMED, and

was emulsified by magnetic stirring in a nitrogen atmosphere. The

water phase was kept at pH B.O with 0.05 mol/l sodium phosphate

buffer. The polymerization was performed at 0 - 4°C for 20 min.

The resulting immobilized-a-chymotrypsin beads were filtered on a

glass filter~ The beads were washed with 100 ml of chilled toluene,

with chilled sodium phosphate buffer, and successively with a

large amount of chilled 0.05 mol/l Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.of con

taining 1.0 molll NaCl and 0.05 mol/l CaC1
2

• The beads were siev

ed to obtain the desired size. They were suspended in the Tris

HCl buffer and stored in a refrigerator before use. The remaining

activity of a-chymotrypsin after immobilization was about 60lll. No

loss of the activity was observed over 30 hr at 300C.

Assay of a-Chymotrypsin activity The hydrolysis of GPNA by

immobilized a-chymotrypsin was allowed to run at pH 8.0 and 300C.
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Fig. 3-1. Schematic representation of isothermal batch

reactor including immobi1ized-a-chymotrypsin particles.

The concentration of the product, p-nitroaniline, was followed by

measuring the absorbance of the bulk solution at 410 rum, where the

absorbance due to GPNA is negligible.

Batch reactor Figure 3-1 shows the experimental apparatus.

The firebrick particles (5 g) to which a-chymotrypsin was immobi-

lized were put into four stainless steel baskets. The baskets

were placed near baffles. The reaction was carried out at pH B.O

with 0.05 mol/l Tris-HCI buffer containing 2.0 mol/l NaCl and at

30°C. The volume of substrate solution was 1000 -em
3• The agitator

with six paddles was revolved at 700 - BOO r.p.m. where the film

mass transfer resistance was confIrmed to be negligible. The ini

tial concentration of GPNA was B.B X 10-5 or 3.52 X 10-4 mol/I.

The concentration of the product was continuously monitored by
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passing the bulk solution through a spectrophotometer (Shimadzu,

spectronic 88).

Some alterations of procedures were made in the experiments us-

ing a-chymotrypsin entrapped into acrylamide gel as a catalyst.

The gels (0.7 - 3 g) were held into one or two stainless steel

baskets. The volume of GPNA solution was 275 - 700 ml. The solu-

tion was agitated by a magnetic stirrer. The bulk solution was

sampled.at appropriate intervals and its absorbance at 410 rum was

measured. The solution sampled was returned into the reaction ves·

sel after measurement of absorbance.

Tubular reactor The appropriateness of the parameters (Km,

Vmax, and D ) estimated by proposed methods was verified by corn
eA

paring the concentration profile of GPNA observed experimentally

in a tubular reactor with that calculated by using the parameters.

Figure 3-2 is a diagram of experimental apparatus. Immobilized

a-chymotrypsin firebrick particles (5 g) were packed in each col-

umn. The inner diameter of the column, 2.0 em, was larger than

the diameter of particles, so that the effect of wall on mass

transfer could be ignored. The columns were kept at 30°C by cir-

culating thermostatic water through jackets. The inactive fire-

brick particles with the same diameter as the active ones were

packed above and below the active particle zone to preheat the

substrate solution and to keep the flow pattern constant. The

substrate solution was introduced upwards into the reactor by
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Fig. 3-2. Schematic diagram of ~ubular reactor.

a constant-feeding pump. The absorbance of eluate at 410 nm was

continuously measured at the outlet of the last column. After

establishment of steady state was confirmed, the concentration of

the product sampled at the outlet of each column was measured.

When a-chymotrypsin entrapped into acrylamide gel was used as

a catalyst, we used a~ apparatus of small scale and omitted the

preheating zone of inactive gels.

The concentration profile of the substrate in the tUbular reac-
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When film

Eq• (3-l~ or Eqs. (3-2) and (3-3), which
tor was calculated from

were solved numerically by Runge-Kutta-Gill method.

mass transfer resistance can be ignored, the design equation of

the reactor is given by Eq. (3-1).

dz

dC
A

(1 - e: ) vmaxoCA_ = b_.E (C) 0---
feo A KIn + C

A

(3-l)

of fJ.'lm mass transfer of substrate is not fastWhen the. rate

enough, the following equations must be solved.

--= -
dz

(3-2)

The boundary condition is given as follows:

(3-3)

at z = 0, 0-4)

where C and C . denote the substrate concentration in mobile
A AJ.

phase and that at the surface of catalyst, respectively. R is the

radius of a bead. z the axial distance, E:
b

the void fraction of

the bed, Uo the superficial velocity, and k
L

the film mass trans

fer coefficient. The value of k
L

was evaluated from the correla

tion proposed by Kataoka et al. 3 ) under the assumption that the

-5 2molecular diffusivity of GPNA was 1. 0 X 10 em Is. In calcula-
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tion of E I the approximate expression proposed by Kobayashi et
fOO

al. 4 ) was used.

Estimation of kinetic parameters The diameter of acrylamide

gels can be reduced easily by grinding them. The intrinsic ki-

netic parameters of immobilized ~-chymotrypsin free from intra-

particle diffusional resistance can be obtained by using the

ground ~-chymotrypsin.

About 0.1 g of ground enzyme-gels were accurately weighed in

Erlenmeyer flask. Addition of 25 ml of GPNA solution initiated

the reaction under magnetic stirring at 30°C. At appropriate in-

tervals, the solution was sampled through a glass filter to pre-

vent contamination of ground gels and the p-nitroaniline concen-

tration was measured. The initial reaction rates based on the

unit volume of immobilized-enzyme gels were observed for various

GPNA concentrations. The Michaelis constant Km and maximum reac-

tion rate Vmax were estimated from Linewever-Burk plot.

Estimation of diffusivity of GPNA in acrylamide gel The dif-

fusion coefficient of GPNA in the acrylamide gel was observed by

the following three methods.

(a) Leakage method: In active acrylamide gel beads with large

diameter (ca. 2 cm) were prepared. Some beads were immersed into

GPNA solution over 24 hr at room temperature. The beads were re-

moved from the solution and blotted with a piece of paper to elim-
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f They were put into 25 ml of
inate excess liquid on the sur ace.

Tris-HCl buffer.
An increase in absorbance of the buffer solution

d The solution was mixed under magnetic
at 317 rum was measure.

stirring. 11 d at 30DC.The temperature was contro e

A fraction of GPNA remaining within beads at any time, ML , is

expressed by the following equation.

2 2
exp (-~ D

eA
t/R )

where

C - C
A-=A~D>_~ = (1 + l/a) L

n=l 2 )(3/2) (l+a) + (~ /6a

a = W/(Vp )
p

(3-5)

(3-6)

and ~ is the nth root of the following equation.

q 3a [(q/tan q) - 1] (3-7)

tively. V is the volume of the buffer solution.

W and p are the weight and the apparent density of beads, respec
p

C and C re-
A AD>

present the concentrations of GPNA at any time and at equilibrium.

In our experimental conditions, a was 0.0846.

(b) Penetration method: Some particles with large diameter were

poured into 24 ml of GPNA solution. A decrease of GPNA concentra-

tion in bulk solution was measured. Other procedures were the

same as leakage method.

An exact solution for the fraction of solute penetrated at any
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5)
time, M , has presented by Crank.

p
Carman and Hau16 ) have re-

ported an approximate solution for~. In this study, diffusion

coefficient of GPNA in acrylamide gel was evaluated by using the

approximate solution given in Eq. (3-8) .

Yl 2 1/2
~ (1 - l/a) [1 - ---- eerfc{3ay

l
(O t/R) }

eA
Yl +)' 2

where

Y2 2 1/2
- ---- eerfd -3ay2 (DeAt/R) }]

Yl+Y2

(1/2) [{I + 4/(3a) }1/2]

(3-8)

(3-9b)

and eerfc z
2_ exp z ·erfc z (3-10)

CAD represents the initial concentration of solute. The value of

a was 0.162 in our experiment.

(c) Moment analysis of elution profile of solute in fixed bed :

A moment analysis of the elution curve of a solute from the

column, where inactive acrylamide gel beads are packed, can be

utilized to estimate the diffusion coefficient of the solute with-

in the particles.

The inactive beads were packed into a column equipped with a

water jacket (30°C).
-6

0.5 mm of 2.6 X 10 mol/l GPNA solution
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was introduced to the top of the bed as a pulse and eluted with

0.05 molll Tris-HCl buffer containing 1.0 molll NaCl and 0.05

molll CaC1
2

• The absorbance of the eluate at 317 nrn was continu

ously measured by using a micro-flow cell equipment. The details

of experimental procedures and analysis of the curve will be de-

scribed in Part II .

3. 3. . Theoretical Considerations

. . 4,10-12) h d'Some ~nvest~gators ave presente approx~mate expres-

sions of effectiveness factor for Michaelis-Menten rate equation

at pseudo-steady state. These expressions are functions of the

generalized Thiele modulus m proposed by Bischoffl3 ) and the ratio

of Michaelis constant to substrate concentration \i (,., KIn/CA). The

generalized Thiele modulus is defined as

1
m=

where

1 1
[_ + In(l + _) ]1 / 2

fil+\i v \i
(3-11)

cjl ,., (V Is ) [Vmax/(Km0D ) ]1/2
p P eA (3-12)

4)
Kobayashi et al. have presented the f allowing approximate ex-

pression for effectiveness factor.

(3-13)
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for sphere

={ 11EO 3
- [1/2 + cos{{~+4TI)/3}]

E
l

= (l/m) [1/tanh(3m) - 1/3m]

(m < 1/13)

(m > 1/13>
{3-16}

(3-17)

(3-18)

Using the effectiveness factor at pseudo-steady state Efm , a de-

crease of substrate concentration in an isothermal batch reactor

is expressed by the following equation.

- --=
dt

W Vmax-c
A-_oE .----':;=.

V fm KID + CPp A

(3-19)

Then, an overall reaction rate r is given by
obs

r =obs

Vp de".· <Vmaxoe
-E..2:: E. A.

W dt fm Km + e
A

(3-20)

Rearrengement of Eq. (3-20) gives the following equations.

C
AE 0-_=

fm
r

obs VInax

1
+ --oe

Vrnax A
(3-21)

C
A

1 Ktil 1
-- = - {-- + --ot }

. . A
robs Efm vmax Vmax

..(3-22)

Method I Time courses of substrate conc:ep.~ations"in. bulk
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solution are separately observed by using immobilized enzymes with

two different particle radii, R
l

and R2. The initial substrate

concentrations are the same. The dcAldt values at the same sub-

strate concentration are evaluated by the graphical differentia-

tion, and the overall reaction rates, r obsl and r obs2 ' are calcu-

lated from Eg. (3-20). Since vI = v 2 , Eq. (3-11) gives the fol1ow-

ing equation.

(3- 23)

The ratio E
f001

to E
foo

2 is given by the fo11owi rg equation from Eq.

(3-20) •

E IE = r /rfool f002 obsl obs 2
(3- 24)

Kinetic parameters, Km and Vmax, and effect.ive diffusivity of sub-

strate D eA are estimated. by the following procedure;:

(1) Assume Km' value. The Km value of free enzym e can be con-

veniently used as the Km' value of immobilized enzyme~

(2) Assume m
l

for each CA'

(3) Calculate m2 by using Eg. (3-23), and evaluate Ef002 from Eq.

(3"';'13) •

(4) Calculate Efool by substituting .ml ~nto Eq. (3-13) and obtain

Ef002
1 from Eg. (3-24).

(5) Compare E with E •f002 f002 If the difference between E
f ""2

and Efoo2 ' is not within a permissible error EE' assume ml
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DO 1.N

Fig. ·3 .... 3. Flow chart for estmating KIn, Vlnax, and DeA
values by method I •

. again.

The calculations are repeated uptil the difference between Efm2

and E I becomes smaller than the permissible error. 'l'hese cal
f m 2

culations give the m
l

, m
2

, Efml , and Efm2 values for each CA. By

performing the same calculations for various CA values, Efoo and m
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since the relation be-values are estimated as a function of CA·

e / and e has been given by Eq. (3-21), KID value is
tween Efco " A robs A

estimated by using the least square method. The Km value is com-

pared with the Km' value. If the Km value does not coincide with

the KID' within a permissible error £K' the Km value is substituted

into the KID' value and the calculations mentioned above are re-

peated until the difference between Km and Km' becomes within tp~

The KID and Vrnax values are estimated by these calcu1a-

tions and hence D value is also calculated by using Eq. (3-11).
eA

The flow chart of the method is illustrated in Fig. 3-3.

Method II Although the method described here requires essen-

(3-20) .

tially no change of initial substrate concentration, it may be de-

sirable to estimate accurately kinetic parameters, Km and Vmax,

and effective diffusivity of substrate D by using two different
eA

initial concentration of substrate. Assuming that there is no

change of Efa> value within a relatively narrow range of suPstrate

concentrations, the relation between e /r band e in Eq. (3-22)
A 0 s A

are assumed to be linear and Km' value is evaluated. The ratio of

Efa>l to EfC02 is represented by the following equation from Eq.

Efco1 and EfC02 are the effectiveness factors for two dif

ferent substrate concentrations C and C ,, Al A2 respectively.

Efa>1/Efco2 = [(1 + "1)/(1 + " )]. (r /r )
2 cbsl obs2

60
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since the radius of immobilized-enzyme particles used for CAl is

the same as that for CA2 and hence ~l = ~2' Eq. (3-11) gives the

following equation.

m
l

1 + v
l

[1/v
2

- In(l + 1/v
2

»)1/2
-=
m

2
1 + v

2
[l/V

l
- In(l + 1/v

l
)]1/2

(3-26)

Kinetic parameters and effective diffusivity of substrate are es-

timated by the following procedures.

(1) Assume mI'

(2) Calculate rn
2

from Eq. (3-26) and evaluate Efm2 by using Eq.

(3-13) .

(3) Calculate Efml from Eq. (3-11) and then obtain Efm2 ' from

Eq. (3-25) •

(4) Compare Ef~2 with Ef~2" If the difference between Ef~2

and Ef~2' is over a permissible error EE' assume ml again.

(5) The m
l

, m
2

, Efml , and Efm2 . values are determined when the

difference between Efm2 and Efm2 ' becomes smaller than the

error EE' By substituting Efm values into Eq. (3-22), Vrnax

is evaluated. Substitution of m, vrnax, and KID values into

Eq. (3-11) gives D
eA

value.

(6) Efm,cA/robs values are plotted against CA values by using

Eq. (3-21) and· then KIn and vrnax values are obtained. Com-

pare"Km value with KIn' value. When the difference between

KIn' and KIn values is over a permissible error E
K

, KID value
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Fig. 3-4. Flow chart for estimating Km, Vmax, and D
eA

values by method II.

is substituted into Km' value and the above calculations

are repeated.

Figure 3-4 shows the flow chart for method II.
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3. 4. Results and Discussion

Table 3-1 shows the kinetic parameters of a-chymotrypsin immo

bilized onto firebrick particles and the effective diffusivity of

GPNA. The values are estimated by method I and by approximating

the shape of particle to be spherical. The values estimated may

be reasonable because of the Km value of the free enzyme (1.81 X

10-
4

mol/I), of the molecular diffusivity of GPNA (in a order of

10-
5

cm
2
/s) I of the tortuosity factor of the particle (in a range

of 3 - 5), and of the porosity of the particle (about 0.5). Fig

ure 3-5 illustrates a comparison of experimental data with the

Table 3-1. Kinetic Parameters of a-Chymotrypsin Immo

bilized onto Firebrick Particles and Effective Diffu

sivity of GPNA Estimated by Using Method I.

dp,ave [em] Efoo,ave [-] Km [mol/l] Vm [mol/l·s] DeA [cm2/s]

0.0505 0.945
1.12 X 10.4 3.33 X 10.6 2.18 X 10.6

0.0775 0.873

0.0505 0.915
1.74 X 10.4 3.90 X 10-6 2.13 X 10-6

0.1095 0.679

0.0505 0.932
2.93 X 10.4 4.93 X 10.6 3.43 X 10.6

0.1545 0.601

0.0775 0.899
0.50 X 10.4 2.70 X 10.6 2.18 X 10.6

0.1545 0.601

0.1095 0.870
2.49 X 10.4 3.55 X 10. 6 6.43 X 10.6

0.1545 0.765
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Process time

Fig. 3-5. Comparison of experimental data with the

cUrves calculated by using the parameters estimated

by method I. The values of parameters used in cal

cnlation are listed in the figure. ~-Chymotrypsin

was immobilized onto firebrick particles.

curves calculated from Eq. (3-19) by using the Km, Vmax, and D
eA

values estimated by method I. As shown in the figure, the calcu-

latedcurves coincide well with experimental data. The curves

calculated by using the values estimated for a certain set of ra-

dii, however, do not always express the experimental data for an-

other set of radii. This discordance may be due to that the dis-

tribution of the enzyme in firebrick particle is different for

various radii.

Table 3-2 shows the kinetic parameters of a-chymotrypsin immo-

bilized onto firebrick particles, which were estimated by method
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Table 3-2. Kinetic Parameters of a-Chymotrypsin Immo

bilized onto Firebrick Particles and Effective Diffu-

sivity of GPNA Estimated by Using Method II.

d [em] C
AO

[mo1/l] Km [mol/l ] Vmax [mo1/1.s] D
eA

[cm2/s]p,ave

3.52 X 10-4

2.91 X 10-4
4.87 X 10-6 7.0] X 10-6

0.0505
0.88 X 10-4 5.48 X 10-6 . 8.05 X 10-6

3.52 X 10-4

3.62 X 10-4
5.68 X 10-6 5.85 X 10-6

0.0775
0.88 X 10-4 6.12' X 10-6 6.98 X 10-6

3.52 X 10-4

0.98 X 10-4
2.78 X 10-6 3.78 X 10-6

0.1095
0.88 X 10-~ 3.77 X 10-6 5.10Xl0-6

.
II. Figure 3-6 illustrates the time courses of substrate concen-

tration, which were calculated by using the values estimated for

the particle with a diameter of 0.0505 em. The curves calculated

by using the parameters estimated for a low substrate concentration

are over the experimental data. This may be due to that the Vrnax

and DeA values estimated are larger than the intrinsic values.

Table 3-3 shows the kinetic parameters of a-chymotrypsin en-

trapped into acrylamide gel and the effective diffusivity of GPNA.

The values are estimated by method II. Vmax· and D
eA

values list-

ed in the table are mean values of those estimated for high and

low substrate concentrations. The Km and Vrnax values obtained by

using the granulated immobilized a-chymotrypsin and D
eA

values

estimated by three different procedures are also listed in Table

3-3. Figure 3-7 shows the curve calculated by using the parame-
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Fig. 3-6. Comparison of experimental data with the

curves calculated by using the parameters estimated by

method II. a-Chymotrypsin immobilized onto firebrick

particles was used as a catalyst. The solid and broken

curves were calculated by using the parameters estimated
-4 -4

when CAO = 3.52 X 10 molll and when CAD = 0.88 X 10

molll, respectively.

ters estimated when d = 0.0538 em. The solid curve is calculatedp

by using the parameters estimated by method II. On the other

hand, the broken curve is obtained by using the KIn and Vmax values

estimated by using granUlated immobilized enzyme and the D value
eA

estimated by moment analysis of elution curves of GPNA in a column

packed with acrylamide gel containing no enzyme. Both the solid

and broken curves coincide fairly well with the experimental data

in Fig. 3-7.

Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show. the concentration profiles in tubular
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Table 3-3. Kinetic Parameters of Acrylamide Gel Entrop

ped a-Chymotrypsin and Diffusion Coefficient of GPNA Es

timated by Using Method II and Granulated Gel and Physical

Methods.

Run No. Method KIn [mol!l] Vmax [mel /1. s] 0eA [cm
2
/s]

1* Method II 3.86 X10-4 2.89 X 10-6 3.54 X 10-6

2 Method II 4.23 X 10-4 6.45 X 10-6 5.82 X 10-6

Method II 3.42 X10-4 2.27 X10-6 7. 15 ·X 10-6
3

3.29 X10-4 4.20 X 10.6Granulated -
Method I I 1. 76 X 10-4 2.34 X 10-6 14.4 X 10-6

4
2.20 X10-4 6.40 X 10-6Granulated -

Method II 3.23 X 10-4 3.77 X 10-6 4.38 X 10-6
5

3.70 X10-4 5.49 X 10-6Granul ated -
Method II 0.94 X 10-4 22.2 X10-6 0.88 X 10-6

6
2.25 X 10-4 2.67 X 10-6Granulated -

leakage method 0.82 X 10-6

Penetration method 1. 90 X 10-6

~ment analysis 2.48 X 10-6

* The amount of enzyme entrapped was a half of that in other runs.

reactors packed with a-chymotrypsin immobilized onto firebrick

particles. The profiles were observed at various flow rates. The

curves in Figs. 3-8 and 3-9 were calculated from the Km, vrnax, and

DeA values estimated by methods I and II, respectively_ In Fig.

3-9, the solid and broken curves represent the result calculated

with and without consideration of film mass transfer resistance.

Under the experimental conditions, the film mass transfer resist-
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Fig. 3-7. Comparison of experimental data observed in

run 5 of Table 3-3 with the calculated curves. a-Chymo

trypsin was entrapped into acrylamide gel. The solid

curve was calculated by using the parameters estimated

by method II. The broken curve was obtained by utiliz

ing the kinetic parameters estimated by using granulat

ed immobilized enzyme and the D
eA

value estimated by

moment analysis.

ance is not significant. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show that the.para-

meters estimated by both methods I and II using an isothermal

batch reactor can be conveniently utilized for designing a tubular

immobilized-enzyme reactor.

The two methods proposed here can estimate conveniently the KID

and vmax values of immobilized enzyme and the diffusivity of sub-

strate by using experimental data observed in a batch reactor.

The methods, however, possess some limitations. Both methods I

and II can not be utilized when the reaction catalyzed by immo-
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Fig. 3-8. Concentration profiles in tubular ±mmobilized

a-chymotrypsin reactor. The curves were calculated by

using the parameters estimated from method I. _
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Fig. 3-9. Comparison of experimentally obtained concen

tration profiles in tubular reactor with profiles predict

ed by using the parameters estimated by method II. The

solid and broken curves were calculated with and without

consideration of film mass transfer resistance.
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Fig. 3-10. Relation between v
2

and ml /m2 when CAl

(n > 1).

n'CA2

bilized enzyme is within reaction- and diffusion controllings.

The methods are effectively used in a range between reaction~ and

diffusion controllings. Method I can not be utilized when the ra-

dii of two particles are close each other and the ratio of dCA/dt

value for R
l

to that for R
2

falls within the margin of error of

graphical differentiation. In method II, the initial substrate

concentrations must be changed with a certain range. When C 1 andA.

CA2 are chosen as two different substrate concentrations and CAl =

n o CA2 (n > 1), the relation between v
2

(= Km/C
A2

) and m
1

/m
2

are

obtained from Eq. (3-26) as shown in Fig. 3-10. When Michaelis-

Menten equation can be approximated to be of first-order, that is,

CA2 « KID, ml /m2 approaches to 1.0. When C
A2

» KID, Ef~1/Ef~2 ~

1.0. Therefore, both methods can not be utilized in such regions.

When we use immobilized enzymes as industrial catalysts, large

amounts of enzymes may be, in many cases, immobilized and apparent
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half-lifes of the catalysts are elongated. The reaction catalyz-

ed by any enzyme prepared under such conditions may be between

reaction- and diffusion controllings. When the reaction is in

such a region, it is important to estim~te kinetic parameters of

the immobilized enzyme and the effective diffusivity of substrate.

The usual procedure to estimate the parameters by using granulat-

ed immobilized-enzyme is complicated and does not always give the

intrinsic kinetic parameters because of denaturation of the enzyme

during granulation. There have been no methods to estimate the

effective diffusivity of substrate through immobilized-enzyme par-

ticles. From above discussion the proposed methods may be excel-

lent methods to estimate kinetic parameters, KID and vmax, and ef-

fective diffusivity D A simultaneously, although they possess
e .

some limitations.

3. 5. Surmnary

Two methods for simultaneous estimation of kinetic parameters

of any immobilized enzyme, KID and Vmax, and the effective diffu-

sivity of substrate D
eA

were proposed. The methods were applied

to estimation of the KID and Vmax values of a-chymotrypsin imrnobi-

lized into firebrick particles an~ acrylamide gels and the D
eA

value of the substrate. The time courses calculated by using the

parameters estimated by both methods successfully represented the

experimental data. The tubular immobilized-a-chymotrypsin reac-
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tor could also exhibit the performance predicted by using the

parameters estimated.

Nomenclature

C
A

concentration of component A in mobile phase

CAi concentration of component A at the surface of

catalyst.

D
eA

effective diffusion coefficient

d diameter of the particlep

Ef= steady state effectiveness factor

Km Michaelis constant

~ film mass transfer coefficient

m generalized Thiele modulus

R radius of the bead

robs overall reaction rate

Sp surface area of a particle

t time

Uo superficial linear velocity

V volume of the solution

Vmax maximum reaction rate

Vp volume of a particle

W weight of the beads

z axial distance
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[mol/l]

[mol/l]

2
[cm Is]

[em]

[-]

[mol/l]

[cm/s]

[- ]

[em]

[mol/l·s]

2[em]

[5]

[ern/s1

[en?]

[g)

[cm]



ex ::: W/(Vp ) [-]
p

Eb
void fraction of the bed [- ]

v "" Krn/C [-]
A

3
Pp apparent density [g/cm ]

112 [- ]<P ::: (V Is ) [Vmax/ (Km·D A)]
p P e
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Chapter 4

Effects of Gel Constituents on

Immobilized-Enzyme Reaction

4. 1. Introduction

It is known well that immobilization of enzymes often causes

some changes of kinetic properties of the enzymes. These changes

have been ascribed to (1) ununiform distribution of substrate in

outer and inner phase of immobilized enzyme caused by finite dif-

1)
fusion velocity of the substrate, (2) the difference of electro-

static potential between outer and inner phases due to the charge

of carrier
2

) and (3) chemical modification of enzyme-due to cova-

1 hm
. 3)

ent attac ent to carr1er. In these explanations, a premise is

implied that the presence of carrier constituents in a high con-

centration does not affect the intrinsic kinetic properties in in-

ner phase of the immobilized enzyme.

It is very difficult to investigate the interaction between an

enzyme and its carrier using the immobilized enzyme itself. one

alternative way to overcome this difficulty may replace an immo-

bilized enzyme reaction system with the model system, in which

the enzyme reaction runs in a medium containing a polymer, the

component of carrier.

4) '5)
Laurent and Mattiasson et alp examined enzymic reactions in

POlymer media. They explained the change of the Michaelis con-

stant by the exclusion effect and that of the maximum reaction
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rate by the sieving effect when the molecular weight of substrate

was high.

In this chapter an attempt is made to investigate the interac-

tions between glucoamylase and a neutral polymer, dextran or a

negatively charged polymer, dextran sulfate, which are the compo-

nents of supports extensively used for immobilization of enzymes.

Since glucoamylase is positively charged
6

) under the reaction con-

dition~, the effect of electrostatic attraction of dextran sulfate

can be expected. The interactions were studied in terms of the

change of kinetic properties of the enzyme reaction with maltose

in the presence and absence of dextran and dextran sulfate.

Characteristics of immobilized enzyme by ionic linkage was also

studied using glucoamylase onto SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50 as model

system. Experimental as well as theoretical considerations Were

made on the pH profiles of the rate constant kO'app) and the

Michaelis constant Km(app).

4. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials.

Co.

Glucoamylase was purchased from Seikagaku Kogyo

To check the contamination with a-amylase in the enzyme pre-

paration, the relationship between the decrease in blue value

(percentage of absorbance of iodine color to that of initial one)

and the increase in reducing I (va ue percentage of glucosidic link-

age cleaved) was studied by the same method as
described by
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.. k 6)TsuJl.sa a. Amylose (the degree of polymerization = 600) was

used as a substrate for the enzyme reaction. The plot of blue

value versus reducing value gave a linear line hav~ng a negative

slope represented by an equation, blue value(lk) = 100 - reducing

value (%). Since this means that the enzyme was free from a-amy-

6)
lase, the enzyme was used without further purification. The

enzyme concentration was determined spectrophotometrically using

the molecular weight of the enzyme, 56,000 and the absorption co-

1% -1 7)
efficient, E280 13.6 em

Maltose was purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries Ltd.

The preparation was used without further purification since the

amount of glucose and maltotriose contained as impurities were so

small that they did no hindrance in our experiments.

Dextran and dextran sulfate (sulphur content"" 17 + Ilk) were

obtained from Pharmacia Fine Chemicals Ltd. and their weight-av-

erage molecular weights were 70,000 and 500,000, respectively.

The dextran sulfate included two or three sulfate groups perglu'"

case residue.

SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50 were also obtained from Pharmacia Fine

Chemicals Ltd. Both ion exchangers have the capacity of 2.3 + 0.3

meq./g. SP-Sephadex C-25 has a higher degree of cross-linkage

than C-50.

Enzymic reaction in dextran or dextran sulfate solution The
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1 d l'n most case at pH 4.5 with 0.05 mol/lreaction was al owe to run

acetate buffer at 25°C in a test tube immersed in a thermostati-

cally controlled water bath. Britton-Robinson buffer (0.029 moll

1)8) was used for measurement of pH dependency of the enzyme ac-

tivity. The effect of dextran sulfate on the kinetic parameters

was examined with 0.01 molll acetate buffer.

Two ml of the enzyme solution was added to the mixture of 4 ml

of maltose and 6 ml of buffer, dextran or dextran sulfate solution.

Dextran or dextran sulfate was dissolved in the same buffer as

maltose and enzyme. The maltose concentration was in the range of

0.28 to 4.16 mmol/l. At appropriate time intervals (usually 1

min), 1 ml of the reaction mixture was removed from the reaction

vessel and put into 1 ml of 0.5 molll NaOH solution to stop the

reaction. Scores of minutes later, 1 ml of 0.5 mol/l acetic acid
0.5 ml of
~~_._-~_.. _---

and 1 molll phosphate buffer Were added to the sampled solution

and the pH of the solution was adjusted to 6.5. The amount of

glucose produced was determmned by Glucostat method. 9)

Fluorescence measurements. Fluorescence measurements were

ter FS 401).

performed in 0.05 molll acetate buffer (pH 4.5) at 25°C with a

spectrofluorometer (Union Giken Ltd. HJ.'gh Sens. S fpectro luorome-

The fluorescence spectra of glucoamylase in the pre

sence and absence of d tex ran were measured at the wavelength of

excitation, 280 nm.
The wavelength of emission was scanned from
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300 nm to 400 nm. If the fluorescence intensity of an enzyme

changed by binding of a ligand to the specific site of the enzyme,

the dissociation constant of the enzyme-ligand complex can be es-

timated by measuring the change in fluorescenc~ intensity of the

enzyme solution due to the change in the ligand concentration.

This method is generally called the fluorescence tit~ation.lO)

The fluorescence titration of glucoamylase with dextran was car-

ried out at constant concentration of the enzyme by the successive

10)
dilution method, as follows: a definite amount of glucoamylase-

dextran mixture was withdrawn from a cuvette after the first meas-

urement had been made, and the same volume of the enzYme solution

was added to the cuvette to give a lower concentration of dextran.

The wavelength of excitation and emission for fluorescence titra-

tion experiment were 285 rum and 340 nm, respectively. The enzyme

solution was used as a standard to correct for instrumental signal

drift with time.

Measurement of dielectric constant. The dielectric constant

of dextran solution of various concentrations were measured on TC-

Ie Ratio Arm Transformer Bridge (Ando Denki Co.) at 25°C in the

frequency range of 0.1 to 1.0 MHz. ll )

The dielectric constants for· .methanol solution were estimated

by . t l' l' d 1 12)~n erpo at~ng from the pub ~she va ues.
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Immobilization of glucoamylase. Glucoamylase was immobilized

The ion exchangersto SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50 by ionic linkage.

were adequately equilibrated with an acetate buffer and lyophiliz-

1 0.03 g of t he lyophilized SP-Sephadex was accued. Approximate y

rately weighed and swollen for two days with 5 ml of the buffer in

a test tube (I.D. 22 rom). Twenty ml of glucoamylase solution of

appropriate concentration was added and equilibrated under magneti-

cal stirring at 25°C. After adsorption reached equilibrium, 5 ml

of the outer solution was taken to determine the enzyme activity

in it with maltose as substrate. The amount of glucoamylase im-

mobilized to SP~Sephadex was estimated from the difference between

the initial amount and that in the outer solution.

De~ermination of kinetic parameters of immobilized glucoamylase.

By addition of 5 ml of maltose to 20 ml of an immobilized glu-

coamylase suspension, the reaction was allowed to run under condi-

tions where the intraparticle and film diffusion resistances of

the substrate were ignored. At appropriate time intervals, 0.5 ml

of the outer solution was sampled from the suspension through a

pipette equipped with a glass filter (Top G-2), and the amount of

glucose produced was determined by Glucostat method. g ) The time

course usually included eight points. To estimate the reaction

velocity of the immobilized enzyme, increase of the enzyme concen

tration resulting from decrease in volume of the outer solution
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due to sampling was corrected. The reaction velocity of the im-

mobilized glucoamylase was determined by subracting the activity

due to the enzyme in the outer solution from that of the immobi-

lized enzyme suspension. The initial concentration of maltose

was in the range of 0.5 rnmol/l to 10 romol/I. The apparent Micha-

e~is constant Km(app) and the apparent rate.constant of degrada-

tion of maltose kO(app) of immobilized glucoarnylase were estimat~

ed by Hofstee plot. The pH and ionic strength of acetate buffer

were varied, and Km(app) and kO(app) were obtained.

Water rega!i1n. The SP-Sephadex swollen adequately in a buf-

fer was filtered through a glass filter (Top 4G-2). The water

regain of the ion exchangers was calculated from the difference

between the wet weight and the dry weight.

4. 3. Theoretical Considerations

Estimation of pH in ion exchanger. To predict the kinetic

parameters of immobilized enzymes, the pH in ion exchangers must

be known. The following assmnptions were made to estimate pH in

ion exchangers theoretically; (1) Donnan's equilibrium is estab-

lished between the phase of ion exchanger and that of the outer

2) . .
solution, (2) the effect of charge of glucoamylase on the equi-

librium is negligible since the amount of the enzyme loaded to

the ion exchanger is small and (3) the activity coefficients of
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solution phase.

are the same as those in the outerions in the ion exchanger phase

The difference between the electrostatic poten-

h and that in the outer solutiontial in the ion exchanger p ase

phase, 6~, is expressed by the following equations with regard to

the component i of acetate buffer.

6~ = RTln(CCH Ceo-/CCH COO-) + ITVCH3COO-
3 3

6~ = RTln{cOH-/COH-) + ITVOH-

(4-1)

(4-2)

(4-3)

(4-4)

where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, IT the

swelling pressure arid V. the partial molar volume. C and C denote
~

the concentrations in outer solution phase and in ion exchanger

phase, respectively. Since the electroneutrality must be held in

the ion exchanger,

C - + C - + C
OH

- = C++ C +
R CH

3
COO Na H {4-S}

where CR- is the concentration of ionogenic sulfopropyl group in

the ion exchanger and can be calculated from the exchange capac-

ity, the density and the water regain of the ion exchanger. The

pressure term rrv, can be ignored because the V. values are small.
~ ~

From Eqs. (4-1) - (4-5), the concentration of hydrogen ion in the

ion exchanger CH+ is given by Eq. (4-7)
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C + =
H

C
R

- + fC
R

_
2

+ 4 (C
H
+ + C

Na
+) (CCH

3
COO-)]l/2

2[1 + (C +/C +)]
Na H

(4-6)

Thus, the pH in the ion exchanger can be calculated from the con-

centration of each component in the outer solution.

4. 4. Results and Disdussion

Reactions in dextran solution. In order to exam~ne the ef-

feet of dextran on the glucoamylase-catalyzed reaction, the Micha-

elis constant Km and the rate constant k
O

during the course of

degradation of the enzyme-substrate complex were determined in

dextran solutions of various concentrations. The Hoffstee plots

are shown in Fig. 4-1. As shown in Fig. 4-1, the Km value is

constant, while the k
O

value decreases with the increasing dextran

concentrations. These results suggest that dextran is apparently

a noncompetitive inhibitor of glucoarnylase.

Then, the ratio of the maximum velocity in the presence of dex-

D
tran Vm to that in the absence of dextran Vm is given by

DVm/Vm (4-7)

where C and Xi are the inhibitor concentration and the inhibitor
I

constant, respectively. Figure 4-2 shows the linear relationship

D
between vrn/Vm and Cr' The Xi value was calculated as 34% (w/v) •

Since the noncompetitive inhibition of dextran seemed some-
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Fig. 4-1. Hofstee plots for the hydrolysis of maltose

by glucoamylase in dextran solutions. The reaction was

allowed to run at pH 4.5 with 0.05 molll acetate buffer

at 25°C in O\«(), 5%(~), lO\([]) and 15%('7) dextran
-7solutions. The enzyme concentration was 5 X 10 moi/i.

what peculiar, other factors by which this phenomenon could be

13) °Ono et ai. reported that 1n a

bacterial a-amylase-catalyzed reaction the k
O

value decreased

with the decrease of the dielectric constant of the solution,

while the Km value was kept constant. According to Moriyama et

ai.,ll) the dielectric constant of dextran solution decreased with

the increase of dextran concentration. A well established theory

14) about the 'nfluence f dO~ 0 1electric constant on the enzyme reac-

tion suggests a linear relationship between Km value and the re-
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D
Plot of Vrn/Vm versus concentration of dex-

tran. The intercept of ordinate gives the Ki value 34

%(w/v) .

ciprocal of dielectric constant E and that between ko value and

liE. Figure 4-3 shows plots of the logarithms of ko and Km val-

ues obtained in dextran solutions versus liE. In Fig. 4-3, the

same plots obtained in methanol solutions of various concentra-

tions are also shown to be compared with those in dextran solu-

tions. Although the straight lines were obtained, the ~endency

of the k
O

value in dextran solution was different from that in

methanol solution. Accordingly, it is concluded that the decrease

of the ko value in the presence of dextran can not be explained

by the change of dielectric constant of the solution.

The exclusion and sieving effects were also rejected since the
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Fig. 4-3. plots of 10g(1IKm) and log ko versus the

reciprocal of the dielectric constant of dextran (()

and methanol (,6) solution.

Km value did not change with dextran concentrations. The binding

of dextran to glucoamylase was confirmed by fluorescence titration

of the enzyme with dextran as shown later.

Reactions in dextran sulfate solution. In order to examine

the effect of ployelectrolyte on the glucoamylase-catalyzed reac-

tion, the Km and kO values were estimated in dextran sulfate solu-

tion at pH 4.5, 4.0 and 3.5 with 0.01 mol/l acetate buffer. The

results are shown in Fig. 4-4. The dependency of the KID and k
o

values on dextran sulfate concentration is not observed at pH 4.5
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Fig. 4~4. Dependency of kinetic parameters on concen

tration of dextran sulfate at pH 3.5, 4.0 and 4.5 in

0.01 molll acetate buffer at 25°C.

and 4.0. At pH 3.5, however, the kinetic parameters depended re-

markably on dextran sulfate concentration. As shown before, the

kO value decreased in dextran solution at pH 4.5. These findings

suggest some interaction between the enzyme and negatively charg-

ed dextran sulfate.

pH-activity curves. Figure 4-5 shows the pH-activity curves

in the hydrolysis of maltose with glucoamylase obtained in 0.029

molll Britton-Robinson buffer, dextran and dextran sulfate solu-

tion. There is not a large difference between the curves obtain-

ed in the buffer and dextran solution, while the pH optimum in

dextran sulfate solution shifts slightly to an alkaline pH. The

decrease of the activity in.dextran sulfate solution below pH 4.0
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Fig. 4-5. pH-activity curves in the hydrolysis of mal

tose by glucoamylase. The enzyme and maltose concentra-
-7 -2

tions were 5 X 10 molll and 1.11 X 10- molll, re-

spectively. (), 0.029 molll Britton-Robinson buffer; ~,

10\ dextran; [J, 0.5\ dextran sulfate.

is considerably great as compared with that obtained in the buffer

solution. These results also indicate that there might be some

interactions between the enzyme and dextran sulfate.

Spectrofluorometry. The fluorescence spectra of glucoamylase

in 0.05 molll acetate buffer and dextran solution are shown in

Fig. 4-6. The peak of fluorescence intensity appeared near 350 nm

in both cases. The relative fluorescence intensity clearly de-

creased by the addition of dextran. The fluorescence peak near
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Fig. 4-6. Fluorescence spectra of glucoamylase in 0.05

molll acetate buffer (pH 4.5) at 25°C. The g·lucoamylase
-6concentration was 1.31 X 10 mol/I. Samples were ex-

cited at 280 rum in acetate buffer (----) and 8.4%~w/v)

dextran (----) solution.

350 nm may be due to tryptophan residure, which is located at the

15)
first subsite of the enzyme.

Supposing the binding of dextran to glucoamylase, the fluores-

aence titration of the enzyme with dextran was performed.. Binding

equilibrium between free enzyme E and dextran D is

E + D~ED (4-8)

Where Kd and ED represent the dissociation constant and the gluco-
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Fig. 4-7. Plot ofCD/~versusConcentration of dex

tran for fluorescence tit~ation of glucoarnylase with

dextran at pH 4.5 and 25°C. Glucoarnylase concentra-
-6tian; 1.33 X 10 mol/l~ wavelength of excitation,

285 nm~ wavelength of emission, 340 run.

amylase-dextran complex, respectively. Then, the difference of

the fluorescence intensities in the presence and absence of dex-

tran, ~F, is expressed by Eg. (4-9) as a function of the total en-

zyme concentration CEO (free plus boUnd) and dextran concentration

(4-9)

where f is the difference between the molar fluorescence intensi-

ties of the enzyme E and bound enzyme ED. The nonspecific decrease

of fluorescence intensity with increase of the concentration of
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dextran might be included in the results of titration. L-Trypto

phan ethyl ester is considered as model compound of the first sub

site of glucoamylase, and considering the nonspecific decrease

evaluated from the decrease of fluorescence intensity of L-trypto

phan ethyl ester in dextran solution, the results of titration ex

periment were corrected.

As shown in Fig. 4-7, CD/~F is proportional to CD and the Kd

value is calculated as 34% (w/v) . This value coincides with the

Ki value obtained by the inhibition experiment. Thus, the binding

was again confirmed.

Fluorescence spectra seem to indicate that the binding of dex

tran occurs at the first subsite of glucoamylase which is the

subsite adjacent to the catalytic site. This finding suggests a

competitive inhibition of dextran, whereas the kinetic experiments

clearly showed a noncompetitive inhibition. This conflict is re

solved by applying the subsite theory.16) The details are shown

in Appendix.

The effect of dextran on the glucoamylase-catalyzed maltose

hydrolysis appeared as the decrease of maximum reaction rate. This

effect could be explained neither by exclusion and sieving effects

nor by the decrease of dielectric constant of solution, but it

could be understood by the noncompetitive binding between gluco

amylase and dextran. The concentration of dextran, the carrier

component, is about lO%(w/v) when Sephadex G-IOO is used as a car-
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rier of immobilized glucoamylase. The lowering of the reaction

rate is at most 30%.

h of k;net;c parameters in dextran sulfate
The significant c ange ~ ~

solution may be due to the electrostatic effect. Thus, the appar-

t of glucoam~lase immobilized on a cation
ent kinetic parame ers ~

exchanger may be influenced not only by the change of pH inside

the carrier but also by the electrostatic interaction between

charge of the enzyme and that of carrier.

Kinetic parameters of immobilized glucoamylase. The rate

constant of degradation of maltose ko(app) and the Michaelis con-

stant Km(app) of glucoamylase immobilized onto SP-Sephadex C-25

and C-SO were estimated at various pH values using 0.01 molll and

0.05 molll acetate buffer. The kO(app ) and Km(app) are shown in

Fig. 4-8 against pH of the outer solution together with k O and Km

of free glucoamylase. Since the k
O

and KID of free glucoamy1ase

did not depend on the ionic strength of the buffer, the k O and KID

in this study were determined using 0.01 molll acetate buffer.

The ko(app) and Km(app) are considered to be true kinetic parame-

ters for the immobilized glucoamylase, becanse the reaction was

allowed to run under the conditions where the intrapartic1e and

film diffusion resistances of the substrate could be ignored.

It has been presented that the effect of the constituent of

SP-Sephadex on the kinetic parameters is negligible. The shift

of pH dependency of kO(app) to alkaline pH was observed and there
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Fig. 4-8. Plots of the kinetic parameters of free and

immobilized glucoamylase versus pH in outer solution at

25°C. .., free glucoarnylase; (), immobilized to SP

Sephadex C-sO in 0.01 molll acetate buffer; [J, to C-sO

in 0.05 mol/l and 6, to C-25 in 0.01 mol/l.

was a considerable difference between KID and Km(app). As many in-

t · 2 , 17 ,18) h . t d t th Its t be dves 19ators ave pOln e . ou, ese resu seem 0 ue

to a difference between pH in the ion exchanger and that in the

outer solution. We tried to estimate pH theoretically in the ion

exchanger and to replot these results against the estimated inner

pH. The water regain Wr of SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50 was measured

at various ionic strengths. In Fig. 4-9, Wr is plotted against

the concentration of sodium ion. The highly cross-linked SP-Sepha-

dex C-25 gave a lower water regain than C-50.In Fi9~ 4-10, the
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Fig. 4-9. Water regain of SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50.

The acetate buffer with various pH values was used.

kinetic parameters of the immobilized glucoamylase are replotted

against pH in the ion exchanger, which was estimated using Eq.

(4-6). The relation of kinetic parameters of the immobilized glu-

coamylase to pH in the ion exchanger is in a fairly good agreement

with that of kinetic parameters of the free enzyme to pH in the

outer solution. This implies the appropriateness of application

of Eq.(4-6) in estimating the pH in the ion exchanger.

From a view point of industrial application of the immobilized

glucoamylase, the experimental results obtained were summarized in

relation to a fraction Y of glucoamylase adsorbed and a fractional

retention of the enzyme n, which are defined as the ratio of the

amount of the enzyme adsorbed to SP-Sephadex to the initial amount
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Fig, 4-10 Plots of the kinetic parameters of immobilized

glucoamy1ase versus pH in SP-Sephadex. The pH in the ion

exchanger was evaluated by Eq. (4~6). The symbols are the

same as used in Fig, 4-8.

of the enzyme and the ratio of Y(ko(app)(Km(app» value of the im-

mobilized glucoamylase to (kO/Km) value of the free enzyme obtain~

ed at optimum pH 4,5, respectively. n is slightly different from

I1true" fractional retention of the enzyme activi ty, Y(kO(app) /kO)

defined by Yamane. 19) In Fig. 4-11, Y and n are plotted against

pH in the outer solution. Figure 4-11 shows that the operations

are the most advantageous at pH 5.5, 5.0 and 4,5.in the SP-Sepha

dex C-25'VO.Ol mol/l acetate buffer system, in C-5Qt\.0.Ol mol/l sys-
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Fig. 4-11. Relations of Y and n to pH in outer solution.

The Y and n were defined in the text. The symbols are

the same as used in Fig. 4-8.

tem and in C-5OUO.05 mol/l system, respectively.

4. 5. Sununary

The hydrolysis of maltose by glucoamylase (EC 3.2.1.3 from

Rhizopus niveus) was carried out in the presence and absence of

dextran and dextran sulfate, which are the components of supports

of immobilized enzymes. The interaction between dextran and the

enzyme was observed by the fluorescence spectrophotometry. The

kinetic and fluorescence experiments indicated that dextran bound
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to glucoamylase and was apparently a noncompetitive inhibitor of

the enzyme. The dissociation constant of the enzyme-dextran com

plex was estimated to be 34% (wjv) . The reaction rate was hardly

affected at pH 4.0 and 4.5 by addition of dextran sulfate, while

the kinetic parameters depended considerably on the concentration

of dextran sulfate at pH 3.5. These findings indicated that there

might exist some interactions between the enzyme and'dextran sul

fate.

Glucoamylase was immobilized to SP-Sephadex C-25 and C-50 by

ionic linkage. The kinetic properties of the immobilized gluco

amylase were quantitatively investigated using maltose as sub

strate. The change of kinetic parameters, k
O

and Km, due to immo

bilization was explaned in terms of decrease of pH in the ion ex

changer, which was estimated from Donnan's equilibrium.

Appendix

According to the subsite theory,l6) glucoamylase has seven sub

sites and the subsite affinities of the first subsite to the sev~'

enth one are 0.00, 4.85, 1.59, 0.43, 0.22, 0.11 and 0.10 kcal/mol,

respectively. The catalytic site is located between the first and

the second subsites.

The reaction scheme is as follows: (1) Dextran binds specifical

ly to the first subsite as suggested by fluorescence spectrum.

(2) Maltose binds to the enzyme 'in productive and nonproductive
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modes. (3) When dextran occupies the first subsite, maltose can

od t · ly This scheme is exbind to the enzyme only nonpr uc ~ve .

pressed in Eqs. (4-10) to (4-13).

~ES
k

O)IE + PE + S
---- 1

KIn' (nonproductive )E + S ~ES2

E + D ~ED

KIn' (nonproductive)ED + S >- EDS4

(4-10)

(4-11)

(4-12 )

(4-13)

where KIn, KID' and Ki represent the dissociation constants of ES1 ,

ES or EDS, and ED complexes, respectively. It is pointed out
2

that these equations do not include noncompetitive inhibition

scheme but possess competitive one potentially when maltose was

used as a substrate. Then, the reaction rate r
S

is given by

-:rs = (4-14)

The Km and KIn' values can be calculated using the above subsite

affinities. Since the calculated Km value is far greater than the

calculated Km' value, the Cs/Km term in the denominator of Eq. (4-

14) can be neglected as compared with the C IKm' tS erm.

reaction rate is approximated by Eq. (4-15) •

Then, the

-;rs =
k ·Km'·C 'Co EO S

Km(KIn' + Cs ) (1 + Cr/Ki)
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This equation clearly shows the noncompetitive inhibition scheme.

rf the substrate is higher oligomer than maltose, the KID value is

the same order as the Km' value. Then, noncompetitive inhibition

may not appear.

Nomenclature

c

C

F

concentration in outer solution phase

concentration in ion exchanger phase

fluorescence intensity

[mol/l J , [% (w/v) J

[mol/IJ

[-J

f difference between the molar fluorescence intensities

r

T

Vm

V

Wr

y

E

of the free enzyme and bound enzyme

dissociation constant

inhibitor constant

Michaelis constant

rate constant

gas constant

reaction rate

absolute temperature

maximum reaction rate

partial molar volume

water regain

fraction of the enzyme adsorbed

dielectric constant
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[1/m<HJ

[% (w/v) J

[% (w/v) J

[mol/IJ

[s-lJ

[J/KomoIJ

[mol/losJ

[KJ

[mol/losJ

[1/moIJ

[gIg-gel]

[-I



2 2

dielectric constant
[C /N·m ]

Tl
[atm]

n swelling presure

electrostatic potential
[V]

0$

Subscripts

D dextran

E enzyme

I inhibitor

S 'substrate

0 initial
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Chapter 5

Stability of Enzyme Immobilized by Ionic Linkage

5. 1. Introduction

Binding affinity of enzymes to ion exchangers by ionic linkage

is relatively weak and affected by ionic strength of solutions.

This property is considered to be a defect of enzyme immobiliza-

tion by ionic linkage. This defect, however, can be compensated

by many advantages, i.e., simpleness of immobilization process,

easiness of regeneration, retention of high enzyme activity as

well as substrate specificity after immobilization. These merits

suggest usefulness of immobilization of enzymes by ionic linkage

for industrial purposes. Actually, application of immobilized en-

zyme by ionic linkage to industrial process led to a great suc-

1)
cess.

During the last twenty years, extensive stndies have been done

on immobilization techniques of enzymes and properties of the im-

mobilized enzymes. Some workers elucidated general properties of

immobilized enzymes such as the effect of mass transfer on kinetic

2-4)
parameters. In previous chapter, we also have reported on the

effect of dextrans, constituents of carrier for immobilization on

glucoarnylase-catalyzed reaction.

In this chapter, characteristics of immobilized enzyme by ionic

linkage were studied using glucoamylase immobilized onto SP-Sepha

dex C-25 and C-50 as model system. Distribution coefficients of
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91ucoamylase between the ion exchangers and liquid phase and dif-

fusion coefficients of the enzyme in the ion exchanger were ob-

tained. A theoretical equation to predict the half-life or actlv-

ity of immobilized enzymes caused by desorption of enzymes was

proposed in terms of the distribution coefficient, ~e diffusion

coefficient and the operational variables of continuous reaction.

5. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials. Glucoamylase (EC 3.2.1.3, pure grade, from Rhizo-

pus niveus) was purchased from Seikagaku Kogyo. The enzyme was

used without further purification. The enzyme concentration was

determined spectrophotometrically using an absorption coefficient,

1% -1 5)
E280 13.6 ern and the molecular weight, 56,000. SP-Sephadex

C-25 and C-50 were obtained from Pharrnacia Fine Chemicals. Both

ion exchangers have the capacity of 2.3 ~ 0.3 meq./g. SP-Sephadex

C-25 has a higher degree of cross-linkage than C-50. Other rea~

gents were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries and Naka-

rai Chemicals. Every chemical was of analytical grade.

Distribution coefficient. Approximately 0.01 g of lyophiliz-

ed SP-Sephadex exactly weighed was adequately swollen in 5 ml of

acetate buffer (pH 5.0). After a~dition to it of 20 ml of gluco-

amylase solution of known concentration, the mixture was equili-

brated under shaking at 25°C. Then, the enzyme concentration re-

maining in the outer solution, Cle was determined in terms of the
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The amount of the en-enzyme activity using maltose as substrate.

zyme adsorbed on the ion exchanger was calculated from the differ-

ence between the initial amount and that in the outer solution at

the adsorption equilibrium. The amount of the enzyme adsorbed on

the ion exchanger was converted into molar concentration, C2e ' us-

ing the water regain and the density of the ion exchanger (C-25;

3 3
1.54g/cm, C-50; 1.86 g/cm ). At lower C ,C is related to C

1Ie 2e e

by the following equation as discussed in Theoretical Considerations.

= K'CIe
(5-1)

where K is the distribution coefficient. The enzyme concentration

in the ion exchanger was obtained for various concentrations C
le

They were plotted in a log-log co-ordinate and K value was evalu-

ated.

Diffusion coefficient of glucoamylase in SP-Sephadex. Dif-

fusion coefficients of glucoamylase in SP-Sephadex were determined

by analyzing the non-steady state of adsorption process. An ap-

propriate amount of lyophilized SP-Sephadex was swollen in 100 ml

of acetate buffer (pH 5.0). Then, 100 ml of glucoamylase solution

of known concentration was added to it. Mixing of solution was

accomplished with a magnetically rotated bar. At appropriate time

intervals, 0.5 ml of the outer solution was pipetted through a

glass filter. The concentration C
l

was estimated from the activity.

A fraction M of the enzyme adsorbed at any time t is defined by
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Eq.(S-2)

(5-2)

where C
IO

and Cle are the enzyme concentrations at t = 0 and at

the adsorption equilibrium, respectively. The diffusion coeffi-

cient in the ion exchanger D was determined so that M calculated
e

by the following equation
6

) would fit with the experimental M.

M = 1 -

where

CD

L
k=1 2(3a/2) + A

k
/6(1 + a)

(5-3)

a = KW/eVp

and A
k

is the kth root of A in Eq.(S~S).

2
A = 3a[(A/tan A) - 1]

(5-4)

(5-5)

V represents the volume of the bath of solution, €·thevoidfrac-

-tionof the bath, W.the weight, R the radiusand-p ;the· density' of

the swollen ion exchanger. R was· measuredby' an optical'mi.rogra~

phy (Nikon S-Ke). When (D t/R
2

)1/2 < 0.1, .Eq __(S-3) is. approximat-
e _

ad to the following equation. 7 >. "
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Y2 . 2 1/2
------ eerfc{-3ay (D t/R) }]
Y1+ 2 2 e

where

Y = (1/2) [{1 + (4/3a)}1/2 + 1]
1

(5-7u)

(5-7b)

eerfc(x)
2_ exp(x )'erfc(x) (5-8)

Following assumption are included in the derivation of the

above equationi (1) adsorption equilibrium is instantaneously at

tained at the surface of the ion exchangerS) and (2) effect of

mass transfer through the stagnant film adjacent to the surface of

the ion exchanger is negligible. The diffusion coefficient D de
e

termined here is the apparent one in the ion exchanger as discuss-

ed in Theoretical Considerations.

5. 3. Theoretical Considerations.

Distribution coefficient. When the equilibrium concentration

of enzyme is sufficiently low, an approximate equation for the

distribution coefficient K is derived using Donnan's equilibrium

and the condition of e1ectroneutra1ity.

K = (CR- 2/C +)Z exp(-rrv /RT)
Na 1 E (5-9)

where C - is the concentrat4 on of . .R 2 ~ ~onogen~c sulfopropyl group tn
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the ion exchanger, z the number of charge of glucoamylase, IT the

swelling pressure, V the partial molar volume of glucoamylase,
E

R the gas constant, and T the absolute temperature.

Leakage of enzyme from ion exchanger. Since the ionic link-

age between enzymes and ion exchangers is reversible, the leakage

of the enzymes is inevitable during the continuous reaction. A

theoretical equation to represent the desorption process in the

continuous reaction was proposed. The same assumptions as those

in the estimation of diffusion coefficient were introduced. A

mass balance equation of enzyme in ion exchanger is ~xpressed by

Eg. (5-10) .

at

2 aC
2+ -0_-)

r Clr
(5-10)

where r is the radial distance and C2 is the enzyme concentration

defined as moles of the bound plus free enzymes per unit volume

of the ion exchanger. As in the case of' physical adsorption such

as gas adsorption onto activated charcoal, there may exist two

phases in the ion exchanger~ i.e., in one phase enzyme is in bound

state and in the other in free state. However, in the case of ad-

sorption by ionic linkage it is very difficult to distinguish

these two phases. Therefore the C2 defined above was used in the

mass balance equation for simplicity. Thus, the diffusion coeffi-
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cient 0 used in Eq. (5-10) is the apparent one. A mass balance
e

equation of the enzyme in the outer solution for a continuous stir-

red tank reactor (CSXR) gives the following equation.

aC
l

3(1- E) aC2 I
_ == -(F/EV)C + (-0 -)
at 1 ER ear r:::aR

(5-11)

where F is the flow rate. The initial and boundary conditions are

given as

at 1; == 0, Cl
:;;

CIa' C
2 = C2a

(5-12a)

at reo R, C = K·C (5-12b)
2 1

at r = 0, ac2/ar = a (S-12c)

These equations were solved in terms of the normalized outer

concentration C*l = Cl/ClO and the normalized mean inner concen

tration Ci through Laplace transform method.

co 2

C* == L 4
2B exp (-A~k 6)

1 (3AB + AB2 _ 2)~ 2k==l A~k + + U/A) - Bk

C* == 3J
l
r*2c* dr*2 a 2

co 6{(l/A~k2) - l} exp(-A~k2a)
== L

k::l A~k
4

+ (3AB + AB2 _ 2)~ 2 + (l/A) - Bk

(5-13)

(5-14)

where r* is the normalized radial distance (r* ==
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ma1ized inner concentration (C2
(8 "" t/ (EV/F» and

A (5-15a)

B = 3(1 - e:)K/e:

;k is the kth root of ~ in the following equation.

_A~2 + 1 + AB[(~/tan ~) - 1] = 0

(S-lSb)

(5-16)

The time course of leakage of the enzyme was computed by FACOM-M>

190 at the data proceeding center, Kyoto University. The half-

life of the immobilized enzyme caused by the leakage was estimated

by varing A and B as parameters.

5. 4. Results and Discussion

Distribution coefficient. The distribution coefficient of

glucoamylase to SP-Sephadex was estimated at 25°C, pH 5.0. In

Fig. 5-1, the logarithm of C
2e

, which is an.equilibriurn concentra

tion of the enzyme in the ion exchanger, is plotted against that

of Cleo Each plot gave a straight line with a slope of unity

OVer a wide range of the enzyme concentration and the K value cal-

culated from each plot is summarized in Table 5-1. Dependency of

K values obtained on ionic strength and type of ion exchanger can

be well understood qualitatively by the theoretical equation Eq.

(5-9). The difference between K value for SP-Sephadex c-so ~ 0.01
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25°C. The

Cl e [mol/1]

Relation between C
2e

and C
le

at pH 5.0 and

C and C are the equilibrium glucoarnylase
le 2e

concentration in outer solution and that in SP-Sepha-

dex. (), SP-Sephadex C-50 in 0.01 mol/l acetate buffer;

0, C-50 inO.05 molll ani .6., C-25 in 0.01 mol/l.

molll acetate buffer system and that for C-50 ~ 0.05 molll acetate

buffer system is ascribable to the effect of ionic strength. The

difference between K value for C-50 and that for C-25 is ascrib-

able to the difference of a swelling pressure, i.e., swelling pres-

sure of C-25 is higher than that of C-50.

Diffusion coefficient. Diffusion coefficients of enzymes in

ion exchangers are important in view of preparation of the irnrnobi-

lized enzymes and leakage of the enzymes from the ion exchangers

during continuous operation. The diffusion coefficient of gluco-

no



Table 5-1. Distribution and Diffusion Coefficients of Gluco

amylase (25°C and pH 5.0).

6 8
[5'(2 fern]

OL---.L----"~_-L-_---'

o 2 4

(tfR2)1/2 X 10-3

0·5

Ion Acetate buf- R
a

Wr K D K·D
exchanger

fer [mol/I] [cm] [gig] [-] 2
e 2

e
[cm Is] [crn Is]

SP-Sephadex
0.01 l.lXIO-2

31.2 3.0XI0
4 7XIO-11

2 XIO-6

9.5XIO-3
2.5XI0

2 -9 0.5XIO-
6

C-50 0.05 20.6 2XIO

SP-Sephadex
0.01 6.0XIO-3

5.0 1. OXI0
3 -9 XIO-6

C-25
lXlO 1

a Surface mean diameter.

1·0

Fig. 5-2.
2 1/2

Relation between M and (t/R ) for SP-Sepha-

dex C-25 at 25°C. The buffer solution was 0.01 molll ace

tate buffer with pH 5.0. The M in an ordinate is defined

in Eq. (5-2). The solid line was calculated from Eq. (5-6)

. -9 2/ d" ff" ff" .us~ng 1 X 10 em s as ~ us~on coe ~c~ent.
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Figure 5-2
amylase in sp-sephadex was estimated at 25°C, pH 5.0.

shows a relation between a fraction of the enzyme adsorbed, M and

(t/R2)1/2 for sp-Sephadex C-25 at pH 5.0 with 0.01 mol/l acetate

buffer. The solid line in Fig. 5-2, which was calculated from Eq.

-9 2 d t(5-6) using 1 X 10 cm /s as De' shows a fairly goo agreemen

with the experimental data under consideration of experimental er-

rors. The diffusion coefficients in the ion exchangers are ex-

tremely low as compared with that of the enzyme in an acetate buf

-6 2fer solution (1.26 X 10 ern /s), which was measured with the

. . 1 t 9)Sch11eren opt1ca appara us. These low diffusion coefficients

can not be ascribable to the steric hindrance of gel matrix but

to the binding of the enzyme to the ionogenic group, i.e., the

bound enzyme cannot diffuse on the surface of the solid phase but

the free enzyme can diffuse in the ion exchanger. The ratio of

the amount of the enzyme bound to the solid phase to that of the

free enzyme in the ion exchanger might be approximately expressed

by the distribution coefficient K. Accordingly, the product of K

and De represents a diffusion coefficient of the enzyme in acetate

buffer solution and is shown in Table 5-1. KoD resembles the
e

diffusion coefficient in the buffer solution in each case. Such

a concept was applied to estimation of diffusion coefficients of

amino acids in polyelectrolyte solutions and a fairly good agree

ment was observed between the theory and the experiment. 9 ) Thus,

the diffusion coefficient of enzyme in ion exchanger can be rough-
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1y expressed by D/K, where D is the diffusion coefficient of en-

zyme in buffer solution.

Leakage of enzyme from ion exchanger. It is significant for

continuous operation of immobilized enzymes to estimate the half-

life. When enzymes are immobilized to ion exchangers, the desorp-

tion of the enzymes from the ion exchangers during con~inuous

. b'd d 1)operat10n can not e aV01 e . The time dependency of the enzyme

life.

concentration in the outer solution and that in the ion exchanger

can be calculated by Eqs. (5-13) to (5-16). In Eq~. (5-13) and

(5-14), Ci and C2 can be calculated using A and B as parameters.

Since C
l

is usually negligibly low, the half-life of activity of

the immobilized enzyme due to leakage is evaluated from the time

course of C2. Figure 5-3 shows the plot of C2against the normal

ized time 8 varying the A value with a constant B value (B = 10
3
).

The 8 value at C* = 0.5 is the normalized half-life of an immobi
2

lized enzyme 8
1

/ 2 . The larger A value the shorter 8
1

/
2

• This

means that the larger space velocity (SV = F/V) reduces the half-

The 8
1

/
2

value was calculated for various A and B values.

In Fig. 5-4, the relation of 8
1

/
2

to A is shown in a log-log co-

ordinate using B as a parameter. When glucoamylase is immobilized

to SP-Sephadex C-50 at pH 5.0 with 0.01 mol/l acetate buffer and

the reaction of the immobilized enzyme is allowed to run on CSTR

at E = 0.34 and SV = 2.0 hr-
l

, the half-life is calculated to be

281 days from Fig. 5-4 using K, R and D shown in Table 5-1.
e
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oOI-..-----500..L.------~1000

e C-l

Fig. 5-3. Time courses of leakage of enzyme from an ion

exchanger. Solid curves are calculated by Eq. (5-14) for

various A values at constant B value. Ci and e are de

fineed in the text.

When the diffusion resistance in ion exchangers can be ignored

(almost A-B > 10), the half-life may be calculated more easily.

In this case, a mass balance equation for the enzyme in CSTR is

expressed as follows:

-ClC
2

/ Clt = [F/(l - E)V] -C
l

(5-17)

The initial condition is given as C
2

= C
20

at t = O. The normal

ized enzyme concentration in the ion exchanger C* is expressed by
2

Eq. (5-19).
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Fig. 5-4. Relation of the normalized half-life to para

meters A and B. The 8
1

/
2

value was evaluated using Eq.

(5-14). The 8
1

/ 2 , A and B are defined in the text.

C* = exp(-36/B)
2

(5-19)

where both 8 and B are the same as those defined previously. The

normalized half-life 61/ 2 and the actual half-life t l /
2

are given

by the following equations.

= O.23l·B

t
l

/ 2 = 0.231 (eV/F) ·B

(5-20a)

(5-20b)

The 6
1

/
2

calculated from Eq. (5-20a) corresponds to the plateau

region in Fig. 5-4.

The present treatment is applicable only to continuous stirred
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tank reactor. In a plug flow reactor, the half-life may be longer

than the present result, because the enzyme desorbed at the upper

part of the reactor may reduce the desorption rate of the enzyme.

Therefore, the present equation may be useful for practical pur

poses. It is difficult to estimate the diffusion coefficients of

enzymes in ion exchanger. The utilization of the value obtained

by dividing the diffusion coefficients of the enzymes in buffer

solutions by the distribution coefficient as the diffusion coeffi

cients of the enzymes in the ion exchangers may be advisable for

practical purposes.

The distribution coefficient between glucoamylase and the ion

exchanger was found to depend greatly on the ionic strength of

buffer solution and the type of ion exchanger. The diffusion co

efficient of the enzyme in the ion exchanger was much lower than

that in buffer solution. This low diffusion coefficient was con

sidered to be due to the binding of the enzyme to the ionogenic

group. The theoretical equation was proposed to predict the half

life of activity of immobilized enzymes due to leakage of the en

zymes. In the equation, denaturation of enzymes was not taken

into account. Denaturation of immobilized enzymes may not be ig

nored when a reactor is operated for a long period. Detailed

studies on the denaturation of enzymes will enable us to predict

the half-life with a more accuracy. Finally, it should be noted

that cation exchanger has been used for immobilization of gluco-
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f hi . b" . 3) .amylase rom R zopus n~veus y 10n1C 11nkage as used 1n the

present study, while anion exchanger for glucoarnylase from Asper-

. 10-12)
gillus n~ger.

5. 5. Summary

Glucoamylase (from Rhizopus niveus) was immobilized to SP-Sepha-

dex C-25 and C-50 by ionic linkage. The physical properties of

the immobilized glucoamylase were quantitatively investigated.

Binding equilibrium between the enzyme and the ion exchanger was

investigated. A linear relationship between the concentrations

of enzymes in the ion exchanger and in the outer solution phase

was observed over a wide range of enzyme concentrations. Distri-

bution coefficients were obtained, by which the amount of the en-

zyme immobilized can be calculated. Diffusion coefficients of

the enzyme in the ion exchangers were also estimated from analy-

sis of the adsorption process. A theoretical equation to predict

the half-life of the activity of immobilized enzymes caused by de-

sorption of the enzymes was proposed in terms of the distribution

coefficient, the diffusion coefficient and the operational vari-

abIes of a continuous reaction.

Nomenclature

A

B

= EVD !(FR
2

)
e

3{1 - E)K/e:
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c

c*
1

c*
2

o

o
e

F

K

M

R

R

r

sv

T

t

v

v

w

z

a

e:

e

II

p

concentration

normalized outer concentration

normalized mean inner concentration

diffusion coefficient in buffer solution

diffusion coefficient in the ion exchanger

volumetric flow rate

distribution coefficient

fraction of enzyme adsorbed

radius of particle

gas constant

radial distance

space velocity

absolute temperature

time

volume of the bath of solution

partial molar volume

weight

mnnber of charge of the enzyme

= KWI (e:Vp)

void fraction of the bath

= t/(e:V/F)

swelling pressure

density of the swollen ion exchanger
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Subscript

e equilibrium

o initial

1 outer solution phase

2 ion exchanger phase
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PART II

PULSE RESPONSE IN IMMOBILIZED-ENZYME COLUMN

Introduction

Because of the high specificity and the high catalytic activity

of enzyme reactions under non-extreme conditions, enzymatic analy-

sis is meritorious compared to chemical analysis using acids,

bases, etc. The high cost of the enzyme may be reduced by its

immobilization. with the explosive increase of samples for clini-

cal and food analysis in recent years, much attention has been
.

paid to the utilization of immobilized enzymes for analytical pur-

poses as well as for the mass conversion of materials. Analytical

instruments using immobilized enzymes, such as enzyme thermisters

1-4) 5-9)
and enzyme electrodes, have been devised. An analytical

method using an immobilized-enzyme column can be based on chromato-

graphic techniques.

As shown in Figure II-I, a substrate solution of unknown con-

centration is applied to the inlet of the column as a pulse~

Since the substrate is undetectable in its original form, it is

converted to a product of detectable form by an erizyme reaction in

the column, or else a coupling coenzyme of undetectable form is

converted to a detectable form. The elution curve of the product

or of the coenzyme at the outlet' of the column is followed contin-

UOusly by a suitable analytical instrument, such as a sPectrophoto-
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Fig. II-l. Schematic representation of analysis based

on a pulse response in an immobilized-enzyme column. A

denotes the substrate, which is undetectable in its

original form and the concentration of which is unknown,

and B is the detectable product. CE is a coenzyme of

undetectable form and CE I is one of detectable form.

Concentration of the substrate A is determined from the

intensity of the elution profile, such as the peak

height or the area under the curve of product or CE'.

1, Immobilized-enzyme column; 2, detector; 3, recorder;

4, constant-feeding pump.

meter. The concentration of the original substrate solution is

determined from the intensity of the elution curve, including the

peak height and the area under the curve.

For a linear relationship between the substrate concentration

and the intensity of the elution curve, the substrate concentra-

tion must be less than the Michaelis constant Km, so that the re-

action is first-order. This condition is often satisfied because

substrate concentrations are usually low in clinical analysis. To
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perform a rapid analysis, a large amount of enzyme is immobilized

on the carrier, and a short column is used with a high flow rate.

Under such conditions, the mass transfer of the substrate might

easily affect the elution profile. For effective analysis, the

effect of the physical properties of the immobilized enzyme and

the substrate and the effect of operational variables on the elu

tion profiles must be known. A theoretical method for predicting

the elution curve of the product is here proposed on the mass bal~

ance model extensively used in gel chromatography. The validity

of the theory was confirmed in a column that was filled with spher

ical acrylamide-gel-entrapped invertase. The theory ~as extended

to systems of reversible and consecutive reactions.and to deter

mination of an enzyme using an immobilized-indicator enzyme.

In Chapter 6, a theoretical method for predicting the elution

curve of the product is proposed on the mass balance model. The

validity of the theory is experimentally confirmed in an acryl

amide-gel-entrapped-invertase column. The theory is extended to

systems of reversible and consecutive reactions.

In clinical and food analyses, a substrate which is not easy

to analyze by the usual methods is converted to a readily detect

able product by reversible or consecutive reactions. A theoreti

cal method for predicting the elution profiles of the product,

Which is extended to such sysyems in Chapter 6, is confirmed ex

perimentally in Chapter 7.
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In Chapter 8, it is shown that pyruvate and L-lactate in human

serum are successfully anal zed by the pulse response technique

using an immobilized-lactate dehydrogenase column.

It is important in clinical chemistry to analyze an enzyme ac-

tivity in serum. In Chapter 9, the pulse response technique can

be applied to determination of the enzyme by using a column in

which the beads immobilizing an indicator enzyme are packed.
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Chapter· 6

Theoretical Method for Predicting Elution Curves

6. 1. Introduction

The pulse response technique using an immobilized-enzyme column

is promising as an analytical method for determining the concen

tration of specific substances in food, serum, etc., because of

the high specificity and high activity of enzyme reaction.

In this chapter, a theoretical method for predicting the elu

tion curve of the product is proposed on the mass balance model

extensively used in gel chromatography. The validity of the the

ory is confirmed in a column that is filled with spherical acryl

amide-gel-entrapped invertase. The theory is extended to system

of reversible and consecutive reactions.

6. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials. Yeast invertase was purchased from Wako Pure

Chemical industries. The protein content of the enzyme prepara

tion was found to be 3.65 mg/ml, using bovine serum albumin (BSA)

as a standard. Acrylamide monomer (AAm), N,N'-methylenebisacryl

amide (BIS), N,N,N',N'-tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED), and am

monium persulfate were also obtained from Wako Pure Chemical In

dustries. Arlacel C (sorbitan sesquioleate) was purchased from

Tokyo Kasei Kogyo. Blue Dextran was purchased from Pharmacia.

Sucrose and glucose were obtained from Wako Pure Chemical Indus-
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tries and Nakarai Chemicals, respectively. All other reagents

were of analytical grade.

preparation of immobilized invertase. The method for entrap-

ping invertase in acrylamide gel was essentially the same as that

reported by Ohmiya et al.
l

) except for irradiation by a fluorescent

light. One ml of 5% (w/v) ammonium persulfate was added to a mix

ture of 7 ml of appropriately diluted invertase solution and 7 ml

of 40% (w/v) AAm-BIS solution; the BIS content was 5%. The mixture

was immediately poured into 200 ml of organic solvent (toluene/

chloroform = 144/56) which contained Arlacel C and 0 •.16 ml of

TEMED, and was emulsified by magnetic stirring in a nitrogen at-

mosphere. All reagents were dissolved in 0.05 mol/l acetate buf

fer (pH 5.0). The size of the acrylamide beads was regulated by

controlling the amount of detergent and the stirring speed of the

magnetic bar. The polymerization was performed at a - 4°C for 20

min. The prepared immobilized-invertase gels were separated from

"the organic solvent with a glass filter, then washed with 100 ml

of chilled toluene and with a large amount of chilled acetate buf-

fer. The gels were sieved to obtain the desired size. They were

Suspended in buffer and stored in a refrigerator before use.

Assay of free invertase activity. The hydrolysis of sucrose

by invertase was allowed to run at pH 5.0 with 0.05 mol/l acetate

bUffer at 25°C. The sucrose concentrations were in the range of
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0.01 to 1.4 mol/l. The initial reaction rate was estimated from

the increase of glucose concentration, which was assayed by the

2)
glucostat method.

Estimation of kinetic parameters of immobilized invertase.

The immobilized-invertase characteristics were estimated using

a batch reactor and a continuous-stirred-tank reactor (CSTR). In

the former case, about 0.2 - 0.3 9 (wet weight) immobilized inver-

tase beads was accurately weighed. After the addition of 20 ml of

sucrose solution, the reaction mixture was shaken for 4 hr at 25 D C.

The amount of glucose produced was assayed by the method described

above. The conversion was less than 10%.

The effective volume of the CSTR was 50 ml, and about 3.1 9 of

immobilized-enzyme beads were loaded onto it. After about five

times the residence time had passed, the glucose produced was de-

termined at the outlet.

An invertase-catalyzed reaction is inhibited by a high concen

tration of substrate,3) and the reaction rate equation is

-r =
A

k·C oCo EO A
(6-1)

where r A is the formation rate of substrate, k
O

the rate constant,

CEO the total enzyme concentration, C
A

the substrate concentration,

and Ki is the inhibition constant. Equation (6-1) can be reduced
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to Michaelis-Menten equation when C is much lower than Ki. In
A

that case, the Lineweaver-Burk plot gives the values of KID and

(6-2)

The Ki value can be estmated from the plot of l/(-rA} versus CA.

The kinetic parameters (KID and Vmax) of the immobilized inver-

tase employed for pulse experiments were estimated using a packed-

bed reactor, when the effect of intraparticle diffusion resistance

was negligible because of a low Vmax and a small gel radius. When

the effect of diffusional resistance was significant owing to a

high Vmax and a large gel radius, the immobilized-invertase beads

were granulated to reduce the gel radius, and the activity was

assayed in a batch reactor.

Pulse response experiments. The immobilized-invertase beads

were packed in a column equipped with a water jacket. Substrate

solution (0.5 ml) was carefully added to the top of the bed, and

~e flow was started. The moment the sucrose solution disappeared,

~e eluent was added by a constant-feeding pump (Tokyo Rikakikai

Co., MP-B). The eluent was 0.05 mol/l acetate buffer (pH 5.0),

~d the bed was kept at 25°C. At appropriate intervals, the elu-

ate was collected at the bottom of the bed. The eluate was divid-

~ into halves. One half was used to assay the glucose produced
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by the invertase-catalyzed reaction. By adding an invertase solu

tion to the other, the unreacted substrate was completely hydrolyz-

ed and the glucose concentration was determined. The sucrose con-

centration of the eluate was estimated from the difference between

these glucose concentrations.

Determination of particle size. Acrylamide-gel-entrapped in-

vertase particles were confirmed to be spherical by observation wit

an optical microscope (Nikon S-Ke). The diameters of more than

250 particles were meas~ed, and the square mean value was calcu-

lated.

Determination of physical properties of substrate. The val-

ues of the axial dispersion coefficient (D ), the gel phase difz

fusion coefficients (D ), the distribution coefficients (K) of
s

both substrate and product, and the void fraction (t) of the bed

were determined by moment analysis
4

- 6) of elution profiles of the

substrate and the product, using an immobilized-invertase column

denatured by heating. The first-order normalized statistical mo-

ment (~l')' i.e., the average residence time, and the second-order

normalized central moment (~2)' i.e., the va±:iance of elution pro

files, were related to D , D , K, and ~ by Eqs(6-3) and (6-4), re
z s

spectively.

~ I =
1
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(6-4)

where Z is the height of the bed, Uo the linear superficial veloc

ity, u the linear interstitial velocity, R the particle radius, and

H = (1 - E)!E. By comparing the experimental ~l' and ~2 with Eqs.

(6-3) and (6-4), D , D , K, and E were determined. The experimen
z s

tal method was the same as that of Nakanishi et al.
6

) The concen-

tration of the eluate was analyzed by the method described above. ,

6. 3. Theoretical Considerations.

A method for predicting the elution curve of the product has

been proposed based on the mass balance model extensively used in

gel chromatography. The fixst-order enzyme reaction in the gel

phase was added to the mass balance equation as well as axial dis-

persion in the mobile phase and gel-phase diffusion of the solute.

Let us consider the irreversible first-order reaction shown in Eg.

(6-5) with rate constant k, where k = Vmax!Km:

A
k (= Vmax!Km) B

~ (6-5)

KIn and Vmax are the Michaelis constant and the max.bn.nn reaction

rate, respectively. The Michaelis-Menten rate equation can be re-

duced to a first-order one .when the substrate concentration is

lower than Km. Mass balance equations referring to substrate con-

Centrations at the mobile phase CA and the gel phase C are given
AS
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by

aCA
a
2

e (lC
A

3(1 - e:)k
A f(e - C I )--= D--- u-- -

z az2 A A r=R
at az e:R

aeAS
2 2 acASa CAS

- kCAS--= D ( 2 + -.--)
at S ar r ar

(6-6)

(6-7)

where.t is time, k
f

the mass transfer coefficient, and r the ra

dial distance variable. The third term on the right-hand side of

Eq. (6-7) represents the decrease in CAS by the enzyme reaction.

These equations are basically the same as those employed by

7)
Marrazzo et al. They analyzed the characteristics of the hydro-

lysis of sucrose by invertase immobilized onto porous glass par-

ticles at steady state, taking account axial dispersion as well

as intraparticle substrate diffusion. In the same way, mass bal-

ance equations for the product a are written thus:

--=
at

aCa
u-- -

az
(6-8).

-=
at

(6-9)

Initial and boundary conditions are given as follows:

t == 0, z > 0,= , C = e = 0
A AS
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C =: C = 0 (6-10b)
B BS

t > 0, r =: R, CAS = K-C (6-10c)
A

CBS = K·C (6-10d)
B

t > 0, r = o. aCAS/ar = 0 (6-10e)

aCBS/ar = 0 (6-10f)

O~t.2t , z = O. C
A

=: CAO (6-10g)
-- 0

t > to' z = 0, CA = 0 (6-10h)

t > 0, z = O. CB
=: 0 (6-10i)

kf(CA - cAlr=R) Ds (aCAS/Clr) Ir=R (6-10j)

kf(CB - cBlr=R) = Ds (ClCBS/Clr) Ir=R (6-10k)

where to is the sample injection time. The condition of a pulse

is represented by Eqs. (6-10g) and (6-10h). For simplicity, a com-

mon K and D for both. substrate and product are assumed.
s

An analytical solution for C
A

has been reported by Wakao et al.

8)
However, the solution is quite complex, because roots of a

multivalued function must be obtained, and the series summation

must be calculated twice. Furthermore, their solution cannot be

applied exactly to our experimental system. Therefore, a numerical

method was adopted. By applying the Laplace transform to these

differential equations, solutions of C
A

and C
B

in the Laplace do

main were obtained in the dimensionless forms of YA and YB' which

are defined as CA/CAO and CB!CBO ' respectively. YA and YB repre

Sent the solutions in the Laplace domain and are the function of

the complex number s.
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Y =A s

where

A = (S~2)1/2cOth(S~2)1/2 - 1
a

Al = (S~2+~M2)1/2COth(S$2+~M2)1/2 - 1

¢I = R(k/D )1/2
M s

$ = RIl/(D i)]1/2
s

¢I' = RUt! (k?T) ] 1/2

lS = Z/ (D /u)z

IlK = (I - £)1(/£

(6-13a)

(6-13b)

(6-14a)

(6-14b)

(6-14c)

(6-14d)

(6-I4e)

and T is the average residence time with respect to void volume of

the column. When the volume of substrate solution applied is much

smaller than the void vol1ume of the bed, i.e., when the input can

be considered to be a pulse, the term [1 - exp(-seO)]/s in Eqs.

(6-11) and (6-12) can be approximated by 8
0

• Y
A

and Y
B

are the
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functions of the nondimensional parameters composed of physical

properties of immobilized enzyme and the substrate, and of opera~

tional variables, as shown in Eqs. (6-14) •

To obtain the solutions in the time domain, the numerical in~

version of the soltions in the Laplace domain is performed by the

numerical integration of the complex function of Eq. (6-15) or by

the Fourier series approximation of Eq. (6-16) .9,10)

f
CX+iB e

= 1 l' S - ( ) d
y~ ~ lllI e y. s S

... 'Tf.l B-+<Xl a-iB l.

ae
e

T [

00

1 - - krri krri'2 y. (a)+ L {Re[y. (a + -T) ]cos(-T)
J. k=l ~

- Im[y.(a + k'Tfi)]Sin(k'lri)}]
~ T T

(6-16)

where e is the dimensionless time (= tiT). Re and Im indicate

the real and imaginary parts of y., respectively. T is an atbi
~

tray constant. The inversion by Eq.(6-16) is accomplished in a

shorter time than that by Eq. (6-15) •

The elution curves are calculated as the function of e under

various values of the dimensionless parameters shown in Egs. (6-14).

The calculation was performed usi~g a FACOM M-190 or M~240 compu~

ter at the Data-Processing~enterof Kyoto University. Y
A

and ~

in the case where the enzyme is immobilized onto non-porous sup-

POrt can be easily obtained. The mass balance model can be ex-

ps



tended to the system of reversible as well as consecutive reac

tions. The solutions in the Laplace domain for these cases are

shown in the Appendix. The solutions in the time domain are cal-

culated by the methods described above.

6. 4. Results and Discussion

Kinetic parameters of free and immobilized invertase. The

kinetic parameters (k , Km, and Xi) of immobilized invertase were
o

estimated in 0.05 mol/l acetate buffer (pH 5.0) at 25°C. The k O'

KID, and Ki values of the free enzyme were obtained under the same

conditions. The double reciprocal plots are shown in Fig. 6-1.

The k and KID values were evaluated from these plots. Figure 6-2
o

shows the plots of CEO/{-r
A

) versus CA for free and immobilized

invertase. The Ki values were determined. The kinetic parame-

ters of the immobilized enzyme are taken to be free from the ef-

feet of diffusional resistance, because the reaction was allowed

to run under conditions where intraparticle and film diffusional

resistance of the substrate could be ignored. The ko' KID, and Ki

values of the free and immobilized invertase are summarized in

Table 6-1. Changes in KIn and Ki values due to immobilization were

not observed. Sixty-eight percent of the enzyme activity was

maintained after immobilization. Although details of the data are

not shown here, enzyme leakage from the gel matrix was not observ

ed and the inactivation rate of the immobilized enzyme during con-
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Fig. 6-l. Double reciprocal plots for estimating l<m and

k
O

values for free and immobilized invertase. 'Reaction

was run with 0.05 molll acetate buffer (pH 5.0) at 25°C.. , .

Total enzyme concentration CEO of the immobilized enzyme

was calculated by assuming that the enzyme laoded for immo

bilization was wholly entrapped. «() Soluble invertase;

immobilized invertase: ([]) batch reactor and '(~) CSTR.

Table 6-1- Kinetic Parameters of Free and

Immobilized Invertase at pH 5.0 and 25°C.

KIn Ki k
O

[m,o:i,/l] . lmol/l] (moJ,./mg~s]

Free 0.028 1.1 2.17 X 10-5

IIm:nobi1i2:~d 0.033 1.3 1047 X 10-5
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Fig. 6-2. Plots of CEo/(-rA) versus CA for free and im

mobilized invertase. Conditions and symbols are the same

as shown for Fig. 6-1.

tinuous operation in a packed-bed-type reactor was very slow under

the conditions used. The use of acrylamide-gel-entrapped inver-

tase was found to be suitable for an experimental test of the va~

lidity of our proposed theory.

Determination of £, K, D and D .
z s

The values of the void

fraction £ of a bed and the distribution coefficients K of sucrose

and glucose were determined from the first-order statistical mo-

ment of the elution curves for Blue Dextran and for saccharides,

respectively. The data obtained experimentally are shown in Fig.

6-3, where ~l' was plotted against Z/ua on a logarithmic scale.
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5

5

Z/uo
5

[5]

Fig. 6-3. Experimental rela.tions between first-order

statistical moment and Z/u
O

• Column size = 15.4 mm~ X

383 rom. Sample volmne applied was 0.5 ml. LO) 0.3%

Blue Dextran; (CJ) 0.01 molll sucrose; (~) 0.01 molll

glucose.

The values of the axial dispersion coefficient and of the gel-

phase diffusion coefficients were estimated from Eq. (6-4). Plots

of )J2/{2Z/u) versus llu are. ,shOwn in Fig. 6-4. In the calculation

of )Jl" and )J2 ' integrations were carried out numerically by Simp

son's rule. The values of D lu and D were calculated from the
z s
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Fig. 6-4. Experimental relations between second-order

central moment and l/u. ([]> 0.01 molll sucrose; (~)

0.01 molll glucose.

slope and the intercept, respectively. The values of €, K, Diu,
z

and D(which were estimated for the gel used in the pulse test
s

shown in Fig. 6-5) are illustrate in Table 6-2. The value of D /z

u was about 1.3 times the mean diameter of the gel, and this was

reasonable considering the range of the Reynolds number. II) The

distribution coefficients for sucrose and glucose were similar to

those estimated for a single bead of acrylamide gel, while the Ds

values of the saccharides were somewhat smaller than those estmat~
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Table 6-2. Values Determined for the Parameters
a

for a Column of Immobilized-Invertase Beads at 25°C.

E R
b

K D /u D
z 2s

[-] [em] [-] [em] [ern /s]

Glucose 0.88 0.0330 1. 91 X 10-6

Sucrose
0.34 0.0133

0.88 0.0355 1.17 10-6
X

Average 0.88 0.0343 1. 54 X 10-6

a Column size "" 15.4 mm<p X 383 rom.

b Surface mean radius.

ed for a single bead using maltose and glucose as a solute in

Chapter 1. The same tendency was observed in gel qhromatography

6)
of an NaCI-Sephadex bead system. The values of E, K, and D by

s

Marrazzo et al.?) were similar to those measured in this study.

Owing to the high Reynolds number, their Peclet number ,(= 2Ru/D )
z

was larger than our value.

Pulse response experiments. Two series of experiments were

~rformed and the experimental conditions are summarized in Table

6-3. In the first series, the effect of diffusional resistance

was negligible because of a low vmax and a small gel radius. In

~e seconn series, the effect of diffusional resistance was sig-

nificant because of a high Vmax and a large R. In both series of

experiments, the substrate concentration was made 5 or 10 mmol/l

~aller than the Michaelis constant (30 mmol/l) to make the reac-

tion first-order. Figure 6-5 shows the results for the first se-
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Table 6-3. Experimental Conditions for pulse Tests.

Parameter 1st series 2nd series

Km [nuno1/1]

Vmax [rnrno1/l'm!n]

R [em]

Column dimension

Flow rate

Effect of diffu
sional resistance

Substrate

Eluent

30 30

0.573 8.66

0.0133 0.0544

15 rnrn<jlX 389 nun 12 rnrn</> X 119 nun

- 3.0 3/ .1.0 ern IlUn

regligible significant

5 or 10 rnrnol/l

0.05 mol/l acetate buffer (pH 5.0)

4·03·02·0

a [-J
1·0

o-j
~ 1·0
o-j-....
t:f 0.5o
~

~-........
u aL- --L '*~J.I....------L-.::IoaII.......----J

o

,.,
I

L.J 1·5

Fig. 6-5. Elution profiles of substrate and product in

first series. Column dimension = 15 nun</> X 389 nun; R =
0.0133 em. (----) Calculated according to the theory

using the values of the dimensionless parameters. C
AO

= 0.01 rool/l; , = 544 s; ~M = 0.191; ~ = 0.473; </>1 = 0;

HK = 1.71; 6 = 1130. (~) CT' sucrose plus glucose;

(()) CA' sucrose; ([]) CB, glucose.
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Fig. 6-6. Elution profiles of substrate and product in

second series. Keys are shown in Fig. 6-5. CAD = 0.01

mol/Ii l = 130 Si ~M = 3.04; ~ = 3.84; ~I = 0.576; HK =
1.08; 0 = 110. Column dimension: 12 mrn~ X 119 mm; R =
0.0544 ern.

ries. The abscissa is time, e, and the coordinate is the concen-

tration, which are both dimensionless. The elution profiles of

the substrate and of the product are symmetrical. Theoretical

elution profiles (represented here by solid curves) coincide fair-

ly well with the experimental ones. In the calculation of the

theoretical curves, the mass transfer coefficient k
f

was taken to

be infinite (i.e., ~' = 0). The results of the second series are

shown in Fig. 6-6. Asymmetrical elution profiles having long

tails were obtained. The tails may reflect the influence of dif-

fusional resistance in the gel phase. The elution profiles of the

SUbstrate and the product intersect each other at about e = 2.0.
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Moreover, the elution curve of the product is very broad and the

peak position is not clear. This elution profile is unsuitable

for analytical purposes. These phenomena were well reproduced by

the theoretical elution profiles. The kf value was estimated

1
. 12)

from the correlation proposed by Wilson and Geankop 1S.

Theoretical elution profiles in reversible and consecutive re-

actions. Since it was proved that the mass balance model was

applicable to the prediction of elution profiles in an irrevers-

ible reaction, the theory was extended to the system of revers-

ible and consecutive reactions. For consecutive reactions, two

cases are considered. The first is that two enzymes are coimmo-

bilized in a carrier and the second is that two enzymes are immo-

bilized independently in different carriers and then mixed.

The solutions for C. (i = A, B, and C) in the Laplace domain
~

in reversible reactions and consecutive reactions are shown in the

Appendix. In the calculatation of elution profiles, it was assum-

ed that the value of D lu was equal to the gel diameter, and the.z

kf value was taken to be infinite.

Figure 6-7 shows the elution profiles of a product produced by

a reversible reaction under two extreme conditions. The curve

R-l, which has a sharp peak, shows the elution profile when the

effect of diffusional resistance is negligible. The curve R-2 is

obtained when the effect of diffusional resistance is significant.

The upper figure shows the distribution of the degree of c1ose-
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Fig. 6-7. Theoretical elution profiles of product and

distribution of degree of closeness to equilibrium.

Curve R-l is obtained when the effect of diffusional re

sistence is negligible, while R-2 is obtained when the

effect is significant. Upper figure shows the distribu

tion of the degree to equilibrium with time. R-l: _$M1

= 0.05; !fl
M2

= 0.05; lfJ == 0.,0447; .!fl" = 0:; IlK = 1.35; 0'" 5000.

R-2: lfJ
Ml

= 5.00; !fl
M2

= 5.00; $ = 4~47; !fl' = 0; HK = 1.35;

IS = 50.

ness to equilibrium with time. When the diffusional resistance

is insignificant, not only is the peak of the elution profile very

sharp but also the distribution is. uniform.

Figure 6-8 shows the elution profiles of the final product of

consecutive reactions in both coirnmobilized- and mixed-enzyme col-

umns. The symbols CI refers to a coimmobilized- and M to a mixed-
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Fig. 6-8. Theoretical elution profiles of final product

of consecutive reactions in coimmobilized- am mixed-type

e myme columns. Symbol CI represents the coimrnobi li zed

type and M the mixed-type enzyme column. k
f

value was

taken to be infinite. CI-l (M-l values in parentheses) :

~MI = 0.354 (0.500); ~M2 = 0.351 (0.497); ~ (~l = ~2) =

0.447; ¢' (¢ll = ¢2') = 0; HI< = 1.35; 0 = 500. CI-2 (M-2

values in parentheses); ¢Ml = 3.54 (5.00); ~M2 = 3.51

{4.97)j ¢ (~l = ¢2) = 3.16; ~' (~l' = ~2') = 0; HK = 1.35;

o =250.

type enzyme column. The curves CI-I and M-I show profiles for

when the effect of diffusional resistance in the gel phase is

small, and the curves CI-2 and M-2 for when the effect of diffu-

sional resistance is significant. In both cases, the coimmobiliz-

ed-type column shows high conversion. Moreover, diffusional re-

sistance promotes this tendency.
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Irreversible reaction.

6. 5. Summary

A theoretical method for predicting the elution profile of a

pulse response in an immobilized-enzyme column is proposed. The

method is based on a mass balance model, which is extensively us-

ed in gel chromatography. To test the method, a pulse of sucrose

solution was applied to a column of spherical acrylamide gel in

which was entrapped invertase from yeast, and it was eluted with

0.05 molll acetate buffer at pH 5.0. The elution curves of the

substrate and the product were in fairly good agreement with the

theoretically calculated ones. The method was extended to the

system of reversible as well as consecutive reactions.

Appendix

The solutions of YA and YB in the

Laplace domain have been presented when an enzyme is immobilized

to a porous support. Here, we consider the solutions of Y
A

and

YB in the Laplace domain in the case where the enzyme is attached

onto a non-porous support.

The mass balance equations for the substrate A and the product

B are given by the following equations under the assumption that

fast.

aC
A a

2c aC
A

1 - E: 3
A--= D--- u--- ·-kC (6-17)

at z az2 az E: R A
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at

ClC
B

1 - e: 3
u-- + ---·-·kC

az e: R A
(6-18)

The initial and boundary conditions are given as follows:

O~t~to' z = 0,

t >"t z = 0,
0'

t > 0, z = 0,

t = 0, z > 0 , C = 0 (6";'19a)
A

C = 0 (6-19b)
B

C = CAO (6-19c)
A

C = 0 (6-19dl
A

C = 0 (6-1ge)
B

The solutions of C
A

and C
B

in the Laplace domain are given in the

dimensionless form by Eqs. (6-20) and (6-21).

1
-s6

- e 0 -s - nH
y = ---- exp[ ]

A s 1/2+{1/4+(1/o) (s+nH}}1/2
(6-20)

1
-56- e 0

y =---
B·

s
[

-s
exp [ ]

1/2+{1/4+s(1/o}}1/2

-s - nH ]
- exp [ ]

1/2+{1/4+(1/o) (s+nH}}1/2

where

n = 3k-r/R

(6-21)

(6-22)

The solutions in the time domain are obtained by the numerical in

version of YA and YB according to Eqs. (6-15) or (6-16).
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Fig. 6-9. Theoretical elution profiles of product of ir

reversible reaction in columns packed with enzymas immobi

lized to non-porous and porous supports. Symbol N repre

sents the non-porous support and P the porous one. The non

dimensional parameters used in the calculation are listed

in the figure.

The elution curves of pulse inputs in immobilized-enzyme column
. ,

with an irreversible reaction were calculated theoretically for

two cases. The first case is that the enzyme was irmnobilized into

a porous carrier. The second is that the enzyme is attached onto

a non~porous support. Figure 6-9 shows the elution curves, where

P and N denote the porous and non-porous carriers, respectively.

The following conditions are, adopted in calculation. The size of

column is 8 mm~ X 200 mm. The void fraction of the bed is 0.4

for both the carriers. The common distribution coefficients for
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substrate and product are used to be 0.8. The gel phase diffusion

-6 2
coefficient for substrate is 2 X 10 cm /s and is identical to

that for product. The average residence time based on the void

volume of the bed is 5 min in each calculation. The rate constant

is set to make the conversion 0.7. Two different diameters of

particles are considered to be 50 ~ and 500~. The values of non-

dimensional parameters used in calculation are listed in the fig-

ure. ,The figure indicates that the use of non-porous support is

superior to that of porous support as long as the enzyme immobi-

lized onto non-porous support exhibits a high activity.

Reversible reactions.

which follows:

Let us consider the reaction scheme

(6-23)

where k1 and k2 are the first-order rate constants of forward and

backward reactions.

(i) Porous support. When the enzyme is immobilized into a po-

rous support, the mass balance equations for A and B are expressed

in the same way as Eqs. (6-6) to (6-9) for irreversible first-order

reaction.

given by

The solutions for YA and Y
B

in the Laplace domain are

(6-24)
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where

(6-25)

';1 =

~2

(6-26a)

(6-26b)

(6-27a)

2 2 2 1/2 2 2 2 1/2
- 1 (6-27b)Al = (Sf +fMl +fM2 ) coth(s~ +~Ml +$M2 )

2 2 2 (6-27c)Bl
= </IMl /(<I>Ml +$M2 )

2 2 2 (6-27d)B
2

= <l>M2 /(<I>Ml +$M2 )

and

<I> = R(k_/D )1/2
Ml -"""1. s

(6-28a)

(6-28b)

To simplify, the distribution coefficients and diffusion coef-

ficients of components A and B are assmned to be identical. The

~verse Laplace transform can be achieved numerically by Eqs.

(6-15) or (6-16). The above s~lutions are applicable when the .

film diffusional resistance cannot be ignored. When the k
f

value

is assumed to be infinite, the solutions become simpler.
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(ii) Non-porous support. Considering the reverse reaction,

tion,

the mass balance equations for A and B are expressed in the same

way as Eqs. (6-17) and (6-18) for irreversible first-order reac

The solutions of y and y in Laplace domain are given by
A B

YA = [{1-exp(-Sao)}/s]I{nl/(n1+n2)}exP(~3)

+ {n2/(n1+n2)}exP(~4)] (6-29)

YB = [{1-exp(-sa
o
)}/s] [n l /(n1+n2)] [exp(~4)-exp(~3)] (6-30)

where

-5 - (n +n )H1 2 (6-31a)
~3 = 1/2

1/2+{1/4+(1/0) [s+(nl +n2)H]}

-5

~4 =
1/2+[1/4+5(1/0)]1/2

(6-31b)

and

Consecutive reactions,

(6-32a)

(6-32b)

The reaction scheme is given by Eq.

(6-33) where a reactant A is converted into an intermediate B by

an enzyme El' and B is changed to the final product C by another

enzyme E2, Each step is considered to be a first-order reaction.
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A (6-33)

For consecutive reactions, two cases are considered. The first

(denoted by el) is where two enzymes (E
l

and E
2

) are coimmobilized

in a carrier. The second (denoted by M) is where ,E
l

and E2 are

immobilized independently in different carriers and then mixed.

(1) Coimmobilized system. Two kinds of supports, porous and

non-porous supports, are considered.

(i) Porous support. The mass balance equations for A, B, and

C are described by Eqs.(6-6) to (6-9) except for the reaction terms

in the gel phase. The solutions of YA and YB in the Laplace do

main are given by

{
. 2 2 2

YB = [ l-exp(-s8 0)}/s]"[l/lMl /(l/lMl +4>M2 )]

.[exp(w2)-e~p(wl)]

where

22
-s - 3HIU /(4) 'A +4> )

1 1

and
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(6-36b)



2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2
Al = (s~ +~Ml) coth(s~ +~Ml) - 1 (6-37a)

(6-37b)

The solutions for Yc in the Laplace domain is expressed by Eq.

(6-38) using the YO that is the solution for YA in the Laplace do-

main with no reaction.

(6-38)

2 2
-s - 3HKAO/(~' AO+~ )

y = --- exp[ ]
o s 1/2+{1/4+(l/o) [S+3HKAo/(~12AO+~2)]}1!2

(6-39)
where

(6-40)

(ii) Non-porous support. The solutions of YA' YB' and YC in

the Laplace domain are expressed by the following equations.

YB = ({l-exp(-se o)}/S]·(n
l
!(n

1
-n

2
)]

olexp (w
S

)-exp(w
4

)]

Yc = ({l-exp(-SeO)}!s]o(exp(w )+{n /(n -n )}exp(w )
3 212 4

-{nl/(nl-n2)}exp(ws)]

where
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-5
W

3
=

1/2+[1/4+5(1/0)]1/2

-5 - n H
1

w4 = 1/2
1/2+[1/4+(1/8) (s+nlH)]

-5 - n H2
Ws = 1/2

1/2+[1/4+(1/8) (s+n2H)]

(6-44a)

(6-44b)

(6-44c)

(2) Mixed ststem. The enzyme E
l

(which catalyzes the reaction

A~ B) is immobilized to a gel with a radius R
l

, and another en-

zyme E
2

to a gel with a radius R
2

• The volumetric fraction of

gel with R
l

(R
2

) to the total volume occupied by the gel is re

presented by Y
l

(Y
2
).

(i) Porous support. Equations (6-45) and (6-46) show the solu-

Hons for yA and yB in the Laplace domain.

(6-45)

5

Where

2 2
(t

l
/4J l ) (A

l
-A

3
)+(t

2
/4J

2
) (A

4
-A

2
)

'[exp (v
2

)-exp(v
l

)] (6-46)
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and

2 1/2 2 1/2
1

1
;:: (s~l) coth(s~l) - 1

1
2

;:: (S~22)1/2coth(S~22)1/2 - 1

2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2
13 ;:: (s~l +~M1) coth(s~l +~M1 ) - 1

2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2
14 ;:: (s~2 +~M2) coth(s~2 +~M2) - 1

(6-47b)

(6-48a)

(6-48b)

(6-48c)

(6-48d)

The solution for the final product in the Laplace domain is ex-

pressed by Eq. (6-49) according to the linearity of the Laplace

transformation:

(6-49)

1_e-s8 0

5

and

(6-S0).

ljIM2 ;::

R (k 10 )1/2
115

R (k 10 )1/2
2 2 s

(6-S1a)

(6-S1b)

!jl1 ;:: R
1

[1/(Os·»)1/ 2

!jl ;:: R [1/(0 ,»)1/ 2
2 2 s
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t;l (6-S1e)

(6-S1b)

Altough solutions can be found where the k
f

value is finite, they

become much more complex. The solutions shown here are obtained

by ignoring the resistance of film diffusion.

(ii) Non-porous support.. The solutions for y y and y , in
A' B" C

the Laplace domain are expressed by the following equations.

YB = [{1-exp(-S80)}/s)o[nl/(nl-n2»)

o[exp(vs)-exp(v
4

»)

(6-S2)

(6-S3)

where

y =
C [{1-exp(-S80)}/s)orexP(v3)+{n2/(nl-n2}}exp(V4)

-{11
1
/(n

1
-n

2
} }exp(Vsn, (6-S4)

-s
v

3 =
1/2+[1/4+s(1/0})1/2

-s - n H
v4

1=
1/2+[1/4+ (I/o) (s+n1H»)1/2

-s - n H
Vs = 2

1/2+[1/4+(1/0) (STT12'H}]1/2

(6-S5a)

-.' "(6-S5b)

(6-55c)



and

Nomenclature

total enzyme concentration

(6-56a)

(6-56b)

(mg-protein/l]

C. concentration of component i at mobile phase
1.

(i = A, B, and C) (mol/I]

D
s

D
z

H

K

Ki

k

r

concentration of i at gel phase

gel-phase diffusion coefficient

axial dispersion coefficient

= (1 - E) /E

distribution coefficient

inhibition constant

Michaelis constant

first-order rate constant

molecular activity

mass transfer coefficient

particle radius

radial distance

formation rate of substrate

[mol/l]

2
[cm Is]

2
[cm Is]

(-]

[-]

[mol/l]

[mol/l]

[s-1]

Imol/mg-proteinos]

[cm/s]

[em]

[em]

[moi/los]

5

t

Laplace transform variable (complex number)

time
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u

Vmax

y.
~

y.
~

z

z

y.
~

e:

e

~.
~

T

linear interstitial velocity

linear superficial velocity

maximum reaction rate

solution of y. in Laplace domain
~

bed height

axial distance

volumetric fraction of gel with R. to total gel
~

= Z/(D /u)
z

void fraction of the bed

= t/.

first-order normalized statistical moment

second-order normalized central moment

= (l - E)Y.Kle:
~

average residence time

= R[l/(D '[)]1/2
s

= R[1/(Rk
f

T)]1/2

= R(k/D )1/2
s

[em/s]

[cm/s]

[mol/I- 5]

[- ]

[-I

[em]

[em]

[-I

[- ]

[-I

[ -]

I-]

Is]

I-J

[-I

I-J
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Chapter 7

Elution Profiles in Reversible

and Consecutive Reactions.

7. 1. Introduction

In Chapter 6, a theoretical method for predicting the elution

profile of a pulse input in an immobilized-enzyme column was pre-

sented, and its validity was confirmed experimentally with a

first-order irreversible invertase reaction.

In clinical and food analysis, a substrate not easy to analyze

is frequently converted to a readily detectable product by revers-

iDle or consecutive reactions. A theoretical method for predict-

ing the elution profile of the product was easily extended to

such systems in Chapter 6, although it has not been verified ex-

perimentally. In this chapter, the method will be confirmed ex-

perimentally for such systems, and the effect of the properties'

of the substrate and the immobilized enzyme and of the operation-

al variables on the elution curves will be examined theoretically.

As model systems of reversible and consecutive reactions cata- '.

lyzed by enzymes, we adopted the isomerization of glucose, and

the hydrolysis of sucrose, and oxidation of glucose shown in Eqs.

(7-1) and (7-2).

glucosekisomerase
1

glucose ::;;...:==========~> fructose
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(7-2)

invertase
sucrose --~--~>k

l
glucose

glucose oxidase
_____~~------~~ gluconic acid

k
2

For the consecutive reactions, two cases are considered. The

first is where invertase and glucose oxidase are co-immobilized in

a carrier; the second is where they are immobilized independently

in different carriers and then mixed. The former is called a co-

immobilized system and the latter a mixed-type system.

3. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials. The immobilized glucose isomerase (commercial

name, Swetase; Nagase Sangyo) was, strictly speaking, an immobi-

lezed microorganism, that is, Streptomyces phaeochromogenes was

linked by an ionic bond to diatomaceous earth which adsorbed the

quaternary pyridine compound. Invertase and glucose oxidase were

purchased from Sigma. Blue Dextran was obtained from Pharmacia.

Acrylamide monomer (AAm), N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (BIS), L-

cysteine, N,N,N',NI-tetrarnethylethylenediamine (TEMED), sorbitan,

sucrose, glucose, and fructose were purchased from Nakarai Chemi-

cals. All other reagents were of analytical grade.

Immobilization of invertase and glucose oxidase. The method

for immobilizing the invertase and glucose oxidase in acrylamide

gels was the same as that mentioned in Chapter 6 except for the

addition of L-cystein to protect the glucose oxidase activity.l)
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co-immobilization of the two enzymes were carried out as follows

with the independent immobilization of the enzymes is given in

parentheses: Six rnl of 0.04%(w/v) invertase, 4 rnl of 0.25%(w/v)

glucose oxidase (8 rnl of 0.025%(w/v) invertase or O.25%(w/v) glu

cose oxidase) and 6 rnl (8 ml) of 3%(w/v) L-cystene were mixed

with 40 rnl of 33%(w/v) AAm-BIS solution, the BIS content of which

was 5%. After addition of 4 ml of 5%(w/v)arnmonium persulfate to

ilie mixture, the aqueous solution was quickly poured into 300 ml

of toluene-chloroform (18/7) solvent containing 0.5 rnl of sorbitan

~d 0.96 ml of TEMED. The enzymes and other reagents were dis

solved in 0.01 rnol/l acetate buffer with pH 5.0. The polymeriza

tion was performed at 0 - 4 DC for 20 min under a nitrogen atmos

phere, with magnetic stirring (200 - 220 r.p.m.). The gels were

separated from the organic solvent by filtration, washed with

chilled distilled water, and sieved to regulate the size. They

were suspended in the buffer and stored in a refrigerator until

use.

Using buffer solution instead of the enzyme solution, inactive

acrylamide gels containing no enzymes were prepared by the same

procedure described above.

Reaction rate constants of immobilized enzymes. The reaction

rate constants of immobilized enzymes were estimated using immobi

lized-enzyme gel granulated to reduce the gel radius (less than

100 ~m) and to remove intraparticlediffusional residence (Theile
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modulus ~ < 0.62). The Michaelis constants and maximum reaction
M

rates of immobilized glucose isomerase for forward and reverse re-

actions were determined as follows: about 0.8 - 0.9 g (wet weight)

of granulated immobilized-enzyme gel was weighed accurately. By

addition of 40 ml of glucose (or fructose) solution, the reaction

was allowed to run with 0.05 mol!l Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) con-

taining 0.01 mol!l magnesium sulfate at 50°C with magnetic stir-

ring. Considering from stirring speed, particle size, and diffu-

sivity of the substrate, it was confirmed that the effect of film

diffusional resistance can be ignored. At appropriate intervals,

0.1 ml of the reaction mixture was sampled and the amount of fruc-

tose (or glucose) produced was analyzed by the cysteine-carbazole-

3)
(or the glucostat method ). The time course usu-

ally included five points. The initial concentrations of the sub-

strate were in the range of 0.15 to 1.50 mol!l. Conversion was

less than 5%. The Michaelis constants and maximum reaction rates

for the forward and reverse reactions were estimated by Lineweaver-

Burk plots.

The Michaelis constants of free invertase and glucose oxidase

at 25°C and pH 5.0 (0.05 mol!l acetate buffer) were 0.030 mol!l

and 0.029 mol!l, respectively. The substrate inhibition constant

of free invertase was 0.8 mol!l. The rate constants of the firs t -

order reactions catalyzed by immobilized invertase and glucose OX-

dase were estimated from the conversion versus reaction time plot
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where the substrate (sucrose or glucose) concentration was much

less than the Michaelis constant. Under these conditions, the ef-

feet of substrate inhibition of invertase on estimating the rate

constant could be ignored entirely. The reaction was started by

the addition of 40 ml of sucrose (or glucose) solution to about

2 9 of the granulated immobilized-enzyme gel, which had been weigh-

ed accurately in an Erlenmeyer flask. The decrease of the sub-

strate concentration was observed at intervals. The amount of suc-

rose and glucose were analyzed by a high-performance liquid chro-

~tography (Shimadzu LC-3A) equipped with a separation column

(Shimadzu SCR-lOl) and a differential refractometer (Showa Denko

.
Shodex RI SE-ll) and by the glucostat method, respectively. The

-4 -4substrate concentrations were 3.0 X 10 molll and 5.0 X 10 moll

1 for sucrose and glucose.

Physical properties of the immobilized-enzyme column and sub-

strate. The physical properties of the substrate and product

fur the two reaction systems were assumed to be the sarne as those

of glucose. The values of the axial dispersion coefficient, the

gel phase diffusion coefficient, the distribution coefficient of

glUcose, and the void fraction of the bed were determined by mo

ment analysis
4

- 6 ) of elution profiles of glucose and Blue Dextran.

~e immobilized-glucose isomerase gel denatured by heating or an

inactive acrylamide gel was packed into a column. The pulse of a

glucose solution was eluted at 50°C or at 25°C with 0.05 molll
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Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) containing 0.01 mol/l magnesium sulfate,

or with 0.01 mol/l acetate buffer (pH 5.0). The concentration of

the eluate was analyzed by the glucostat method or by a differen-

tial refractometer. The diameters of the gels were measured with

an optical microscope (Olympus Optical). The mean value of the

gel radius was calculated according to Nakanishi et al.
7

) The

details of the experimental and analytical methods are described

in Chapter 6 and Ref. 6.

Pulse Response Experiments. The immobilized-glucose isomerase

gel was packed into a column equipped with a water jacket. Glucose

(0.5 ml) (or fructose) solution was carefully added to the top of

the bed, and the flow was started. After the substrate solution

disappeared, the eluent (0.05 mol/l Tris-HCl buffer containing

0.01 mol/l magnesium sulfate) was added by a constant-feeding pump

(Tokyo Rikakikai MP-I01). The bed was kept at 50°C. The glucose

and fructose concentrations in the eluate collected at the bottom

of the bed were analyzed by the glucostat method and the cysteine-

carbazol-H2S04 method, respectively.

For the consecutive reactions catalyzed by immobilized invertase

and glucose oxidase, the acrylamide gel where the two enzymes were

co-immobilized was packed into a column. But, for the mixed-type

system, the immobilized-invertase gel was mixed with the immobi-

lized-glucose oxidase gel at the ratio of 0.433/0.567 on the basis

of wet weight. Then the mixed gel was packed. The volume of suc-
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rose solution applied to the column was 0.5 or 3.0 mI. The eluent

was 0.01 molll acetate buffer (pH 5.0) and the bed was kept at 25

0C. The experimental methods were the same as those described

~ove. The sucrose and glucose concentrations in the eluate were

determined by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The

gluconic acid concentration could not be analyzed, because the

elution volume of gluconic acid in HPLC was equivalent to that of

ilie acetate buffer solution and because ordinary chemical analysis

was useless in low concentrations.

Prediction of elution curves. When the reactions catalyzed

by immobilized enzymes are taken to be a first-order reversible

reaction and first-order consecutive reactions, the methods for

predicting the elution profiles of substrate, intermediate, and

product are described in Chapter 6.

7. 3. Results and Discussion

Kinetic parameters of immobilized glucose isomerase. The

~chaelis constants and maximum reaction rates for forward and re

verse reactions catalyzed by immobilized glucose isomerase were

estimated at 50°C. The values of the kinetic parameters are shown

~ Table 7-1. These values are cpnsidered to be intrinsic, be

cause of the small radius, the rapid magnetic stirring, and the

coincidence with the Michaelis constants of free glucose isomerase.
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Km

Table 7-1. Kinetic Parameters of Immobi

lized Glucose Isomerase at pH 8.0 and 50°C.

Vmax X 10
3

Forward reaction

Reverse reaction

[mol/I]

0.259

0.262

[mol/los]

1.29

1.30

The first-order reaction rate constants for forward and reverse

-3
reactions were calculated from the parameters to be 4.98 X 10

-3 -1and 4.96 X 10 s , respectively.

physical properties of immobilized glucose isomerase and glu-

cose. The immobilized glucose isomerase was denatured by heat-

ing and packed in a column. The values of the axial dispersion

coefficient, the gel phase diffusion coefficient, and the distri-

bution coefficient of glucose were estimated by moment analysis

of elution curves of glucose. The void fraction of the bed was

determined from the elution profiles of Blue Dextran, which could

not permeate into the gel matrix due to its high molecular size.

Table 7-2. Parameters of Immobilized

Glucose Isomerase Column and Glucose at

50°C.

d £ K o /u 0
p z

2
s

{em] [-] [-] [em] [em Is]

0.0862 0.407 0~626 0.339 1.29 X 10-6
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The values estimated are listed in Table 7-2. Since the values

of the distribution coefficient and the gel phase diffusion coef-

ficient are relatively small, the gel structure of immobilized

glucose isomerase can be inferred to be dense.

pulse response in an immobilized-glucose isomerase column.

A pulse of glucose or fructose solution was applied to an im-

mobilized-glucose isomerase column, and the glucose and fructose

concentrations in the eluate were determined. The experimental

conditions are summarized in Table 7-3. The glucose concentration

applied to the column in run 2 was half of that in run L As sub-

strate solution, a fructose solution was applied in rUn 3. In

run 4, the flow rate of the eluent was increased as compared with

other runs. The elution profiles of glucose and fructose at the

Table 7-3. Experimental Conditions for Pulse Response in an

Immobilized-Glucose Isomerase Column.

Run No. 1 2 3 4

Column size 1.47 ern$ 'X 23.3 em

glucose
-2

3.00XlO

9.Z7XlO-2

fructose

3.00XIO-2
glucose

3.00XIO-2 1.50XlO-Z

0.5

5.78 X 10-2

4.98 X 10-3

4.96 X 10-3

0.05 molll Tris-HCI buffer (including 0.01
mol/l M9S0

4
, pH 8.0)

Eluent

Substrate

CAO [mol!l]

Injection 3
volume [em ]

3
Flow rate [em Is]
k

l
[s-1]

-1k z[s ]
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Fig. 7-1. (a) Elution profiles of glucose and fructose

in an immobilized-glucose isomerase column in run 2.

The symbols () and (~) correspond to glucose and fruc

tose, respectively. The solid and broken curves were

calculated for glucose and fructose according to the theory

using the values of the dimensionless parameters listed

in the figure~ (b) Elution profiles of glucose and fruc

tose obtained for run 4. The symbols are as shown in

(a). The dimensionless parameters used for calculating

the theoretical curves are listed in the figure.
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outlet of the column, which were obtained for run 2, are shown in

Fig. 7-1(a). The abscissa and the coordinate are the time and the

concentration, which are both normalized by the residence time

based on the void volume of the bed and the substrate concentra-

tion applied to the column as a pulse, respectively. Theoretical

elution profiles represented by the solid and broken curves coin-

cide fairly well with the experimental ones. In the calculation

of the theoretical curves, the mass transfer coefficient was es-

. b' _..::I nk I" 10)timated from the correlat1on proposed y W1lson a,~ Gea op 1S.

The elution curve of glucose and fructose broadened by increasing

the flow rate of the eluent. They were obtained in.run 4 and are

shown in Fig. 7-1 (b). Theoretical elutio n curves are represent-

ative of the peak broading. The experimental elution curves of

other runs which are not illustrated here were in agreement with

the theoretical ones in the same degree of coincidence as runs 2

and 4.

Physical properties of the acrylamide gel column and glucose.

Acrylamide gel containing no enzymes was packed into a column.

The values of the axial dispersion coefficient, the gel phase dif-

fusion coefficient, and the distribution coefficient of glucose

were obtained for three different gel diameters. The AAm-BIS

concentration and the BIS coni;:ent were the same as those when the

enzymes were immobilized. Results obtained are listed in Table

7-4. The Peclet number for axial dispersion in a fixed bed (=
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Table 7-4. Parameters of Acrylamide Gel

Column and Glucose at 25°C.

d £ K D lu D
P z is

[crn] [- ] [- ] [em] [em Is]

0.0651 0.433 0.927 0.144 2.57 X 10-6

-6
0.0856 0.446 0.895 0.283 2.72 X 10

2.68
-6

0.1001 0.471 0.879 0.319 X 10

Average 0.900 2.66 X 10-6

11)
ud ID ) is reported to be 1/3 to 1/2 in low Reynolds numbers.

p z

In this study, the value of D lu is considered to be approximately
z

twice the gel diameter. The values of the distribution coeffi-

cient and the gel phase diffusion coefficient are similar to those

reported in Chapters 1 and 6.

pulse response in co-immobilized and mixed-~ype sys~ems. Two

series of experiments were performed on the pulse response in an

immobilized-enzyme column in which consecutive reactions were al-

lowed to run. In the first series, invertase and glucose oxidase

were co-immobilized into a carrier and called a co-immobilized

system. In the second series, the two enzymes were immobilized

independently in different carriers and mixed; a system of this

kind is called a mixed-type system. Experimental conditions for

the two s~ies are summarized in Table 7-5. At runs 5, 6, 8, and

9 the input of sucrose solution was regarded as a pulse one, since

the volume applied to the column was much smaller than the void
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Table 7-5. Experimental Conditions for Pulse Response in an Immo

bilized-Invertase and Glucose Oxidase Column.

Co-immobilizedSystem

Run No. 5 6 7 8

Mixed-type

9 10

1.485 ern~ X 10.75 ern 1.485 ern~ X 11.40 cm

1.50 X 10-
2

0.567

1.91 X 10-3
1.21 X 10-3

8.85 X 10-4
2.02 X 10-3

0.01 mol/I acetate buffer (pH 5.0)

0~5

Colwnn size

CAD [mol/I]

Injection 3
volume [em]

3Flow rate [ern /s]

Rl
R [cm]

R
2

E

1'1

1'2
k

1
[s-1]

k
2

[s-1]

Eluent

0.5 3.0

0.0124 0.0175

0.0293

0.471

0.0125

3.0

0.0175

0.0270

0.0270

0.466

0.433

volume of the column. To examine the effect of sample volume on

elution profiles, 3 ml of sucrose solution was applied to the col-

umn at runs 7 and 10. As shown later, the inputs were no longer

pulse inputs but had to be considered to be rectangular. The re-

suIts for run 5 (co-immobilized .type) are illustrated in Fig. 7-2,

where the sucrose and glucose concentrations normalized by the

sucrose concentration applied to the column are plotted against

dimensionless time. The fina~ product, gluconic acid, in the con-

secutive reactions could not be determined due to the absence of

an adequate analytical method. The solid, broken, and dotted
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a

Fig. 7-2. Elution profiles of sucrose in a co-irnmobilized

invertase and glucose oxidase column. The symbols ([]) and

«)) correspomd to sucrose and glucose. The solid, broken,

and dotted curves represent the theoretical curves for suc

rose, glucose, and gluconic acid, respectively. Column di

mension = 1.485 ern~ X 10.75 ern. The theoretical curves were

calculated using the values 60 = 0.057, 0 = 91.72, ¢Ml =
0.862, ¢M2 = 0.502, ~ = 0.674, ¢' = 0.0, and HK = 1.07.

curves in Fig. 7-2 are theoretical curves for sucrose, glucose,

and gluconic acid. The solid and broken curves coincide well with

the experimental ones of sucrose and glucose. Figures 7-3 and 7-4

show the results for runs 9 and 10 (mixed-type). The curves in

Fig. 7-3 are expressed in the same manner as in Fig. 7-2. In Fig.

7-4, the thicker solid, the broken, and dotted curves (1, 2, and

3) were calculated regarding the input of the sucrose solution as

rectangular. Assuming that the input was a pulse, the calculated

curves are shown by the thin curves (1', 2', and 3'). The thin

curves are not close to the experimental results, including that
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Fig. 7-3. Elution profiles of sucrose and glucose fora

mixed-type system. Symbols and curves are shown in Fig.

7-2. The dimensionless parameters were as follows: eO =

0.0543, C = 105.6, ~Ml = 0.575, ~M2 = 0.743, ~l = 0.720,

~2 = 0.720, ~l = 0.471, and ~2 = 0.617. Column dimension

= 1.485 cm~ X 11.4 em.

the input of substrate solution cannot be treated as a pulse when

a large volume is applied to the column. The experimental elu-

tion curves of glucose are slightly higher than the theoretical

ones in the latter part of curves in all runs. This might be due

that the amount of oxygen dissolved in the eluent was equivalent

to that of glucose produced by invertase-catalyzed reaction in the

column.

Effects of parameters on elution profiles. Since it was

proved that the mass balance model was applicable to the predic-

tion of elution profiles in reversible and consecutive reactions,
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Fig. 7-4. Elution profiles of sucrose and glucose in run

10. The definitions of symbols and curves are shown in

Fig. 7-2. The curves 1, 2, and 3 were calculated regard

ing the input of the sucrose solution as rectangular.

The curves 1',2 1
, and 3' were obtained by assuming that

the input was a pulse. In the calculation of the curves

8
0

= 0.3257. The values of other parameters were the

same as those in Fig. 7-3.

the effects of the dimensionless parameters on elution profiles

were then examined from the theoretical calculations. Figures

7-5, 7-6, and 7-7 show the effects of the 0, ~, and 8
0

values on

the elution profiles of the product in a reversible reaction at

two HK values. 0 [= Z/(D lu)] indicates the ratio of column
z

length to the distance of the mixing of flow inside a column. ~

(= R[l/(D T)]l/2) is the square root of the ratio of the diffus
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Fig. 7-5. Effect of the 0 value on the elution profiles

of the product in a reversible reaction. The values of

the parameters used in the calculation were 6
0

= 0.01,

$Ml = 0.5, $M2 = 0.354, ~ = 0.5, and $' = 0.0.

2·0 HK:Q·5 HK:l·5

,.,
I

'-'

N

2 '·0
>C

>-

9 r-J

Fig. 7-6. Effect of the ~ value on the elution profiles

of the product in a reversible reaction. eO = 0.'01, +Ml

= 0.5, ~M2 = 0.354, cl>1 = 0.0, and 0 = 1000.
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Fig. 7-7. Effect of sample volume on the elution profiles

of the product in a reversible reaction. The curves are

obtained under conditions where ~Ml = 0.5, ~M2 = 0.354, ~

= 0.5, ~' = 0.0, and 0 = 1000.

sional time in the gel to the residence time in the void volume

of a column. 6
0

(= to/T) is the ratio of the sample volume appli

ed to a column to the void volume of a column. HK t= (1 - E) K/E]

represents the ratio of the effective gel phase volume for a sol-

ute to the void volume of a column. The effects of these parame-

ters on the elution curves were examined under conditions where

the reaction was free from film mass transfer resistance. As

shown in Fig. 7-5, the 0 value does not affect the peak position

and symmetry of elution curves but relates the width of the curves.

When the ~ value increases, that is, when the gel phase diffu-

sional resistance is significant or the residence time is short,

the elution curve broadens (Fig. 7-6). Although not shown in Fig.
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Fig. 7-8. Theoretical elution profiles of the final pro

duct of consecutive reactions in co-immobilized and mixed

tpye enzyme columns. The product of each reaction rate

constant an'd the residence time is kept the same. Symbols

C ana M represent the co-immobilized and the mixed-type

system, respectively. The values of eO and 0 were set to

be 0.01 and 1000 for both systems. The HK value was 1.5.

The values of ~l and ~2 were both 0.75. The $' value for

the co-immobilized system was 0.0. The values of $, $1'

and $2 were 0.1 for C-l and M-l, 0.5 for C-2 and M-2, and

2.5 for C-3 and M-3. The $Ml and $M2 values were 0.0708

and 0.0636 for C-l, 0.354 and 0.318 for C-2, 1.77 and 1.59

for C-3, 0.10 and 0.09 for M-l, 0.5 and 0.45 for M-2, and

2.50 and 2.25 for M-3. Curves C-l and M-l are added to

gether.

7-6, the increase of the $ value results in the early appearance

of a peak and in the asymmetry of the elution curve of the sub-

strate. Figure 7-7 shows the effect of sample volume on elution

curves. When the sample volume is less than 5% of the void volume
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Fig. 7-9. Effect of the ratio of the rate constant of a

first-step reaction to that of a second-step reaction on

the elution curves of the final product in consecutive

reactions with low ¢ and <l>Ml values. Symbols are shown

in Fig. 7-B. The curves were calculated under conditions

where 6
0

= 0.01, 0 = 100, ¢Ml for C-4 to C-7 0.354, ¢Ml

for M-4 to M-7 = 0.50, ¢ = ¢l = <1>2 = 0.5, ¢I = 0.0, HK =
1.5, ~l = ~2 = 0.75, ¢M2 for C-4 = 0.317, ¢M2 for C-5 =
0.500, <l>M2 for C-6 = 0.70B, <l>M2 for C-7 = 3.54, ¢M2 for

M-4 = 0.477, ¢M2 for M-5 = 0.707, ¢M2 for M-6 = 1.00, and

~ for M-7 = 5.00.
'fM2

of a bed, the sample volume effect is not observed and the elution"

curve coincides with that obtained by pulse approximation. Howev-

er, when the sample volume is over 5% of the void volume, the elu-

tion curve retreats and broadens. This tendency is promoted by

decreasing HK values.

Figures 7-B to 7-10 show the elution profiles of the final pro-

duct in consecutive reactions. In Fig. 7-8, the reaction rate

constants of consecutive reactions are varied keeping constant the
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Fig. 7-10. Theoretical elution profiles of the final pro-

duct of consecutive reactions at high ~ and ~Ml values.

The values of 6
0

, 0, and ~ (~l = ~2) were 0.01, 1000, and

2.50, respectively, for all curves. The ~1 value was 0.0.

The HK value was 1.5, and ~l = $2 = 0.75. The ~Ml value

for the co-immobilized system was 1.77, and that for the

mixed-type one was 2.50. The ~M2 values for C-8, C-9, and

C-IO were 1.60,2.50, and 3.54, respectively. The~M2 val

ues for M-8, M-9, and M-IO were 2.25, 3.53, and 5.00.

product of each rate constant and the residence time. The conver-

sion in the first-order reaction is provided only the value of the

product. The reaction rate constant is the largest and the resi-

dence time is the shortest in C-3 and M-3. As this figure shows,

a long tail appears and a clear, peak is not obtained when immobi-

lized enzymes of high activities are prepared and the residence

time shortened for a rapid analysis. The ratio of the reaction

rate constant of the first step to that of the second step is vari-
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On the other

ed in Figs. 7-9 and 7-10 with constant ~ values. The small ~ val-

ue corresponds to the small gel radius or the long residence time.

The elution curves are symmetrical and there is little difference

between the co-immobilized system and the mixed-type one in Fig.

7-9, since the ~ and ~Ml values are set to be small.

hand, Figure 7-10 shows that asymmetrical curves are obtained when

~ and ~Ml are large. These conditions are unfavorable for analy-

sis.

7. 4. Summary

A pulse of substrate solution was applied to an immobilized-

enzyme column, in which the substrate was then converted by re-

versible or consecutive reactions. Immobilized glucose isomerase

was used for the reversible reaction, and immobilized invertase

and glucose oxidase for the consecutive reactions. The elution

profiles of substrate and product were determined experimentally.

These profiles were in good agreement with the ones predicted

theoretically. The effect of some parameters on the elution pro-

files for reversible and consecutive reactions was eiscussed.

Nomenclature

c.
~

concentration of component i in mobile phase

concentration of substrate applied to a column

gel phase diffusion coefficient
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[mol/I]

[mol/I]

2
[cm Is]



D
z

d
p

H

K

axial dispersion coefficient

particle diameter

= (1 - E)/e:

distribution coefficient

2
[em Is]

[em]

[-]

[-]

k
l

first-order rate constant for forward or first

step reaction of reversible or consecutive reac-

tions.

k
2

first-order rate constant for reverse or second

step reaction of reversible or consecutive reac-

tions.

t

u

z

y.
~

E

e

mass transfer coefficient

particle radius

time

sample injection time

linear interstitial velocity

= CilCAO

bed height

volumetric fraction of gel with' R. to total gel
~

= z/cn lu)z

void fraction of bed

= tiT

:::: t l-r
o

= C1 - Ely.K/e:
~

1'83

[em/s]

[em]

[s]

[5]

[mnjs]

[-]

[em]

('- ]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]



Ijl'

average residence time based on the void volume

of bed

= R[l/(D T)]1/ 2
s

1/2= R[l/(k
f

RT)]

= R(k/D )112
s

[s]

[-]

[-]

I-J
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Chapter 8

Determination of Pyruvate and L-Lactate in

Human Serum by Pulse Response Technique

8. 1. Introduction

The theoretical method for predicting elution curves was repre-

sented and its validity was experimentally confirmed with an irre-

versible invertase reaction in Chapter 6, and with a reversible

glucose isomerase reaction and a consecutive invertase-glucose ox-

dase reaction in Chapter 7. In this chapter, the pulse response

technique using an immobilized-lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) column

iS,applied to determination of pyruvate and L-Iactate in human

serum. The concentrations of pyruvate and L-lactate loaded were

analyzed from the elution curve of NADH, which was involved in the

reaction system and has a specific absorption at 340 rum. Accord-

ing to the theoretical considerations mentioned in Chapter 6, LOB

was immobilized onto non-porous support with small diameter to ob-

tain the sharp elution curve at the short retention time.

Here we describe the reaction systems and the operating condi-

tions which were used in the analysis of each of the two substances

(pyruvate and L-lactate). The following reaction is the key reac-

tion in analysis of these two substances.

LOH
pyruvate + NADH + H+ ;;'<:====>~ L-lactate + NAn+
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This reaction is reversible and its equilibrium point depends on

the pH of the buffer solution used.

4
At pH 7.4, the equilibrium constant is so large (10 ) that the

reaction from the left- to the right-hand side predominates, and

the reaction can be approximately treated as an irreversible one.

From the stoichiometric relationship shown in Eq. (8-1), the change

in the concentration of pyruvate can be evaluated by measuring the

decrease in the concentration of NADH.

When we measure the concentration of L-lactate, we must adjust

the reaction conditions so that the equilibrium in Eq. (8-1) will

shift to the left-hand side, i.e., so that the reverse reaction

in Eq. (8-1) may proceed. To realize this situation, the utiliza-

tion of glycine-hydrazine buffer (pH 9.4) is effective. As shown

in Eqs. (8-2) and (8-3), pyruvate formed through the reaction in

Eq. (8-2) is removed from the LDH-catalyzed reaction system using

the reaction in Eq. (8-3) •

8. 2.

L-lactate + NAD+~ pyruvate + NADH + H+

pyruvate + hydrazine~ hydrazone

Materials and Methods

(8-2)

(8-3)

Reagents. Lactate hehydrogenase from pig heart was purchased

from Toyobo. The kit reagents for analyzing pyruvate and L-lac-

tate (Pyruvate Test and Lactate Test) were obtained from Boehriger-
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+
~nheim. NAD and NAD were products of Kohjin. Non-porous glass

beads were sieved to be less than 400 mesh. All other reagents

were of analytical grade.

Immobilization of LDR onto non-porous glass beads. The pro-

cedure for immobilizing LDH onto non-porous glass beads via diazo-

. d 'b d . 1,2)coupling was essentlally the same as that escrl e ln papers

except for some modifications. Glass beads (30 g) were allowed

to reflux in a 10%(v!v) solution of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane

in dry toluene for 10 hr. The beads were washed with toulene and

then dried in vacuum. The beads were suspended in 40 rol of 50%

-
(v/v) N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF). After the addition of a satu-

rated solution of p-nitrobenzoylazide in a mixture of 40 ml of DMF

md 60 ml of 0.2 mol!l borate buffer (pH 9.3) to the suspension,

ilie beads were stirred for 3 hr at room temperature. After the

~ads were washed with 150 rol of 50%(v!v) DMF and then with 150 ml

of water, the nitro group was reduced to amino group by stirring

ilie beads in 100 ml of a mixture of 0.5 mol!l NaHCo
3

and 0.1 moll

1 dithionite (pH 8.5) at 37°C for 1 hr. The beads were then wash-

ed with 300 ml of water. Diazotization of the p-amino group was

achieved by stirring the beads in 100 ml of chilled 0.1 mol!l

~N02 in 0.5 mol!l HCl. The resulting p-diazotized beads were

successively washed with 150 ml of water, 50 m1 of 1%(w!v) sulfamic

acid, and 150 ml of water. The beads were incubated overnight at

4
Q
C with 50 rol of LDH in sodium phosphate buffer (pH 8.3). After
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d glass fl.'lter, the beads were treated for onebeing filtere on a

day at 4°C with 150 ml of o.l%(w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) in

the phosphate buffer to cover the p-diazo group uncoupled with

LDH. The immobilized-LDH beads were filtered and washed with 200

ml of 0.5 molll NaCl and with 150 ml of potassium phosphate buffer

(pH 7.4) or glycine-hydrazine sulfate buffer (pH 9.4). The irnrno-

bilized LDH had high activity and good stability (data not shown).

Pretreatment of serum. Two ml of 0.6 molll HCID] were added

to 1 ml of human serum. The mixture was kept at aoc for 1 hr, and

then centrifuged at 2500 r.p.m. for 15 min. 1.5 ml of the super-

natant was pipetted into a test tube. 0.2 ml of 1.0 molll tri-

ethanolamine hydrochloride and 0.125 ml of 5.0 molll K2C0 3 were

added to it. The mixture was settled at DoC. The supernatant was

used for determining pyruvate and L-lactate concentrations.

Experimental apparatus. Figure 8-1 is a diagram of the ex-

perimental apparatus. The micropump (KHD-26), damper (KD-l), pres-.

sure gauge (KPG-250L), and sample injector (KHP-UI-130) are pro-

ducts of Kyowa Seimitsu. The size of the stainless steel column

is 8 mm~ X 200 mm. The immobilized-LDH column was kept at 25°C

by circulating thermostatic water through a jacket. This appara-

tus is similar to that for high-performance liquid chromatography.

The absorbance of eluate at 340 nm was monitored by a spectrophoto·

meter (Shimadzu, SPD-2A). All instruments were connected by using
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Fig. B-1. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus.

stainless steel tubing (1.0. 0.5 rom) •

Determination of pyruvate. A pyruvate solution (100 ~l),

which included NADH at the same concentration as the eluent, was

applied to the irnmobilized-LDH column through the sample injector

and eluted with 8.B8 X 10-5 molll NADH in 0.1 mol/l potassium

phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). The flow rate was 0.894 ml/min. The

absorbance of eluate at 340 nrn was measured by a spectrophotometer

and recorded. By applying pyruvate solution of known concentra-

tion, a standard curve relating the decrease in absorbance at 340

nm, -aA340 , to pYrUvate concentration was prepared. 100 ~l of the

pretreated serum was injected into the column and the value of

-AA 340 was observed. The concentration of pyruvate in serum was
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Fig. 8-2. Pulse response of pyruvate of known concentra~

tion. (a) Elution profiles of pulse inputs of pyruvate.

(b) Plot of -~A340 against the concentration of pyruvate

injected.

also analyzed by the procedure given in the manual enclosed with

the Pyruvate Test.

Determination of L-lactate.
-3

As an eluent, 1.36 X 10 mol/l

NAD+ in glycine-hydrozine sulfate buffer (pH 9.4) was used. The

flow rate was 0.948 ml/min. The increase in absorbance of the

eluate at 340 nm, ~A340' caused by the formation of NADH during

the reaction, was measured. The sample volume injected into the

immobilized-LDH column was 100 ~l. The concentration of L-lactate
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Fig. 8-3. Elution profiles of pulse inputs of the pre

treated human serum. Details are described in,text.

in serum was determined by both the pulse response technique and

the usual Lactate Test. L-Lactate solutions of known concentra~

tions were prepared by diluting the standard 1 molll L-Iactate

solution obtained from Boehringer-Mannheim.

8. 3. Results and Discussion

Determination of pyruvate. Figure 8-2 (a) shows the elution

profiles of pulse inputs of pyruvate, the concentration of which

Were known. The elution profiles are sharp and synunetrical in
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Fig. B-4. Comparison of proposed technique with the

ordinary one for determination of pyruvate.

shape. The width of peak is less than 2 min. Therefore, a sample

was injected every 3 min. In Fig. B-2(b), the maximum decrease in

absorbance at 340 rum, -~340' is plotted against the concentration

of pyruvate applied. Under the experimental conditions, good lin-.

earity was observed between them. Figure 8-3 shows the elution

curves of pulse inputs of the pretreated human serum. By using

the standard curve in Fig. B-2(b), the concentration of pyruvate

in the serum was calculated from the maximum decrease in absorb-

ance at 340 rum. As shown in Fig. 8-4, a good correlation was ob-

tained between the concentration of pyruvate in serum determined

by the pulse response technique and that determined by the usual
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0.2

of L-lactate

Fig. 8-5. Pulse response of L-Iactate on known concentra

tion. (a) Elution curves of pulse inputs of L-Iactate.

(b) Plot of ~340 against the concentration o~ L-Iactate

injected.

Pyruvate Test.

Determination of L-lactate. A pulse of L-Iactate solution

applied to the immobilized-LDH column was eluted with glycine-hy

drazine buffer (pH 9.4) containing NAD+. The absorbance of the

eluate at 340 nm was recorded. Figure a-5(a) shows the elution

profiles of pulse inputs of L-Iactate solution, the concentrations

of which were known. In Fig. a-5(b), the peak height of the elu-

tian profiles, ~340' are plotted against the L-Iactate concentra

tions. A linear relationship was observed between them. The con-

centrations of L-Iactate in human serums were analyzed using the

pulse response technique, although the elution curves are not
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Comparison of proposed technique with the

ordinary one for analysis of L-lactate in human serum.

shown. Figure 8-6 illustrate that there is a good correlation be-

tween the concentration of L-lactate in serum determined by this

technique and that analyzed by the usual Lactate Test.

Discussion. The immobilization of an enzyme onto non-porous

particles with small diameter reduces the spreading of the elution

curve, because the degree of axial dispersion is proportional to

the particle diameter3) and there is no spreading due to diffusion

of the substrate into the particle. Therefore, in this study, LDB

was immobilized onto non-porous beads of small diameter.

The pulse response technique has the following merits; the

sample volume is very small, the time required for a sample is
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Table 8-1. Comparison of Proposed Technique with

Ordinary one for Determination of Pyruvate and L

Lactate.

Proposed technique Ordinary technique

component

pyruvate

L-lactate

sample
time sample time

volume volume
[ml] [min] [ml] [min]

0.1 1.5 2 5

0.1 1.5 2 GOa

a end point method.

short, and the handling is easy. Table 8-1 illustrates the com-

parison of the technique proposed with the ordinary one for pyru-

vate and L-lactate determinations. As shown in Table 8-1, the

merits described above are evident.

8. 4. Summary

The pulse response technique using an immobilized-lactate de-

hydrogenase column was utilized to determine the concentrations of

pyruvate and L-lactate. Lactate dehydrogenase was immobilized

onto non-porous glass beads. The beads were packed in a column.

A hundred microliter of sample was applied to the column and elut

+ed with an adequate buffer solution containing NADH or NAn. The

absorbance of the eluate at 340 nrn was continuously measured. The

peak height was found to be proportional to the concentration of

the sample loaded. This technique was applied to determination
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of pyruvate and L-lactate in human serum. There were good corre

lations between the concentrations o~ these components determined

by this technique and those determined by the usual method.
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Chapter 9

Application of Pulse Response Technique

to Determination of Enzyme

9. 1. Introduction

Former studies on application of immobilized enzymes to analy-

. 1-6) . 1 d . th d t . t . f ub t tSlS are maln y concerne Wl e ermlna 10n 0 s s ra es.

Determination of enzyme activity also, however, is important in

clinical chemistry.

In this chapter, it is shown that the pulse response technique

can be utilized for determining an enzyme in serum. Glutamic py-

ruvic transaminase (GPT, EC 2.6.1.2) was selected as the enzyme

whose concentration should be determined. This selection was

based on the facts that lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), which could

be immobilized onto none-porous glass beads in a previous chapter,

is an indicator enzyme for analyzing GPT, the determination of GPT

concentration is important in clinical analysis, and the elution

profile of NADH is easily obtained by monitoring the absorbance

at 340 MI.

The concentration of GPT is determined batchwise using the £01-

lowing reaction system:

GPT
L-alanine + a-ketogluta~ate --~•• pyruvate + L-glutamate

(9-1)

+ LDH +pyruvate + NADH + H ---,.10 L-lactate + NAn
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1 LDH ' used J.'n the usual method, use of immobi-Although solub e J.S

lized LDH will make the operation easy and reduce its cost.

9. 2. Materials and Methods

Reagents. Lactate dehydrogenase and glutamic pyruvic trans-

aminase were both from pig heart and were purchased from Toyobo and

Boehringer-Mannheim, respectively. The kit reagent for analyzing

GPT (GPT Test) was obtained from Boehringer-Mannheim.
+NAD was a

product of Kohjin. Non-porous glass beads had a diameter of ca.

400 mesh. All other reagents were of analytical grade.

Immobilization of LDR. LDH was immobilized onto non-porous

glass beads via diazo-coupling. The procedures of immobilization

were the same as those described in Chapter B.

Experimental apparatus. The experimental apparatus used in

this chapter was the same as that utilized in Chapter B.

Elution profile of pulse input of GPT solution. The eluent

was 0.1 mo1/l potassium phosphate buffer, in which 8.72 X 10-
5

-3 -2
mol/I NADH, 6.71 X 10 molll a-ketoglutarate, 3.22 X 10 molll

DL-alanine, and O.l\(w/v) bovine serum albumin (BSA) were included.

The GPT solution applied to the immobilized-LDH column included

NADH and a-ketoglutarate at the same concentrations as in the elu-

ent. 100 ~1 of GPT solution were injected into the top of the

column and eluted at the flow rate of 0.954 ml/min. The absorb-
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·ance of the eluate at 340 nm was recorded. The concentration of

GPT solution applied was determined by the GPT Test. The relation-

ship between the variation of absorbance at 340 nm, -6A340 , and

the concentration of GPT solution was examined.

9. 3. Theoretical Considerations.

A method for predicting elution curves of the components con-

cerned with the determination of an enzyme is presented here based

on the mass balance model used in Chapter 6. The basic partial

differential equations are transformed to the Laplace domain and

ilie solutions in the domain are obtained. The solutions are ob-

tained by ignoring the resistance of film diffusion. The solutions

in the time domin are numerically calculated by Eqs. (6-15) or

(6-16) .

The reaction system utilized in determination of GPT is consid-

ered. Two cases are discussed depending on the kinds of supports.

The first is where LOR is attached to non~porous support. The

second is where LDR is immobilized to porous carrier. The pore

size of the porous carrier is small and GPT cannot penetrate into

the carrier. We assume that the formation rate of pyruvate is

proportional to the GPT concentration and is independent on the

Concentrations of L-alanine and a-ketoglutarate, that the forma

+tion rate of NAD is linear to the pyruvate concentration, and

that the GPT- and LDR-catalyzed reactions are both irreversible.
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Non-porous support. Mass balance equations referring to the

+
concentrations of GPT, pyruvate, and NAD are given by

aCE a2c aCEE
--0:: 0---~

at z az2 az

acp a
2

c acp 1 - £ 3
P k C - .- k C--= 0--- u-+

z az2 1 E 2 P
at az £ R

2 aC
N

1 - £ 3cCN
a C

N
--0:: 0--- ~+ .- k C
at z az2 cz £

R 2 P

(9-3)

(9-4)

(9-5)

where the subscripts of E, P, and N represent GPT, pyruvate, and

NAD+, respectively. Initial and boundary conditions are given as

follows:

t 0:: 0, Z > 0, CE = C 0:: C
N = 0 (9-6a)

P

O<t<t , z = 0, CE = CEO (9-6b)
= = 0

t > to' z = 0, C
E

0:: a (9-6c)

t > 0, z = 0, Cp = CN = a (9-6d)
=

By applying the Laplace transform to these differential equations,

the solutions of C I C , and C
N

in the Laplace domain were obtain
E P

ed in the nondimensional forms of Y
E

' Y , and y , where y. (i 0:: E,
P N ~

P, and N) is defined as Ci/CEO ' Y
i

represents the solution in the

Laplace domain.

(9-7)
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(9-8)

Y
N

= [{1-exp(-s8
0

) }/s]on
l

1/2
° [{l/[l+4(1/5)s] -l/(n2H)}exp(wl)+{1/(n2H)}exp(w2)]

(9-9)

where

and

W
l

= -S/[l/2+{l/4+{1/5)s}l/2]

1/2
(-s-n2H) / [1/2+{1/4+ (1/0) (s+n2H) } ]

15 = Z/(D /u)z

H = (l - e:) /e

(9-l0a)

(9-10b)

(9-l1a)

(9-llb)

(9-11tir

~;: .

(9-l1d)

and T is the average residence time with respect to void volume

of the column. When the input of GPT can be considered to be a

PUlse, the term [1 - expC-seo)]';s can be approXimated by eO.

Porous support. When LOR is ilIlIllobiliz~d to porous' support

~d GPT cannot penetrate into the support, the mass balance equa

+tions for GPT, pyruvate, and NAD are given by the following equa-

tions.
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2
aCEaCE a C

E
--= D-- u-
at z az2 az

acp a
2

c p
acp 1-£ 3 acps

--= D--- u-- --·-·D -- + k
1

C
E

z az2 p
at az £ R ar r=R

2 2 acpsacps a CpS
- k2CpS--= Dp ( 2 + _.--)

at ar r ar

aC
N

a
2

c aC
N 1-£ 3 aCNSN

--= D--- u-- - --·-·D --

at z az2 az E R N ar r=R

2
2 ac

NSaCNS a CNS
--= DN( 2 + _._-)

+ k{PS
at ar r ar

(9-12)

(9-13)

(9-14)

(9-15)

(9-16 )

where C. represents the concentration of component i at the gel
~S

phase. Dp and D
N

are the gel-phase diffusion coefficients of py-

ruvate and NAD+, respectively. Initial and boundary conditions

are given as follows:

t = 0,

t > 0,

t > 0,

z > 0,

r = R,

r = 0,

C
E

= 0 (9-1721.)

Cp
:: CpS = 0 (9-17b)

CN = CNS = 0 (9-17c)

CpS = ~·Cp (9-17d)

CNS = ~·CN (9-17e)

aCps/ar = 0 (9-17f)

aCNS/ar = 0 (9-17g)
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o<t<t , z = 0, C = C (9-17h)
= = 0 E EO

t > to' z = 0, C = 0 (9-17i)
E

t > 0, z = 0, Cp = 0 (9-17j)
=

C = 0 (9-17k)
N

The solutions of YE' Yp ' and YN in the Laplace domain are given

by Eqs. (9-18) to (9-20).

2
Yp = [{1-exp(-580)}/5]o[n~p /(3~Ap)]

o[exp(w
3

)-exp(w
4
)]

(9-18)

(9-19)

l_e-58 0

Y =---
N

5

1 1

where

(9-20)

..5

1/2+[1/4+ (1/0) 5] 1/2,

. 2
-5 - 3HI),Ap /4Jp

w = --------------:::----:~

4 1/2+[1/4+(1/0) (s+3HK A /41 2)]1/2
p p p
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IllS ==

Ap ==

AN ==

and

2
-s - 3HK A /<PN N N

2 1/2
1/2+ [1/4+ (l/e) (S+3H~AN/¢N )]

2 2 1/2 2 2 1/2
(s~p +¢M) coth(S¢p +¢M ) - 1

2 1/2 2 1/2
(s¢N) coth(s¢N) - 1

(9-2lc)

(9-22a)

(9-22b)

11 == k
1

(9-23a)
1

<P == R(k/D
p

) 1/2 (9-23b)
M

1/2 (9-23c)
¢p = R[l/(DpT)]

¢N == Rll/{D
N

T)]1/2 (9-23d)

Hl), = (1 - €) I),/E: (9-23e)

~ = (1 - E)~/£

Although the solutions can be found where GPT can penetrate into

the gel phase, they become much more complex. The solutions

shown here are obtained under the assumption that GPT cannot per-

rneate into the gel phase. This assumption may be reasonable when

LDH is immobilized to acrylamide gel, K-carraginane, etc.

9. 4. Resnlts and Discussion

Theoretical elution profiles of NAD+. Elution profiles of

+NAD were theoretically calculated for columns packed with LDH im-

mobilized on non-porous support and into porous carrier. Figure

9-1 shows the elution profiles of NAD+ in the column packed with
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Fig. 9-l. Elution profiles of NAD+ in a column packed

with LDH immobilized onto non-porous support.

LDH immobilized onto non-porous support. The curves are calculat-

ed for various T]2 values. The large T]2 value means that the

amount of LDH immobilized is much. Symmetrical curves are ob-

tained without distinction of the T]2 value. The more the amount

of LDH immobilized is, the larger the response is. The response,

however, is not in proportion to the amount of LDH immobilized.

Figure 9-2 shows the elution profiles of NAD+ in the column in

which LDH immobilized into porous support is packed. The profiles

are calculated for various 4>M values. As the </lM value becomes

larger, the response becomes larger. Asymmetrical curves, however,

are observed with an increase of the 4>M value. The elution curves

calculated for porous support are much broader than those obtained
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+Fig. 9-2. Elution profiles of NAn in a column in which

LDH immobilized into porous support is packed.

for non-porous support. These figures show that the use of LDH

immobilized onto non-porous support gives symmetrical elution

curves and reduces the spreading of the curves if the immobilized

enzyme has enough activity.

Elution profile of a pulse input of GPT solution. A pulse

of GPT solution applied to the immobilized-LDH column was eluted

with 0.1 molll potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) containing

NADH, ~-ketoglutarate, DL-alanine, and BSA. When the eluent in-

eluded no BSA, an asymmetrical elution curve with a long tail was

observed. The tail could not curtailed by increasing the ionic

strength of the eluent by the addition of NaCl. A relatively

sharp elution curve was obtained when BSA was added to the eluent,

although the reason for the decrease of tail is not evident. Fig-
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Fig. 9-3. Pulse response of GPT solution. (a) Elution

profiles of pulse inputs of GPT. (b) Relation between

-aA340 and the concentration of GPT applied.

~e 9-3(a) shows the elution pr~files of pulse inputs of GPT solu-

tions. Each peak is labelled with the concentration of GPT appli~

ed, as determined by the GPT Test. As shown in Fig. 9-3(b) r the

~aximum decrease in absorbance at 340 nm was linearly related to
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Table 9-1. Comparison of the Pulse Response Tech

nique with the Usual One for Analysis of GPT.

Sample volume Time

[ml] [min]

Pulse response technique

Usual technique

0.1

0.5

3

5

the concentration of GPT applied. This relationship can be used

for analyzing GPT in serum. However, any pyruvate in the serum

must be removed before the analysis of GPT.

Discussion. Table 9-1 illustrates the cornparisom of this

technique with the usual one for determination of GPT. This tech-

nique requires smaller amount of sample and shorter time than the

usual one.

Former studies on applications of immobilized enzymes to analy-

. 1-6) . 1 . " bS1S are ma1n y concerned w1th deterrn1nat10n of su strates.

Determination of enzyme activity also, however, is important in

clinical chemistry. The pulse response technique is very useful

for analysis of enzymes as well as for analysis of substrates.

This technique might be useful for the analysis of another en-

zyme. For example, use of immobilized malate dehydrogenase may

achieve the determination of glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase a5

well as L-rnalate and oxaloacetate.
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9. 5. Summary

Pulse response technique was extended to analysis of an en-

zyme. An indicator enzyme was immobilized and packed into a col-

umn. A pUlse of the enzyme to be analyzed was introduced to the

top of the column and eluted with an adequate solution. The elu-

tion curve of a component which could be measured easily was ob-

served and the activity of the enzyme was determined from the

intensity of the curve. The method for predicting the elution

profile of the component was presented. Use of enzyme immobiliz-

ed onto non-porous support gives sYmmetrical elution profiles at

short retention time. The pulse response technique was applied

to determination of glutamic pyruvic transaminase (GPT) by using

lactate dehydrogenase immobilized onto non-porous glass beads.

The peak height of elution profile of NADH was in proportion to

the GPT concentration loaded. The technique could reduce the

amount of sample and time required to analyze GPT compared with

the usual technique.

Nomenclature

[mol/I] , lUll]total concentration of enzyme

concentration of component i at mobile phase [mol/I]

[mol/I]concentration of iat gel phaseCiS

D. gel-phase diffusion coefficient of i (i = P and N)
~

2[em Is]
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Dz

H

K

axial dispersion coefficient

= (1 - e:)/e:

distribution coefficient

2
[em Is]

[-]

[- ]

k
l

first-order rate constant of the first-step

reaction

k
2

first-order rate constant of the reaction

catalyzed by the indicator enzyme

-1
[s ]

-1
[em/s] ,[s ]

R

r

s

t

u

z

. particle radius

radial distance

Laplace variable

time

sample injection time

linear interstitial velocity

solution of y. in Laplace domain
~

bed height

axial distance

[cm]

[em]

[- ]

[s]

[s]

[em/s]

[-]

[-]

[em]

[em]

5 =' Z/(D /u) [- ]z
,e: void fraction of bed [-]

I'll = k T [-]1

1'12 = 3k
2

T/R [-]

8 .: .t/T
[-]

8
0 = tofT [- ]
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T average residence time Is]

1/2 [- ]~ . RIl/(D.T)]
J. J.

1/2 [- ]
~M = R(k

2
/Dp )
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PART III

PRODUCTION OF HIGHER FRUCTOSE SYRUP

Introduction

Fructose syrup is a concentrated aqueous solution of fructose,

glucose, and oligasaccharides. The most common type of fructose

syrup contains 42% fructose, 52% glucose, and 6% oligosaccharides

dr b
. 1)

on y asl.s. This type of syrup is usually called high fruc-

tose syrup. It is a new type of sweetner and used in place of

sucrose in some foods and beverages. Since fructose is sweeter

and more soluble into water at low temperatures than glucose, it

is desired to raise the content of fructose in the syrup to the

level of 55 to 90%. This type of syrup is called higher fructose

syrup.

Isomerization of glucose to fructose catalyzed by an enzyme

(glucose isomerase) is a reversible reaction with the eqilibriurn

constant of 1.0 at 50 o c,2) and finally gives an equilibrium mix-

ture containing about 50% glucose and 50% fructose. In order to

produce higher fructose syrup containing fructose more than 50%,

a process to separate fructose from the mixture is required. Some

processes to separate fructose from the mixture are known. 3 ,4)

These require the solid separation and desalination processes,

and hence are complicated and unsuitable for a commercial process.

A powerful process used at the present time is a selective adsorp-
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2+ 5)
tion method using Ca ion forms of ion exchangers. These may

be classified into the chromatographic and simulated moving-bed

operations. In the adsorptive separation process, water is used

as a desorbent. The water must be evaporated in the succeeding

process. With a rise of energy cost, it is desired to develop a

new process for producing higher fructose syrup, which can reduce

the amount of water and save the energy cost.

In "this part, some types of adsorptive separation methods of

glucose and fructose from their mixture are discussed. Chapter

10 deals with the adsorbent to separate glucose and fructose and

with a chromatographic separation in a fixed-bed adsorber.

In Chapter II, we explain in detail on glucose/fructose separa

tion utilizing a simulated moving-bed adsorber
6

) and present the

analytical methods for calculating the concentration profiles in

the adsorber and their validities are confirmed experimentally.

In Chapter 12, we develop a new process to produce higher fruc-

tose syrup using a system which includes the adsorption process

and the immobilized-glucose isomerase reaction.

In Chapter 13, three processes for producing higher fructose

syrup, that is, the chromatographic process, the process utilizing

the simulated moving-bed adsorber, and the process developed in

Chapter 12, are compared. It is shown that the third process can

save the quantity of desorbent compared with other processes.
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Chapter 10

Chromatographic Separation of Glucose and Fructose

10. 1. Introduction

The chromatographic separation of glucose and fructose requires

a great amount of water as desorbent compared with the processes

described in Chapters 11 and 12. This process is, however, suit-

able for a small scale separation because the equipment is simple

and the operation is easy.

In this chapter, we consider the design problem of the chroma to-

graphic separation of glucose and fructose from their mixture.

The adsorbent which has an adsorption selectivity for fructose is

looked for. The adsorption isotherms of glucose and fructose for

two adsorbents are obtained. Methods for predicting the chromato-

graphic elution profiles and the breakthrough curves in a fixed-

bed adsorber are presented.

10. 2. Materials and Methods

Adsorbents and Chemicals. Amberlite IR-120B and Dowex SOW

were purchased from Organo and Muromachi Chemical Industries, re-

spectively. Ion-exchangers 8-07 and 8-22 were kindly supplied by

Organo. Th . 2+ 2+ese 10n exchangers were prepared in Ca or Mg ion

form. C 2+ .
a 10n is known to be an effective cation to adsorb fruc-

tose. l ) The reason why the Mg2+ .
10n form is examined is as fol-

lows: In Chapter 12, we will propose a new system for producing
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amined.

higher fructose syrup in which the glucose/fructose mixture is

alternately passed through cation exchanger columns and irnmobiliz-

ed-glucose isomerase reactors. The glucose isomerase requires

2+. f h .b'" " 2) h f d b tMg ~on or ex 1 ~t~ng 1ts act1v1ty. T e use 0 any a sor en

in its Mg2+ form is advisable from both points of adsorption and

the reaction if the form is effective for the glucose/fructose

. h 2+ .separat1on. T erefore, Mg 10n forms of ion exchangers were ex-

2+ 2+Ca and Mg ion forms of Y zeolites were kindly suppli-

ed by Toyo Soda Mfg. Co., Ltd.

Glucose and fructose were purchased from Nakarai Chemicals.

Other reagents were of analytical grade.

Deternrination of glucose and fructose. Glucose and fructose

were mainly analyzed using a high-performance liquid chromato-

graph (Shimadzu, LC-3A) equipped with a separation column (Shima-

dzu, SCR-101N) and a differential refractometer (Showa Denko, Sho-

dex RI SE-ll).
3)

The glucostat method and the method of Roe et al.

4) •
were secondar~ly used to determine glucose and fructose, re-

spectively.

Screening of adsorbents. Liquid column chromatography, also

known as a pulse test in the field of chemical engineering,S) was

conveniently used to screen v~ious adsorbents. Adsorbent parti-

cles were packed in a column (1.485 em~ X 35.0 em) kept at 50 GC

by circulating the thermostated water. A sample solution (1.0
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em3) consisting of glucose and fructose (each component, 0.3 moll

1) was carefully added to the top of the bed. The moment the sam-

pIe solution had been soaked into the bed, the eluent was started

to be fed with a constant-feeding pump (Tokyo Rikakikai, MP-IOl).

Distilled water or 0.02 molll Trsi-HCl buffer containing 0.01 moll

1 magnesium sulfate was used as the desorbent. The buffer will be

used for the glucose isomerase-catalyzed reaction in Chapter 12.

The flow rate of the eluent was 0.5 cm
3
/min. The eluate emerging

from the column was collected at a regular interval. The concen-

trations of glucose and fructose in the eluate were determined and

plotted against the elapsed time to yield the elution profiles.

On the assumption that the adsorption isotherm of a component k

is linear and independent of the adsorption isotherms of other

components, the mean residence time of the component k, t
k

, is cal

culated through the moment analysis of the elution curve, yielding

Eq. (10-2) .6,7)

(l0-1)

(10-2)

where Ck1 is the concentration of the component k in the eluate,

t the elapsed time, L the column length, v the linear superficial

velocity of liqUid flow, €b the void fraction of the bed, and m
k

the distribution coefficient. The high value of m
k

indicates that
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the amount of the component k adsorbed is large.

The value of E
b

was determined by measuring t k of soluble

starch, because soluble starch connot penetrate into adsorbent,

i.e., m
k

= 0, due to its high molecular weight. Soluble starch

in the eluate was completely hydrolyzed to glucose by addition of

glllcoamylase and the resulting glucose was analyzed by the gluco-

stat method.

The apparent densities of adsorbents were pycnometrically meas-

ured.

Adsorption isotherms. The adsorption isotherm~ of glucose

~d fructose onto Y zeolite (Ca
2
+ form) and Ion-exchanger S~07

2+
(Ca form) were obtained by using a batch desorption method to-

gether with an analysis of breakthrough curve in a paeked~bed co1-

~. As a solvent, distilled water was used for Ion-echanger S~07,

Whereas 0.02 molll Tris-HCI buffer containing 0.01 mol/l magnesium

sulfate was used for Y zeolite.

{a} A batch desorption method. About 0.5 9 of an adsorbent

Weighed accurately was put into an Er1enrnyer flask. 3Each 20 em

of glucose-, fructose-, or the mixture solution was added to the

flask. The flask with a silicane stopper to avoid evaporation of

liquid was kept at 50°C for 36 hr under stirring condition. The

concentration of the adsorbate in the liquid phase was measured.

The adsorbent waS removed from the solution, blotted with a piece
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The

of filter paper to eliminate excess liquid on the surface, and put

into 50 em3 of the pure solvent. After 36 hr, the concentration

of the adsorbate in the liquid phase, Ckd , was measured.

amount adsorbed initially, qk' was calculated by using Eq. (10-3)

under the approximation that the amount of adsorbate remaining in

the adsorbent was negligibly small.

q = V'Ckd/w

*
(10-3)

where V and ware the volume of pure solvent and the weight of ad-

sorbent, respectively.

(b) A breakthrough method. Adsorbent particles were packed in

a column equipped with a water jacket. A solution of glucose,

fructose, or their mixture was continuously introduced to the top

of the bed. The solution was continued to be fed until the efflu-

ent concentration C
k1

becomes almost equal to the influent concen

tration CkO ' The solute emerging from the bed was fractionated

at a regular interval and was assayed to obtain the breakthrough

curve of the adsorbate. The amount adsorbed was calculated from

Eq. (10-4) •

(10-4)

where Q is the volumetric flow rate, V the bed volume, and t the
E

elapsed time at which the concentration of adsorbate at the outlet

reaches almost that at the inlet.
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Estimation of overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient.

In this study, the approximation of a linear-driving-force was

adopted to express simly the adsorption rate process. The overall

volumetric mass transfer coefficient, K a , was determined so that
f v

the calculated breakthrough curve may fit to the experimental one.

Chromatographic separation of glucose and fructose. Ion-ex-

2+
changer 5-07 (Ca form) was packed into a column of 1.485 ern in

diameter and 36.8 cm in length. The bed was kept at 50°C. Dis-

tilled water was used as the eluent, and the flow rate was 1.19

3/ .ern mJ.n. The mixture of glucose and fructose (each component,

and fructose.

O~l mol/I) was introduced to the top of the bed for 10 min and

the eluent was fed for 20 min. These operations were repeated

three times. The eluate was fractionated every 2 min. The concen-

trations of glucose and fructose in the fractions were analyzed.

Modified procedure for chromatographic separation of glucose

Twelve columns, in which the Ca2+ ion form of

Ion-exchanger 5-07 was packed, were connected in circular series

as shown in Fig. 10-1. Though the modified chromatographic proce-

dure needs only three columns, twelve columns were used to obtain

the concentration profiles in th~ adsorber. The size of each col-

UJnn was L36 cmrJl X 10.2 em. The columns were kept at 50°C by cir-

CUlating the thermostated water. The adsorber was divided into

~ree zones by the inlets of feed and desorbent solutions. Each
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p

I+--- Zone I Zone II Zone III ------.I

A A A A A A A A A A A A

Fig. 10-1. Experimental apparatus used in a modified

procedure for chromatographic separation of glucose and

fructose from their mixture. A, adsorption column; DR,

desorbent reservoir; FR, feed reservoir; P, constant

feeding pump; Te, three way stopcock; and WE, water

bath.

zone contained four columns.

The feed solution, which included 1.0 molll glucose and 1.0

molll fructose, was continuously introduced to the inlet of zone

I at the flow rate of 1.80 cm
3
/min. The solution emerging from

zone I was fractionated every 2 min and the concentrations of glu-

cose and fructose in the fractions were analyzed. After 23 min,

the flow was stopped. The solutions among the columns were sampled

and analyzed to obtain the concentration profiles in zone I.

The solution in zone I, which included glucose and fructose,
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. 1 d h fl f 1 41 3/. t 1was C1rcu ate at t e ow rate 0 • em rn1n to separa e g u-

cose and fructose for 142 min. By this operation, fructose and

glucose were localized in zones II and III, respectively. The

concentrations of glucose and fructose in the solutions among col-

wruns were measured to yield the concentration profiles in the ad-

sorber.

Fructose and glucose located in zones II and III were separate-

ly eluted with water (desorbent) for 40 min. The flow rates of

. d I 45 d 1 4 3/. .water 1n zones II an III were . an . 3 em m1n, respect1ve-

ly. The elution profiles of glucose and fructose were obtained

by measuring the concentrations in the eluates fractionated every

2 min.

10. 3. Theoretical Considerations

Prediction of elution curve in chromatography. In a conven-

tional chromatographic separation, a solution of adsorbates to be

separated and a desorbent solution are mutually introduced to a

fixed-bed adsorber. Mass balance equations referring to the con-

centrations of the component Jc at the mobile phase, C
k

and at the

stationary phase, Ck are given by Eqs.{lO-S) and (IO-G) under the

following assumptions, (i) the adsorption isotherm is linear and

independent, (ii) the adsorptio~ rate process is represented by

a linear-driving-force approximation, and (iii) the axial disper-

Sian can be ignored:
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aC
k

ilCk
€ _ = -v- - K a (C - C*)
b f v k kat ilz

(10-5)

(l0-6)

h K is the overall mass transfer coefficient and a is thewere f v

specific surface area of adsorbent based on the bed volume. Ini-

tial and boundary conditions are given as follows:

z > 0,

z = 0,

t = 0

O<t<t
:= = a

....................
(n-I) (to+td)~t;;tO+(n-l) t d ;

. to+(n~l)td<t<n (to+td )

C
k = a

c* = a
k

C
k = C

kO

C
k = a

......

(l0-7a)

(lO-7b)

(10-7c)

where to and t
d

represent the sample and desorbent injection times,

respectively. n refers to the number of sample injection times.

The variables are transformed into the dimensionless forms defined

by Egs.(IO-B) •

Y)c = CJlCkO "

Yk = Ck/CkO

x "" z/L
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8 = tiT (IO-Sd)

where T is the residence time based on the void volume of the bed

and is defined by

(10-9)

By applying the Laplace transform to these differential equations,

the solution of Y
k

in the Laplace domain, ~ was obtained.

s
y

n
= --- { .I exp [- (j-l) (8

0
+8d) s]}

J=l

[5+a (1+6 k)]s
oexp{- c c x}

5+a 6 kc c

(l0-10)

where 5 is the Laplace variable and the dimensionless parameters

are defined by Eq. (10-11). The overall mass transfer coefficient,

K
f

, was assumed to be the same for glucose and fructose, because

their molecular weights are identical and.both are electrically

neutral.

a = Kfav"L/v (IO-lla)
c

Sck = Eb/[ (1 - Eb)mk ] (lO-llb)

6
0 = to/T (lO-lle)

8
d = td/T (IO-lld)

The solution in the time domain was obtained by. the numerical in

version of Yk by the Fourier series approximation of the following
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8)
equation.

""
y = (eaa/T*) [Yk(a)/2 + I {Re[Yk(a+j~i/T*)]oCos(j~i/T*)

j=l

- Im [Y
k
(a+j~i/T*) ] • sin (j~i/T*) }] (10-12)

where Re and Im indicate the real and imaginary parts of Yk , re-

spectively. T* and a are the arbitrary constants.

Calculation of breakthrough curve in a fixed-bed adsorber.

In a fixed-bed adsorber, the mass balnce equations for the con-

centrations of component k at the mobile and stationary phases are

equal to Eqs. (10-5) and (10-6), respectively. Initial and bound-

ary conditions ate written as follows:

z > 0,

z = 0,

t = 0,

t > 0,
=

(lO-13a)

(lO-l3b)

(lO-l3c)

An analytical solution for C
k

has been presented by Rosen.
g

) The

solution, however, is relatively complicated. Therefore, the nu-

merical method was applied. Eqs. (10-5) and (10-6) are discretized

forward for time and backward for distance to give the following

equations 0

Ck(x.,e. 1) = (1-~e/6x-a o~e) oC (x. ,a.)
~ ]+ c k ~ J

+ (~a/6x) oCk(x. 1,a.)
1- J
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c ~ J
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= (I-ex -8 ·M) ·C* (x"e ,)
cck k'l. J

+ a .8. k·~e.ck(x.,8,)
c c '1. J

(l0-15)

a

Initial and boundary conditions are as follows:

C
k

(x
i

,8
0

)

Ck(x
i

,8
0

) = a

(10-16a)

(10-16b)

CkO[l - exp(a·S -e.)]
c ck J

(10-16c)

where 8x and ~e are the increments for x- and 8-directions. The

subscripts i and j represent i-th and j-th grid points for x- and

a-directions, respectively. Ck (xi ,8 j +l ) and Ck(xi~ej+l) are cal

culated explicitly, and hence the calculation method described

here may be simple.

10. 4. Results and Discussion

Screening of adsorbents. The adsorbent which has a high se~

lectivity for fructose was looked for by using the pulse test.

As an example, Fig. 10-2 shows the elution profiles of fructose,

glucose, and soluble starch at the outlet of the bed of Ion-ex

2+
changer S-07 (Ca form). In the figure, the abscissa represents

the elapsed time normalized by the residence time based on the

total bed volume, TO (= L/v). The distribution coefficients of

fructose and glucose for the adsorbent were calculated from Eqs.

(10-1) and (10-2). In Table 10-1, the values. of m
G

and ~ for
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Fig. 10-2. Elution profiles of fructose, glucose, and sol-
2+

uble starch obtained by using Ion-exchanger S-07 (Ca form)-

packed column. Distilled water was used as eluent. The elu

tion profiles of soluble starch was measured to estimate the

void fraction of the bed. The concentration of component k

in the eluate is normalized by that in the sample solution,

whereas the elapsed time is normalyzed by the residence time

with respect to the bed volume.

various adsorbents are listed together with the apparent densities

of adsorbents. The larger the difference between m
G

and rnp , the

better the efficiency of the separation. From these observations,

. k d 2+ 2+we plC e up Ion-exchanger 5-07 (Ca form) and Y zeolite (Ca

form) as adsorbents with high separability.

Adsorption isotherms of glucose and fructose. The adsorption
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Table 10-1. Apparent Density, Pp' Void Fraction of Bed, £b' and

Distibution Coefficients of Glucose and Fructose, m
G

and mF , for

Adsorbents.

0.Olmol/1 Tris-HCl buffer,pH 8.0
Eluent Water

(including 0.01 molll MgS04)

Adsorbent
Pp t b mG mF Pp tb mG mF

(g/an3) [-] [-] ( -] [g/on
3J [-] [-] [-]

Amberlite IR-120B(Ca) 1.274 0.364 0.099 0.164 ~ 0.362 0.058 0.157

Amberlite IR-120B(Mg) - 0.339 0.047 0.095 - - - -
Dowell. 50W(Ca) 1.323 0.313 0.017 0.080 - - - -
Y-Zeolite(Ca) . - - - 0.855* 0.388 0.586 D.686

Y-Zeolite(Mg) - - - - 1.096 0.379 0.423 0.488

S-07(Ca) 1.252 0.381. 0.231 0.464 - 0.360 0.253 0.423

S-22(Ca) 1.254 0.352 0.326 0.518 - 0.368 0.335 0.506

* This value was obtained by using a mercury porosimeter. Another values were
pycnometrically determined.
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Fig. 10-3. Adsorption isotherms of glucose and fructose
-2+

on Ion-exchanger S-07 (Ca· from) at 50°C. Distilled

water was used as a solvent. The amounts of glucose and

fructose adsorbed were obtained by analyzing the break

through curves.
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Fig. 10-4. Adsorption isotherms of glucose and fructose
2+

on Y zeolite (Ca form) at SO°C. The amounts of glucose

and fructose adsorbed were estimated by using both the

batch desorption method and the analysis of breakthrough

curves in fixed-bed adsorber. As a solvent, 0.02 molll

Tris-HCl buffer containing 0.01 molll magnesium sulfate

was used.

2+isotherms of glucose and fructose for Ion-exchanger 8-07 (Ca

form) and Y zeolite (ca
2
+ form) were obtained at SO°C. They are

shown in Figs. 10-3 and 10-4. For Ion-exchanger 8-07 and Y zeo-

lite, distilled water and 0.02mol/l Tris-HCl buffer containing

0.01 mo111 MgS04 were used as solvents, respectively. The reason

to use the buffer solution was previously mentioned. In the ex-

periments using the mixture of glucose and fructose, the concen-

trations of both glucose and fructose are initially taken to be
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Fig. 10-5. Breakthrough curves of glucose and fructose
2+

in the Ion-exchanger S-07 {Ca forro)-packed column at

50·C. The solid and broken curves were calculated ones

for glucose and fructose, respectively. The Kfa
v

value
-3 -1

was set to be 6.18 X 10 s for both curves.

equal. Linear isotherms were obtained for both glucose and fruc-

mse over a wide concentration range. The amount of fructose ad-

sorbed was independent of that of glucose adsorbed.

Determination of overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient.

The overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient, K a , was de
f v

termined so that the calculated breakthrough curve may fit to the

experimental one. In the case of Ion-exchanger S-07, the Kfa
v

values for both glucose and frpctose were 6.18 X 10-3
5-

1 Figure

3-5 shows the breakthrough curves of glucose and fructose obtained

. 2+
In the Ion-exchanger 5-07 (Ca form)-packed column. The solid
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Fig. 10-6. Elution profiles of glucose and fructose in

chromatography. The mixture of the components and dis~

tilled water were alternately introduced three times to

the bed of Ca
2+ ion form of Ion-exchanger 8-07. The

solid and broken curves are calculated ones for glucose

and fructose, respectively.

and broken curves in the figure are the calculated ones for glu-

cose and fructose, respectively. When Y zeolite was used as the

-3
adsorbent, the Kfa

v
values for both components were 6.84 X 10

-1
s The Kfa

v
values scarecely depended on the flow rate of the

eluent. This suggests that the resistance of interphase mass

transfer is negligibly small.

Elution profiles of glucose and fructose in a conventional chro-

matography. The mixture of glucose and fructose was introduced

2+
to the bed of Ion-exchanger 8-07 (Ca form, 1.485 crn~ X 36.8 em)

for 10 min and then distilled water was supplied to the bed for 20

min at the flow rate of 1.19 cm
3
/min. This alternate feeding was
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repeated three times, After the third supply of the mixture, dis

tilled water was successively fed.

Figure 10-6 shows the elution profiles of glucose and fructose.

The solid and broken curves represent the calculated ones for glu

cose and fructose, respectively. The theoretical elution profiles

coincide well with the experimental ones, indicating that both the

method for predicting the elution c~ves and the parameters deter

mined are valid.

Separation of glucose and fructose by modified chromatography.

Figure 10-7(a) shows the time dependencies of glucose and fruc

tqse concentrations at the outlet of zone I. The solid and broken

curves in the figure were calculated from Egs. (10-14) and (10-15).

Glucose with small distribution coefficient was eluted eariler

than fructose as predicted from the theoretical calculation. Fig

ure 10-7(b) illustrates the concentration profiles of glucose and

fructose in zone I.

Figure 10-7(c) shows the concentration profiles in the adsorber

at the time when the circulation of the liquid in the adsorber was

stopped. Fructose and glucose were successfully localized in

Zones II and III, respectively. The two components in zones II

and III were separately eluted by distilled water.

Figure 10-7(d) shows the elution profiles obtained at the out

let of zone II. Figure 10-7(e) illustrates the profiles of glu

COSe and fructose concentrations in the solution emerging fron
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Fig. 10-7. Separation of glucose and fructose by a modified

chromatographic process. The keys «() and (~) represent

glucose and fructose, respectively. The solid and broken

curves are calculated ones for glucose and fructose. (a)

Breakthrough curves of glucose and fructose observed at

the outlet of zone I. (b) Concentration profiles in zone I

at the end of the first operation. (c) Concentration pro-

files of glucose and fructose in the adsorber after circula-

tion of the two components remained in zone I. (d) Elution

profiles of glucose and fructose obtained at the outlet of

zone II. (e) Elution profiles at the outlet of zone III.
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zone III. Fructose and glucose were eluted mainly from zones II

and III, and hence the separation of the two components was

achieved.

Though the modified procedure for chromatographic separation

is a little complicated, the procedure has some merits. Since

~e separation of two components was achieved in the procedure by

circulating the liquid in the adsorber, both the size of the bed

and the amount of desorbent introduced can be reduced compared

with the conventional chromatographic procedure. When the mechan

ical intensity of the adsorbent is weak, or when the adsorbent is

expensive, the modified procedure would be effective. Though the

adsorbates in zone II were eluted with water introduced at the in

let of zone II in this study, the amount of water consumed in the

procedure would be reducible if the operations mentioned above

~e regularly repeated and the water emerging from zone I at the

first operation is utilized for desorption of fructose in zone II.

10. 5. Summary

The capabilities of some adsorbents for separating glucose and

fructose were examined. Two adsorbents, Ion-exchanger S-07 (ca2+

furm) and Y zeolite (ca
2+ form), were found to adsorb more favora

bly fructose than glucose. The- adsorption isotherms of glucose

~d fructose were obtained at SO°C. The isotherms of the two com

~nents Were linear over a wide range of each concentration and
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were independent each other. The validities of methods for pre-

dieting the elution profiles in chromatography and the break-

through curves in a fixed-bed adsorber were experimentally verifi-

ed. A modified procedure for chromatographic separation of the

two components was successfully developed.

Nomenclature

a

a
v

C

C*

m

n

Q

q

s

T*,

t

arbitrary constant

specific surface area

concentration in the liquid phase

concentration within the particle

overall mass transfer coefficient

column length

'distribution coefficient

number of sample injection times

volumetric flow rate

amount adsorbed

Laplace variable

arbitrar.r constant

time

[-]

2 3
[em /ern -bed]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[cm/5]

[em]

[-]

[-]

3
[em Is]

[mol/g].

[-]

[-]

[5]

t mean residence time of adsorbate in the fixed-bed

adsorber

desorbent injection time

sample injection time
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v

v

volume of solvent

bed volume

v linear superficial velocity of liquid flow

in the fixed-bed adsorber [em/5]

w

x

z

a
c

a

L

weight

= z/L

solution ofYk in Laplace domain

axial distance

= Kfav·L/v

= e:b / [(1 - E:blmk ]

void fraction of the bed

= tiT

apparent density

residence time of eluent based on the void

volume of th~ bed

residence time of eluent based on the total

bed volume

Subscripts

[g]

[-]

[-]

[-]

(- ]

[em]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[-]

[.:..]

. 3[em /g}

[a}

[51

E end point



F fructose

G glucose

k component

1 effluent

o influent
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Chapter 11

separation of Glucose and Fructose by

using a Simulated Moving-Bed Adsorber

11. 1. Introduction

The common type of high fructose syrup is produced by an en-

zymatic isomerization of glucose to fructose. The isomerization

is a reversible reaction and its equilibrium constant is 1.0 at

SODC. Therefore, to produce the higher fructose syrup, the sepa-

ration step is indispensable. The conventional chromatographic

separation is a simple process. This process, howeyer, has the

following demerits;l) (i) an adsorbent is not always utilized ef-

fectively, (ii) a large amount of desorbent is consumed, (iii) a

large difference in the distribution coefficient between glucose

and fructose is necessary, and (iv) the operation is discontiuous.

Another type of separation process, which can improve some of

~e demerits in the chromatographic process, is a process uti liz-

ing a simulated moving-bed adsorber. This was originally develop

ed by UOp.2) This chapter deals with a glucose/fructose separa~

tion process utilizing the simulated moving-bed adsorber. The de-

sign problems of the process will be discussed. Two methods for

calculating the concentration profiles in the adsorber are pre-

sented and their validities are experimentally examined.
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11. 2. Theoretical Considerations

Basic idea behind the process utilizing a simulated moving-bed

adsorber. Although the adsorbent particles do not move actual-

ly in the simulated moving-bed operation, the operation is more

clearly understood by describing a hypothetical moving-bed opera

tion and describing how similar results are obtained without ac

tual bed movement. In the conventional chromatographic separa

tion, .two components are separated by the difference between their

migration rates in the fixed-bed adsorber. Therefore, when a sam

ple solution is fed to the middle point of the adsorption column

and adsorbent particles are traveled counter to liquid flow at the

rate between the migration rates of two components in chromato

graphy, a component adsorbed weakly moves in the direction of liq

uid flow and another component adsorbed strongly travels in the

direction of adsorbent flow. Thus, in the moving-bed adsorber

where adsorbent particles and liquid are conveyed continuously

and countercurrently to each other, the two components migrate in

different directions and are separated.

Figure 11-1 illustrates schematically the process utilizing the

simulated moving-bed adsorber. Adsorbent particles move continu

ously toward the right-hand side through the bed and returned to

the left-hand side of the apparatus. Feed and desorbent solutions

enter continuously, and flow toward the left-hand side and count

ercurrently to the adsorbent particles. Raffinate and extract
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Fig. 11-1. Schematic representation of a hypothetical

moving-bed adsorber. Adsorbent particles move continu

ously toward the right-hand side, while liquid flows

toward the left-hand side. The adsorber is divided

into four zones by the introduction and withdrawal

points of liquid. A portion between two broken lines

in the adsorber corresponds to a column in a simulated

moving-bed adsorber.

solutions are withdrawn continuously. At both withdrawal points,

a portion of the liquid flowing in the bed is withdrawn and the

remainder continues to flow into the next zone. As shown in Fig.

11-1, the positions of introduction and withdrawal of liquid di-

Vide the bed into four zones, I to IV, each of which performs dif-

ferent function as described below.

We suppose here that fructose is adsorbed selectively in com-

parison with glucose. Fructose introduced by a feed stream is ad-

Sorbed mostly in zone II and car~ied to zones III and IV by the

~ovement of adsorbent particles. Although glucose fed by the feed

stream is weakly adsorbed, most of the glucose is passed through

Zone II and withdrawn by a raffinate stream. Glucose adsorbed
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partially in zone II is desorbed in zone III to reduce the amount

of glucose in an extract stream. Fructose adsorbed in zone II is

desorbed in zone IV and recovered by the extract stream. The ad-

sorbent particles are regenerated by the desorption of fructose

in zone IV and flow to zone I. Zone! acts to adsorb glucose re-

maining in liquid, and hence the liquid emerging from zone I

scarcely contains both the pomponents and can be utilized as a de-

sorberit.

Compared with the conventional chromatographic separation pro-

cess, the process using the moving-bed adsorber has some merits;

(i) the quantity of desorbent used can be saved because the solu-

tion emerging from zone I is usable as a desorbent, (ii) the se-

paration is effectively accomplished even if the difference in the

distribution coefficient between glucose and fructose is small,

and (iii) the operation is continuous.

The basic idea behind the process is explained by using a hypo-

thetical moving-bed adsorber. However, the actual movement of ad-

sorbent particles may cause the abrasion of adsorbent and the

channelling of liquid flow. The smart process without the actual

movement of adsorbent particles, which exhibits an function almost

equal to that of the process mentioned above, has been developed.

2-4)
By shifting the introduction and withdrawal points of liquid

streams to the same direction as the liquid flow at regular inter

vals, the flow of adsorbent particles counter to liquid is achiev-
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ed relatively.

Calculation of concentration profiles in simulated moving-bed

adsorber. In order to calculate the concentration profiles in

the simulated moving-bed adsorber, two models, namely, an inter

mitted moving-bed model and a continuous moving-bed model, are

presented. An intermitted moving-bed model cosiders the real

movement of adsorbent particles. The concentration profiles at

the unsteady state can be calculated by using this model. In a

continuous moving-bed model, it is assumed that the adsorbent par

ticles hypothetically moves counter to the liquid -flow. This mod

el has a merit that the concentration profiles at the steady state

can be calculated easily.

The followings are assumed in both models; (i) an approximation

of linear-driving-force is satisfied in the adsorptive rate pro

cess, (ii) the liquid flow is a plug flow, and (iii) the overall

mass transfer coefficients of glucose and fructose are the same

and does not depend on the rate of liquid flow.

(a) An intermitted moving-bed model. The original process

has accomplished the simulated movement of adsorbent particles by

transferring the introduction and withdrawal points of liquid

streams to the same direction as liquid flow. In this study, how

ever, the counter-flow of adsorbent particles to liquid is achiev

ed by conveying adsorption columns in the direction counter to the
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liquid flow. In such a mode, adsorption columns are considered

to be fixed-bed except for the moment of conveying the columns.

Mass balance equations referring to concentrations of component

k at the mobile phase C
k

and at the stationary phase Ck are given

by Eqs. (ll-l) and (11-2), setting to be positive for the direction

of liquid flow.

(11-1)

(11-2)

where v is the linear superficial velocity of liquid flow in zone
n

n, Kfav the overall volumetric mass transfer coefficient, mk the

distribu~ion coefficient of component k, and ~ the void fraction

of the bed. The process time t and axial distance z are norma liz-

ed by the interval of transportation of adsorption columns T and

the length of each column LA' respectively.

e .= tIT

Eqs.(ll-l>' and (11-2) are written as follows;
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(Ie·
k

--=
as

where

(11-5)

0.
n

(l1-6a)

(11-6b)

(1l-6c)

By discretizing Eqs.(11-4) and (11-5) forward for time and back-

ward for distance, Egs. (11-7) and (11-8) are obtained.

= (I-a ·.6e/nx-a·~e).ck(x.,8.) + S-.6e-c
k
*(x.,6.)

n 1.) 1.)

+ (a ·6e/Ax) .Ck(x. 1,e.)n 1.- )

There are the following boundary conditions between zones.

(11-7)

(11-8)

(l1-9a)

at the outlet of raffinate stream (between zones I and II)

CkII1 = CkIO

at the inlet of feed stream (between zones II and III)

(l1-9b)

at the outlet of extract stream (between zones :l;II and IV)

(11-ge)

at the inlet of desorbent stream (between zones IV and I)

(11-9d)
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Fig. 11-2. Schematic explanation of the calculation method

in an intermitted moving-bed model.

where the subscripts 0 and 1 denote the inlet and outlet of each

zone, respectively.

8
j
+

l
) are calculated

AS shown in Fig. 11-2, Ck (x
i

,8
j
+l ) and Ck(xi ,

explicitly from Egs. (11-7), (11-8), and (11-

9) • The calculations are repeated until 8 = 1.0. When 8 = 1.0,

C
k

and Ck are rearrenged in the direction of the arrows illustrat-

ed in the figure. The rearrangement corresponds to conveyance of

adsorption columns.

(b) A continuous moving-bed model. It is assumed in this

the mass balance egua-

Setting to be positive forUs value is calculated to be LA/T.

direction of the adsorbent movement ,the

model that the adsorbent particles continuously at the rate of u
s

The

tions at the steady state in terms of C
k

and Ck are given by Egs.
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(11-10) and (11-11).

dC~
(1 - £ )m u - =: Kfav(C

k
- C

k
*)

b k sdz

(11-10)

(11-11)

where u represents the linear superficial velocity of liquid flow
n

in zone n in the hypothetical moving-bed adsorber and is related

to v by the following equation.
n

(11-12)

Assuming that C
k

and Ck at the inlet of each column are known, that

is,

at z =: 0, C
k

= C
kO

Ck = CkO

(11-13a)

(11-13b)

Egs. (11-10) and (11-11) can be analytically solved to give

(11-14)

C* =
k

Bnk[exp{an(l-Bnk)x},~ 1]

1 - Bnk

1 - Snkexp [a (l-Snk) xl
. . n C...

1 - B ~O
nk

(11-15)



Rafflnat~ FHd Extract D~sorbent

Fig. 11-3.

where

Definition of variable vector x .•
1.

x = Z/L
A

a = Kfa L /u
n v A n

(ll-3a)

(1l-16a)

(1l-16b)

By substituting N , which is the number of columns in zone nl for
n

XI Eqs. (11-14) and (11-15) represent the relationships between C
k

Ck at the inlet of ZOne and those at the outlet.

To make computational calculation suitable, we define a new

variable Ck as follows:

C* "" C - C*k k k (11-17)

The variable vector X. at any point in Fig. 11-3 is defined by
1.

(11-18)

The variable vectors Xi and Xi +1 are related by the following eq

uations.
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Xl = D·x (1l-19a)
6

X =: A .X (1l-19b)
2 1 1

X
3 = A ·x (11-19c)

2 2

X = F·x - f (l1-19d)
4 3

Xs = A
3

o x
4

(11-1ge)

X = A4·xS
(11-19f)

6

where the constant matrices are given as follows:

A =
n

I

o

l-exp[a (l-Bnk)N ]n " n

1 - B
nk

exp[a U-Bnk)N ]
n n

(11-20a)

[ U~UI :]D = 1 - u:rv"U1

F = [1
uII/UIII

:]- uII/uIII

(ll-20b)

(11":'20c)

(1l-20dl-

By sUIIIIl1arlzing Eqs. (11-19), Eg. (11':'21) is obtained. Eq".(11-=2U is

shown 'in the next page. E and 0 in Eq.(11-21) are defined by

~. E b: [1, OJ"
:9 .1

(11-22a) .'
(ll-22b)
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Al -E x
2

a
A

2 -E X
3

a
(11-21)

F -E X
4

f

A
3

-E Xs a
A

4 -E X
6

0

The Goncentration profiles in the adsorber can be calculated by

solving Eq. (11-21). This method is suitable for a computational

calculation and for examing the operating conditions.

11. 3. Materials and Methods

Adsorbent and Chemicals.
2+

The Ca ion form of Y zeolite kind-

ly supplied by Toyo Soda Mfg. Co., Ltd. was used as an adsorbent.

As shown in Chapter 10, the adsorption isotherms of glucose and

fructose" were linear over a wide concentration range and independ-

ent. The distribution coefficients of glucose and fructose were

0.586 and 0.686 1 respectively.

Glucose and fructose were purchased from Nakarai Chemicals.

The other chemicals were of analytical grade.

Experimental apparatus. Figure 11-4 illustrates a schematic

diagram of experimental apparatus. Sixteen columns, in which Y

2+
zeolite (Ca form) was packed, were connected to a rotary valve.

Four adsorption columns were assigned to each zone. The size of

each column was 1.38 em in diameter and 10.2 em in length. The
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Stationary

L-...;;;=_=:;.....IWB

Fig. 11-4. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

used in the glucose/fructose separation by utiIizing a

simulated moving-bed adsorber. The rotary valve consists

of two discs. The lower disc is fixed, while the upper

disc is rotatable. The simulated moving-bed operation was

accomplished by rotating the upper disc at regular inter

vals. The adsorption columns were kept at SO DC by circu

lating the thermostated water, although the flow of the

water is not painted in this figure. A, adsorption column;

DR, desorbent reservoir; FR, feed reservoir; M, flow meter;

P, constant-feeding pump; RV, rotary valve; WR, water bath.

columns with jackets were kept at SODC by circulating the thermo-

stated water. The valve consisted of two stainless steel discs.

Some ingenuities were taxed to prevent escape of liquid from the

boundary between the discs. The lower disc was fixed. The feed

and desorbent reservoirs and the constant-feeding pumps to oon-
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trol the rate of liquid flow were arranged under the valve. The

upper disc was mobile. In this study, the simulated movement of

the adsorbent particles was accomplished by conveying periodical

ly the adsorption columns in the direction counter to liquid flow.

Continuous separation of glucose and fructose. The feed solu-

tion contained glucose and fructose in the same concentration.

They were dissolved in 0.02 molll Tris-Hel buffer containing 0.01

molll magnesium sulfate. The buffer solution was used as the de

sorbent. Prior to the experiment, the liquid in the adsorber was

displayed by the solution containing glucose and fructose in the

concentration equal to Ckf·Qf/{Qf + Qd)' Ckf represents the con

centration of component k in the feed solution. Qf and Qd are the

volumetric flow rates of feed and desorbent streams, respectively.

The interval for conveying adsorption columns was set to be 2 to

5 min. The raffinate and extract streams were fractionated every

30 min and the concentrations of glucose and fructose in the frac

tions were measured. After establishment of the steady state was

confirmed, the operation was stopped. The concentrations of glu

cose and fructose in each of tubes connecting the columns were

measured. These data points give the concentration profiles of

both the components in the adsorber.

Assay of glucose and fructose. The concentrations of glucose

and fructose were analyzed by using a high-performance liquid
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Table 11-1. Experimental Conditions for Separating Glucose

and Fructose by Using the Simulated Moving~Bed Adsorber.

Run No. 5-1 5-2 5-3 5-4 5-5 5-6 5-7

CGf [mo1/1] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 1.0

CFf [mol/1] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 1.0

Qf [cm3/min] 0.4 0.25 0.6 0.4 1.0 0.4 0.4

Qd [cm3/min] 1.6 0.75 1.8 1.2 3.0 1.6 2.0

Qr [cm3/min] 1.0 0.5 1.2 0.8 2.0 1.0 1.2

Qe [em3/min] 1.0 0.5 1.2 0.8 2.0 1.0 1.0

T [min] 3 5 2 3 2 2 2

VI [ern/min] 2.227 1.401 3°.340 2.227 3.078 3.035 2.851

VII [em/min) 2.893 1.735 4.140 2.760 4.732 3.701 3.651

VIII [em/min] 2.627 1.568 3.740 2.493 3.704 3.436 3.385

vIV [em/min] 3.293 1.901 4.540 3.027 5.038 4.102 4.185

chromatography (Shimadzu, LC-3A) equipped with a separation column

(Shimadzu, SCR-lOlN) and a differential refractometer (Showa Den-

ko, Shodex RI SE-ll).

11. 4. Results and Discussion

Continuous separation of glucose and fructose. Seven runs

of experiments were carried out under various operating condi-

tions, which are listed in Table 11-1. Figure 11-5 shows the time

courses of glucose and fructose concentrations in the extract and

raffinate streams in run S-5. The curves in the figure were cal-

culated by using the intermitted moving-bed model. Figure 11-6
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Fig. 11-5. Time courses of glucose and fructose concen

trations in the extract and raffinate streams in run 8-5.

The theoretical curves in the figure were calculated by

using the intermitted moving-bed model.

illustrates the concentration profiles at the steady state in run

5-6. The theoretical profiles in Figs.ll-6(a) and (b) were cal- .

culated by using the intermitted and continuous moving-bed modelS,

respectively. The theoretical profiles by the continuous moving-

bed model coincide with the experimental ones in the same degree

as the theoretical ones by the intermitted moving-bed model. The

concentration profiles at the steady state are simply calculated

by the continuous moving-bed model and coincide fairly well with

the experimental ones. Thus, the continuous moving-bed model is
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Fig. 11-6. Concentration profiles of glucose and fructose in

the adsorber at the steady state. (a) The solid and broken

curves for glucose and fructose were calculated from the inter

mitted moving-bed model. '{b) The theoretical curves were ob

tained by using the continuous moving-bed model. The same ex

perimental results are plotted in both (a) and (b).
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Table 11-2. Set up of B Values
nk

to Obtain High Separability.

Zone I II III IV

SG < 1 > 1 > 1 > 1

SF < 1 < 1 < 1 > 1

useful to determine the operating conditions and to examine the

characteristics of the separation by using the adsorber.

Inportance of B for determination of operating conditions.
nk

The nondimensional parameter B
nk

defined in the continuous mov

ing-bed model denotes the ratio of the amount of adsorbate carri-

ed by the liquid flow against that carried by the flow of adsorb-

ent particles. When B
nk

is less than 1.0, the amount of adsorbate

carried.by the adsorbent flow is more than that carried by the

liquid flow. In order to exhibit correctly the function of each

zone, the values of B
nk

must be set in the mode shown in Table 11-

2.

The Bnk values were set up reasonably in run 5-3. The concen

tration profiles obtained experimentally in run 5-3 are illustrat-

ed in Fig. 11-7 (a) along with the theoretical ones calculated by

using the continuous moving-bed model. Figure ll-7(b) shows the

concentration profiles obtained in run S-7, where B
nk

values do

not satisfy the inequalities listed in Table 11-2. The separation

of glucose and fructose could not be accomplished in run S-7.
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Fig. 11-7. Importance of Enk values to obtain high separab

ility. The curves in the figure were calculated from the con

tinuous moving-bed model. The E
nk

values are listed in the

figure. (a) The concentration profiles at the steady state

were obtained in run S-3, where the S values were set up
n.k

reasonably. (b) The profiles were measured in run S-7, where

the set up of Snk was not correct.
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These experiments suggest that the 6nk is an important parameter

for de terming the operating conditions.

The importance of 6
nk

values is deduced from the intermitted

moving-bed model. The migration rate of component k in zone n,

. . 5,6)
v
nk

' is approximately given by the follow1ng equat1on.

(11-23)

Now we consider the conditions that zone II plays the correct

function. When zone II consists of NIl columns, the length of

zone II is N1ILA and the interval renovating the zone is NIIT.

The migrating distances of glucose and fructose through zone II in

the renovation interval are represented by the right-hand sides of

Egs. (11-24) and (11-25). In order that zone II may act correctly,

the following inequalities must be satisfied.

By using the relations of Eq. (11-12) and Us = LA/T, Eqs. (11-24)

and (11-25) are rearranged to give

(1l-26)

(11-27)

The right-hand sides of Eqa. (11-26) and (11-27) are equal to 8 .
nk
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similar considerations are taken for another zones and deduce the

relationships in Table 11-2.

From the viewpoint of the rate of liquid flow, we can rearrange

the relationships in Table 11-2 to yield the following inequality.

< v
II

< v
IV (11-28)

The rate of liquid flow in zone II, VII' is different from that in

zone III, VIII' due to the supply of feed stream. Both VII and

[E
b

+ (l-Eb)~J, and hence the rate of feed stream, v f ' must be

in a range of Eq. (11-29) .

o < v < (L IT) (1 - E ) (rn- - m )
f A b F G

(11-29)

Similarly, the rate of desorbent stream, v
d

' must satisfy the re-

lation of Eq. (11-30).

(II-3D)

The inequalities (11-28) an~ (11-29) indicate that a large differ-

ence between m
G

and ~ permits to treat a large amount of feed

solution per unit operation tim~ and gives a wide range of condi-

tions where the adsorber can he operated reasonably.
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11. 5. Sununary

The continuous separation of glucose and fructose was experi-

mentally performed by using the simulated moving-bed adsorber

k d 'th 2+. f f Y lOtpac e W1 Ca 10n orm 0 zeo 1 e. Two models, namely, an

intermitted moving-bed model and a continuous moving-bed model,

were presented for calculating the concentration profiles in the

adsorber. The intermitted moving-bed model was useful to ealeu-

late the concentration profiles at the unsteady state, while the

continuous moving-bed model was conveniently used to estimate the

profiles at the steady state and to examine the operating condi-

tiona. It was also shown that the B
nk

values defined in the con

tinuous moving-bed model played a significant role in the deter-

mination of the operating conditions.

Nomenclature

a
v

C

c*

m

N

Q

specific surface area

concentration at the mobile phase

concentration within the particle

= C - C*

overall mass transfer coefficient

length of each column

distribution coefficient

number of adsorption columns

volumetric flow rate
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2 3
[em /cm -bed]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[em/s]

[em]

[-]

[-]

3
[cm Is]



T interval of transportation of adsorption

eolumns [s]

t time [s]

u linear superficial velocity of liquid flow

in the hypothetical moving-bed adsorber [em/s]

U
5

linear velocity of adsorbent flow [em/s]

v linear superficial velocity of liquid flow

in the fixed-bed adsorber

v approximate migration rate of adsorbate in

the fixed-bed adsorber

[em/s]

[em/s]

x

.z

== z/L
A

axial distance

[-]

[em)

a = KfavLA/unn

a = v T/(~L )n n A

B
nk = u /[u (1 - Eb)mk ]n 5

B = KfavT/Eb

Yk = KfavT/[ (1 - Eb)mk ]

E
b

void fraction of the bed

e == tiT

Subscripts

d desorbent

f feed

k component
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I outlet

n zone number (= I to IV)

o inlet
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12. 1.

Chapter 12

Production of Higher Fructose Syrup by

Using a System Including Adsorption Process

and Immobilized-enzYme Reaction

Introduction

A common type of high fructose syrup contains usually 42% fruc

tose on the basis of dry materials. In terms of sweetness and

solubility into water, the production of the syrup containing

fructose more than 42% is desirable.
1-3)

Although several methods

have been presented to raise the fructose content i~ the syrup,

at the present time the adsorption process is widely employed.

The adsorption process, however, consumes a large amount of de

sorbent (water), which must be evaporated in a succeeding process.

With an increase of energy cost, it is desired that a more effi

cient process is developed.

In this chapter, we develop a new process to produce higher

fructose syrup. The process is constituted by a system in which

packed-bed adsorbers and immobilized-glucose isomerase reactors

are combined. Two models are presented to calculate the concen

~ation profiles of glucose and fructose in the system.

12. 2. Theoretical Considerations

Basic idea behind the new process.
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Fig. 12-1. schematic representation of a system which com

bines adsorption columns and immobilized-glucose isomerase

reactors for producing higher fructose syrup. The white

sections (AI to A16) bounded by two broken lines are adsorp

tion columns. The shaded sections (Rl to R7) represent the

immobilized-enzyme reactors.

the adsorbent particles does not actually move continuously, the

basic character of the system is more clearly explained first by

describing a hypothetical moving-bed adsorber including reactors.

Figure 12-1 shows such a system consisting of adsorption columns

(white sections bounded by broken lines) and immobilized-glucose

isomerase reactors (shaded sections). The system is divided into

three zones, I to III, by the introduction and withdrawal points

of liquid streams. An adsorbent which adsorbs fructose selective-

ly is packed in the adsorption columns. The reactors and adsorp-

tion columns are alternately arranged in Zone I. Zones II and III

consist of only the adsorption columns. The liquid flows through

both the adsorption columns and the reactors. The adsorbent par-
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ticles move toward the right direction skipping the reactors in

zone I.

An equilibrated mixture of glucose and fructose fed to the sys

tem flows to the last adsorption columns (A8) in zone I. Fructose

in the mixture is adsorbed on the adsorbent there, and a certain

quantity of glucose is also adsorbed. Consequently, the glucose

content of the solution leaving from the adsorption column (A8)

becomes higher than the fructose content. The solution is intro

duced to the next reactor (R7), and the equilibrium between glu

cose and fructose is almost attained in the reactor. By passing

through the adsorption columns and reactors alternately in zone I,

glucose in the mixture is almost completely converted to fructose,

all of which is adsorbed on the adsorbent particles. Therefore,

the solution leaving from zone I contains neither glucose nor

fructose, and can be utilized as a desorbent. Since all of the

water in the feed solution can be used as the desorbent, the quan

tity of desorbent introduced to the system may be saved. This

also means that the cost of evaporation of water in the product

may be saved.

Fructose adsorbed on the adsorbent particles in zone I is con

veyed to zone II and III by the movement of the adsorbent parti

cles. The functions of zones II and III are the same as those of

zones III and IV in the simulated moving-bed adsorber mentioned

in Chapter 11. Zone II acts to desorb glucose adsorbed partially
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Fructose ad-in zone I and to reduce glucose in a product stream.

sorbed in zone I is desorbed in zone III and recovered from the

product stream. Therefore, the solution leaving from the outlet

of the product stream has a higher fructose content. The adsorb-

ent particles are regenerated in zone III and conveyed to zone I.

Calculation of concentration profiles in a system including ad-

sorption process and immobilized-enzyme reaction. Models sim-

ilar to those proposed for the simulated moving-bed adsorber in

Chapter 11 are presented to calculate the concentration profiles

in the system. A model is an intermitted moving-bed model which

expresses faithfully the real movement of adsorbent particles.

Another model is a continuous moving-bed model where the continu-

ous movement of adsorbent particles is hypothetically assumed.

The assumptions made in Chapter 11 are also made in this chapter.

(a) An intermitted moving-bed model. The mass balance equa-

(12-1)

tions for the concentrations of component k at the liquid phase

Ck and at the stationary phase CZ in the adsorption column are the

same as Eqs.(ll-l) and (11-2) in Chapter 11. The partial differen

tial equations are discritized in the same way as mentioned in

Chapter 11 to yield the following equations.

Ck(X., 6. 1) = (I-a -AS/Ax-i·AS)·C (x S) Q Ae * ( e)
~ ]+ n k i' j + p' 'Ck Xi' j

+ (a 'Ae/Ax)'C (x. ,e.)
n k ~-l ]
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C
k
* (x.,e. 1)

~ )t

The nondimensional parameters, an' S, and Yk , are defined in Eq.

(11~6) in the previous chapter.

The mass balance equations for glucose and fructose concentra~

tions, C and C , in the immobilized-glucose isomerase reactor are
G F

expressed by Eqs. (12-3) and (12-4), respectively.

aC
G

aC
G

vm(C
G

- C
F

)
E ~= -v --- (l-E

bR
)

bRat Raz Km + C + C
G F

aC ac Vrn(C
G

- C
F

)
F F

E --= -v -- + (1- E
bR

)
bRat Raz Km + C + CFG

(12-3)

(12-4)

where .E
bR

and v
R

represent the void fraction of the immobilized

enzyme bed and the linear superficial velocity of liquid flow.

By discritizing Eqs. (12-3) and (12-4) forward for time and back-

ward for distance, the following equations are obtained.

CG(x,,8,) - (aR
o 6e/6x) [CG(x"e.)-cG(x. 1,8,)]

~ ) ~ ) ~-. )

Vm o [CG(x"e ,)-CF (x.,8.)]
. 1 J 1 J- a ·6e·

R
Km + CG(x.,8.) + C (x.,e,)

1 ) F ~ J

(12-5)

= CF (x,,8,) - ('aR
o M/6x) [cF(x"e.)-cF"·(x. l'S',)]

. ~ J 1 J ~- J

(12-6)
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where

(12-7a)
e = tiT

and

ary

x == z/LR

a
R

== VRT/ (EbRLR)

B
R

== (l-EbR)T/EbR

. the length of an immobilized-enzyme column.L
R

~s

conditions between zones are given as follows:

(12-7b)

(12-Ba)

(l2-Bb)

The bound-

(12-9a)

(12-9b)

at the inlet of feed stream (between zones I and II)

vf·Ckf + VII*CkIIl == vI*CkIO

at the outlet of product stream (between zones II and III)

C
kIII1

== CkIIO

at the inlet of desorbent stream (between zones III and I)

(12-9c)

where the subscripts 0 and 1 denote the inlet and outlet of each

zone, respectively.

As shown in Fig.12-2, Ck(x.,e. 1) and ck*(x.,e. 1) for glucose
~ J+ ~ J+

and fructose can be calculated explicitly from Eqs. (12-1), (12-2),

(12-5), and (12-6). The calculations of C
k

and Ck are carried out

until e reaches to 1.0. When e = 1.0, C
k

and Ck in the adsorption

columns are transposed in the direction of the broken arrows, while

Ck in the reactors are stayed in the same position as shown by

the solid arrows. Then, the e value is reset to be zero. These
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Fig. 12-2. Schematic representation of the procedure for

calculating the concentration profiles in the system by

using the intermitted moving-bed model. The solid and bro

ken arrows indicate the directions of displacement of Ck
and C~ when e = 1.0.

arrangements are repeated whenever e reaches to 1.0. This model

expresses faithfully the operating procedure of the system and can

give the concentration profiles at the unsteady state. To obtain

the concentration profiles at the steady state, however, the un-

steady state process must be calculated in this model. Another

model is presented to calculate conveniently the concentration

profiles at the steady state.

(b) A continuous moving-bed model. A hypothetical and conti-

nuous movement of adsorbent particles is assumed in a continuous
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moving-bed model.
considering the direction of adsorbent move-

ment to be positive, the mass balance equations for Ck and Ck at

the steady state are given by Eqs. (11-10) and (11-11) in Chapter

11 and solved analytically to yield Eqs. (12-10) and (12-11).

exp[an(l-Snk)X] - S 1 - exp[a (l-B k)x]
nk C + n n c*

C
k

= --~-.;.=.:.:...---=- kO kO
1 - Snk 1 - Snk

(12-10)

(12-11)

The dimensionless parameters, an and Snk' are defined as follows:

Cl2-12a)

(12-12b)

When x = I, Eqs. (12-10) and (12-11) express the relationships be-

,~ the concentrations of component k at the inlet of adsorption

column and those at the inlet.

The concentrations of glucose and fructose at the outlet of the

reactor, CG and CF ' are related to those at the inlet, eGO and
,

CFO ' by using the conversion of glucose to fructose x
G

•

(12-13)

(12-14)
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where K is the equilibrium constant of the isomerizing reaction

and is equal to 1.0 at SODC. The conversion x
G

is defined by Eq.

(12-15) and expressed by Eq. (12-16) .

2(1 - £bR)vm LR
1 - exp[- -------.-]

Krn + CGO + Cpo uR

(12-15)

(12-16)

The euilibriurn concentration of glucose is denoted by C
Ge

. When

the reaction can be approximated to be first-order, that is,

(CGO + CpO) is much smaller than Krn, the conversio~ x
G

is fixed

independently on the concentrations of glucose and fructose at

the inlet of the reactor.

To avoid the overflow in calculation by a computer, we intro-

duced a variable Ck, which is used for calculating the concentra

tion profiles in the moving-bed adsorber in Chapter 11.

C*
k

C - c*
k k (12-17)

Taking the boundary conditions similar to Eqs. (12-9) into con-

sideration, the simultaneous equations including C
k

and Ck at the

inlets and outlets of adsorption columns and reactors as unknown

variables are set up. The variable vector X. at any point in
~

Fig.12~3 is defined by

x = [CG~ c* C c* JTi ... Gi Fi Fi
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I I
I I

Zone II
I I I
I I ,

I I I
I I I

Zone III
I I I
I I I

Feed Product Desorbent

Fig. 12-3. Definition of variable vector x.•
~

The variable vectors are related by the following simultaneous

equations.

-E D rx 0
1

AI -E x
2 0

R -E X
3 0

== (12-19)

AI -E X
16 0

F -E X
17 f

An -E x
18 0

A -E x
19 aIII

where

l-exp[a (1-13 )N]
1 n. nG n

0 Q
1 - B

nG
0 exp [a (1-13 )N J 0 0

A =
n nG n

l~exp [a (1-B )N J (12-20a)
0 0 1 n nF n

1 - B
nF

0 0 0 exp [ex U-B )N J
n nF n
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and

rx .2 0 ~X 0
1 G G

x 2 (x
G

-1) -x
G

0R := -G

2(XG·l>l xG
0 x -2 0

G

~xG 0 x
G

2 (x
G

-1)

UII1!U1
0 0 0

1-U
111

!u
1

1 0 0
D=

0 0 U1II/U1
0

0 0 1-U
1I1

!U
I

1

U1/UII
0 0 0

l-U1!u
II

1 0 0
F =

0 0 . u1!u11
0

0 0 1-u
1
/U

11
1

1 0 0 0

E = 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

CGfOUf/UII

f = ' -CGfou/UII

CFfou/Ur:[

-CFfouf!UII

(12-20b)

(12-20c)

(12-20d)

(12-20e)

(li-20f)

. :

- "

0
, ,

00 =
0

0 -,

(12-20g)



Calculate "0 on the ISSlJO.ptlon thlt

the reaction Is of '1 rst-or~er

HO

Fig. 12-4. Flow chart for calculating the concentrations

of glucose and fructose in the system proposed by using the

continuous moving-bed model.

In Eq. (l2-20a), 1.0 is substituted into N only when n = I. The
n

concentration profiles in the system are obtained by solving Eq.

(12-19). Figure 12-4 shows the flow chart of calculation by a

computer. First, assuming that the glucose isomerase-catalyzed

reaction is first-order, the concentration vector Cl is calculat-
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ed.

(12-21)

The x for each reactor is calculated by substituting the approx-
G

imate C
GO

and CpO values into Eq. (12-16). The new concentration

vector C2
is obtained by using the xG values. It is examined

whether the difference between the new concentration profiles C2

and the old ones Cl is within a permissible range of error E or

'. C2
not. If the difference is over the range, the prof1les are

substituted into Cl
and the more reasonable profiles C2 are ob

tained. These calculations are repeated until the profiles C2

coincide with the last ones C1 within a given permissible error.

12. 3. Materials and Methods

Adsorbent, immobilized glucose isomerase, and chemicals.

2+. f f l' ,The Ca 10n arm 0 Y zeo 1te k1ndly supplied by Toyo Soda Mfg.

Co. Ltd. was used as an adsorbent. The adsorbent adsorbs fructose

selectively. The detailed properties of the adsorbent are de-

scribed in Chapter 10.

The immobilized glucose isomerase (commercial name: Swetase,

Nagase sangyo) is, strictly speaking, an immobilized micoorganism,

that is,· Streptomyces phaeochroroogenes is adsorbed on the quater'"
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From Ii

Desorbent

A A A A A A

L....:=---==..... wB

Feed

R R R R R R R

IUpper columns (A); Rotatable I

~
----~)I(~ Zonen ~ ZoneIll

ILower tolumns (R); Stationary I
A: Adaoqlllon column DR: D..orb~nl r...rvolr FR :F..d rn.rvolr
M:Flow m.l.r P:Conllanl-ltedlng pump RV:Rolary valv.
R :Immoblllztd-gluco.. IIOmer.... ~oIumn WB:Wal.r bath

Fig. 12-5. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for

producing higher fructose syrup by using the proposed sys

tem. The rotary valve consists of two stainless steel discs.

The adsorption columns are connected to the upper disc.

They are periodically moved to the direction counter to

liquid flow. The reactors are connected to the lower disc

and are stationary.

nary pyridine compound.

Glucose and fructose were purchased from Nakarai Chemicals.

All other reagents were of analytical grade.

Experimental apparatus. Figure 12-5 shows the schematic di-

agram of experimental apparatus used in this study. The rotary

valve is the same as that used in Chapter 11. Sixteen adsorption
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columns packed with Y zeolite are connected to the upper disc.

The size of each column is 1_38 cm in diameter and 10.2 crn in

length. Seven reactors packed with the immobilized glucose iso-

merase are connected to the lower disc. The size of each reac-

tor is 1.38 cm~ X 18.0 or 10.2 ern. The lower disc is station-

ary, while the upper disc is rotated in the direction counter to

the liquid flow at regular intervals. By the rotation" of the

upper disc, the simulated movement of only adsorbent particles

is accomplished. The adsorption columns and reactors were kept

at 50°C by circulating thermostated water in the jackets, al-

though the flow of the water is omitted in Fig. l2~5.

Determination of kinetic parameters of immobilized glucose

isomerase. The isomerization of glucose to fructose is a re-

versible reaction and its rate equation
4

) may be expressed by

Vrnl Km2C
G

- Vrn
2

Km
l

C
F

Km1Km2 + Km2CG + Km1CF

(12-22)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the forward and backward re-

actions, respectively.

The preliminary experiments showed that the KIn and Vrn values

of the immobilized enzyme were identical for the forward and

b . -3ackward react~ons at 50°C ana were 0.36 mol/l and 1.99 X 10

mol/los, respectively. It was also suggested that the immobi-

Iized enzyme may possess weak activities of other enzymes.
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Since it has been reported5) that glucose isomerase from Strepto

myces sp. has a relatively high thermal stability, the immobilized

enzyme waS heated at 70°C for 1 hr to denature impure enzymes.

Since this thermal treatment may weaken slightly the activity of

the immobilized enzyme, the activity was evaluated every experi-

mental run~

The immobilized glucose isomerase was packed in a column (1.38

cm~ X 10.2 or.l8.0 em) with water jacket. The reactor was kept

at 50°C. A glucose solution of an appropriate concentration was

continuously introduced to the bed. After the steady state was

established, the conversion x
G

was observed. The x
G

values were

obtained at various rates of feed. The conversion x
G

is express-

ed by Eq. (12-24) under the assumptions of common KID and Vm values

for the forward and backward reactions and of the plug flow of

liquid.

= 1 - exp{-(1-e )o[2Vm/{Km+C »)o(L /v )}
bR GO R R

(12-23)

(12-24)

Ln(l - xG) was plotted against (1 - e ).L Iv yielding the slope
bR R R'

S. The void fraction of the bed E
bR

was found to be 0.41. The

values of slope S were obtained at some concentrations of glucose.

The Km and Vm values were estimated from the plot of 2/S against

CGO' When the reaction could be approximated to be first-order,

the first-order rate constant k (= Vm/Km) was estimated from the
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plot of In(l

Production of higher rructose syrup.
2+

The Ca ion form of

Y zeolite (8 g on dry weight> was packed into each adsorption col-

umn. The immobilized glucose isomerase was swollen in-distilled

water, heated at 70°C for 1 hr, and packed into columns. The feed

solution contained glucose and fructose at equivalent ~oncentra-

tions. They were dissolved in 0.02 molll Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0>

containing 0.01 molll magnesium sulfate. The buffer was also used

as a desorbent.

Before the operation being started, the liquid ~n the adsorp·

tion columns and the reactors was displaced by the solution con-

taining glucose and fructose in the concentration of CkfoQf/(Qf +

Qd>' By switching on three pumps, the experiment for producing

higher fructose was started. The upper disc was rotated at 2 or

3 min intervals to accomplish the simulated movement of adsorbent

particles counter to the liquid flow. The "concentrations of glu-

cose and fructose in the product stream were analyzed every 30

min. The operation was proceeded for 13 to 18 hrto establish

the steady state. After the establishment of the steady state

was confirmed, the operation was stopped. The solutions in the

connecting tubes were sampled and the concentrations of glucose

and fructose were measured. These measurements give the concen-

tration profiles of both the components in the system.
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Experimental Conditions for Producing Higher Fruc

Combined Adsorption Process and

Table 12-1.

tose Syrup by Using the system

Immobilized-Enzyme Reaction.

R-l R-2 R-3 R-4 R-5 R-6 R-7Run No.

[mo1/1] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.0CGf
[mol/l] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.5 1.0 1.0eFf

[cm3/min] 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.357 0.187 0.143 0.187Qf

[cm3/m1n] 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.950 0.744 0.439 0.378Qd

Qp [em3/min] 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.307 0.931 0.582 0.565

T [min] 2 2 2 2 3 3 3

[ - ] 0.70 0.67 0.63 0.51 - - -xG
Km [mol/l ] - - - - 0.48 0.14 0.37

Vm [mol/1.min] - - - - 0.066 0.127 0.053

VI [em/min] 3.654 3.144 3.780 3.978 2.658 2.640 2.670

Vu [em/min] 3.384 2.800 3.516 3.738 2.478 2.544 2.544

VIII [em/min] . 4.986 4.482 5.112 5.280 3.096 2.934 2.922

The concentrations of glucose and fructose 'were determined by

using high-performance. liquid chromatography (Shimadzu, LC-3A).

12. ,4. ResUlts and Discussion

Production of higher fructose syrup. The experiments for pro-

ducin9 hi9her fructose syrup were performed under various condi-

tions. The operating conditions for the respective experimental

runs are listed in Table 12-1. '!'he kinetic parameters of the ther-

mally treated immobilized-glucose isomerase are also listed in the

table. The parameters Were estimated from the procedure mentioned
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- -l:!.-- Fructose
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·u
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Process time

Fig. 12-6. Time courses of glucose and fructose concentra

tions in product stream in run R-7. The solid and broken

curves were calculated for glucose and fructose, respective

ly, by using the intermitted moving-bed model.

above.

Figure 12-6 shows the time courses of glucose and fructose con-

centrations in the product stream, which were obtained for run R-

7. The fructose content in the product stream became 52.6% after

17.5 hr and the higher fructose syrup could be obtained. The

solid and broken curves in the figure were calculated for glucose

and fructose by using the intermitted moving-bed model. The theo-

retical curves coincide with the experimental ones, indicating

that the intermitted moving-bed model is useful to predict the un-

steady state process in the system.
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Fig. 12-7. Concentration profiles of glucose and fructose

in the system for run R-7. The solid and broken curves are

theoretical ones for glucose and fructose. The curves in

the Upper figure (a) were calculated by Using the intermit

ted moving-bed model, while the curves in the lower figure

(b) were obtained from the continuous moving-bed model.
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Figure 12-7 shows the concentration profiles in the system for

run R-7, which were measured at the end of operation. The solid

and broken curves in Fig. 12-7(a) are the theoretical profiles of

glucose and fructose concentrations in the system. The profiles

were calculated by using the intermitted moving-bed model and co

incide well with the experimental ones. The curves in Fig. 12-7

(b) were calculated by using the continuous moving-bed model.

They express well the characteristics of concentration profiles.

In other runs, the theoretical profiles coincided with the ex

perimental ones in the same degree as in run R-7. These observa

tions mean that the intermitted moving-bed model is effective to

predict precisely the concentration profiles in the system and

that the continuous moving-bed model may be convieniently used to

calculate roughly the profiles because of the easiness of calcula

tion.

Determination of operating conditions. Th~ nondimensional

parameter Snk defined in the continuous moving-bed model denotes

the ratio of the amount of component k carried by the liquid flow

to that conveyed by the flow of adsorbent particles. As mentioned

in Chapter II, the 8
nk

value has played an important role in the

determination of the operating conditions for separating glucose

and fructose by using the simUlated moving~ed adsorber. In the

proposed system, the 6nk value is also important for the determina-
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Fig. 12-8. Effect of ~nk values on the concentration pro

files in the system. The ank values are listed in the fig

ure. The profiles in the Upper figure (a) and in the lower

figure (b) were obtained in runs R-l and R-6, respectively.

The enk values were unreasonably set in run R-l. In run R

6, the ank values were in a proper manner and then higher
fructose syrup could be produced.

tion of the operating conditions for producing the higher fructose

syrup.
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Fructose must be adsorbed in zone I, so that the BIF value

should be less that 1.0. The BIG value should be more than 1.0

in order that zone I may fulfill its proper functions. Since

zone II must function to recover only glucose adsorbed partially

in zone I, the B and 8 values should be more and less than
IIG !IF

1.0, respectively. Fructose adsorbed in zone I is desorbed in

zone III and withdrawn by the product stream. Therefore, the

B should be set to be more than 1.0, and inevitably BIG>
IIIF I I

1.0.

Figures l2-8(a) and (b) illustrate the concentration profiles

obtained in runs R-l and R-6, respectively. The B
nk

values are

listed in the figure. The solid and broken curves are the. theo-

retical concentration profiles of glucose and fructose. The

curves were calculated by using the continuous moving-bed model.

In run R-6 (Fig. l2-8(b», the B
nk

values were reasonably set so

that the higher fructose syrup could be produced. On the other

hand, in run R-l (Fig. l2-8(a», we failed to produce the higher

fructose syrup because the e and B values were set to be less
IG IIG

than 1. o. These typical runs of experiments may suggest the ank

values are important parameters to determine the operating condi-

tions for producing the higher fructose syrup and that the B
nk

values should be set in a manner mentioned above.
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12. 5. Summary

An essential idea of the system developed in this chapter is

promotion of the yield of the product in a reversible reaction by

combining adsorption process and reaction. The idea of the sys-

tern was realized by developing an apparatus consistingofadsorption

columns and reactors. The system was applied to the process for

producing higher fructose syrup. Two models to calculate the con-

centration profiles in the system were presented and their valid-

ities were experimentally confirmed.

The performance of the process using the system will be com-

pared with the performances of the chromatographic separation pro-

cess and the process using the simulated moving-bed adsorber in

the next chapter. The process using the proposed system will be

verified to be most effective of three processes.

Nomenclature

a
v

c

C*

C*

K

k

specific surface area

concentration at the mobile phase

concentration within the particle

= C - C*

equilibrium constant

overall mass transfer coefficient

Michaelis constant

first-order reaction rate constant
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[em /ern -bed]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[mol/I]

[- ]

[cm/s]



m

N

Q

T

t

length of adsorption column

length of immobilized-enzyme reactor

distribution coefficient

number of adsorption columns

volumetric flow rate

formation rate of component k

interval of transportation of adsorption column

time

[ern]

[ern]

[-I

[-I

3
[em /s]

[mol/los]

[5 ]

[5]

u linear superficial velocity of liquid flow

in the hypothetical moving-bed [em/s]

u
s

Vm

linear velocity of adsorbent flow

maximum reaction rate

[cm/s]

[mol/los]

v linear superficial velocity of liquid flow

in the fixed-bed [em/a]

x

z

conversion

axial distance

[-I

[-I

[em]

ex = Kfa L /u [- ]n v A n

ex
R = vRT/ (EbRLR) I-]

ex = VnT/(EbLA) [-In

~nk = u /[u (1 - ~)rnk] [-In s

t3R = (1 - ~R) T/EbR Is]

~ = KfavT/~ [-I
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~R

e

= KfavT/[(l - e:b)mk ]

void fraction of adsorbent bed

void fraction of immobilized-enzyme bed

= tiT

[-]

[-]

[- ]

[- ]

Subscripts

d desorbent

F fructose

f feed

G glucose

k component

1 outlet

n zone number (= I to III)

0 inlet

1 forward reaction

2 backward reaction
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Chapter 13

Comparison of Processes for Production

of Higher Fructose Syrup

13. 1. Introduction

Since isomerization of glucose to fructose is a reversible re-

action, any separation process is necessary for production of

higher fructose syrup, in which the fructose content exceed equi-

librium point of the isomerization. Although some processes for

1-3)
separating glucose and fructose have been presented, adsorp-

tion process may be the most promising of them. In prior chap-

ters three processes for producing higher fructose syrup are pre-

sented, namely, a chromatographic separation process, a process

using a simulated moving-bed adsorber, and a process using a sys-

tern including adsorption process and immobilized-enzyme reaction.

The last process is newly developed in this study. Although the

basic idea behind two processes have been presented, calculation

procedures for the processes have not published yet. This study

has presented the procedures and given a chance of comparison of

them.

As mentioned in Introduction of Part III, it is the most sig-

nificant problem in the process tor producing higher fructose syr-

up whether the amount of desorbe~t can be reduced or not. There-

fore, we examine the performances of the three processes from the

viewpoint of the amount of desorbent required. The comparison
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tion process

of higher fructose syrup containing 50 to 65% of fructose content.

The process proposed is a compound process using adsorption and

enzyme reaction. Optimum operating conditions of adsorptive sepa-

will suggest that the process using the system including adsorp

and reactions is most effective for the production

ration may be different from those of reaction. We will discuss

in this chapter on the effects of operating conditions on perform-

ances .of the process.

13. 2. Materials and Methods

Materials. Immobilized glucose isomerase (from Streptomyces

phaeochromogenes) was a commercial preparation (Nagase Sangyo,

commercial name: Swetase). ca2+ ion form of Ino-echanger S-07

was used as an adsorbent. The ion exchanger was kindly supplied

by Organo.

standard conditions for comparison. Figure 13-1 illustrates

three processes for producing higher fructose syrup. Process (a)

is a chromatographic separation process. Process (b) indicates a

separation process using a simulated moving-bed adsorber. Pro-

cess (c) represents the process proposed. Glucose, a raw material

for higher fructose syrup, is introduced to a main reactor packed

with immobilized glucose isomerase and converted to fructose to

the level of 90% of equilibrium point. The glucose/fructose mix

ture leaving from main reactor is fed to an adsorptive separator.
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(a)

Feed,Q

t-ip·Qwl
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Adsorber - Product.Qp

( b)

Feed

(d

Reactor

®:Evaporator
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Desorbent
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Product

Desorbent

Fig. 13-1. Three processes for production of higher fruc

tose syrup. (a) Chromatographic separation process. (b)

Process using a simulated moving-bed adsorber. (c) Process

proposed using a system including adsorption process and im

mobilized-glucose isomerase reaction.

In processes (a) and (b), a rafrinate solution consisting mainly

of glucose is introduced to an evaporator and then the condenced

raffinate solution is recycled to the main reactor. Process (c)
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Table 13-1.

Processes.

f Comparison of Threestandard Conditions or

Feeding rate of glucose, Of

Glucose concentration in feed solution,

Conversion in main reactor, xG

Size of adsorber:

Production rate, Qp
, C

Concentration in product, CGp+ Fp

Di.stribution coefficient, mG
mF

Overall volumetric mass transfer
coefficient. K~v

Void fraction of adsorber. £b

Void fraction of reactor. EbR
Michaelis constant, Km

Maximum reaction rate, Vm

1.0 m3
/h

2850 mol/m3(= 45wt%)CGf
0.9

1.2m+x6.0m

0.6 m3/h

4750 m~1/m3(=75wt%)

0.5
0.8

24.63 h-l

0.40

0.41

191 mo1/m3

5076 mol/m3.h

12

: 1Ratio of Q to Q in (a) and (b) process;r e
Number of divided adsorption column in (b)
and (c) processes;

Construction of each zone in (b) and (c)
processes;

(b) process; zone I - IV = 2, 3, 4, 3
(c) process; zone I - 111 = 5, 4. 3

Number of reactor combined in (c) process: 4

has no recycle flow and produces only higher fructose syrup.

Standard condi~ions for comparing the three processes are list-

ed in Table 13-1. Glucose solution of the concentration of 2850

m01/m
3

(= 4S%(w/w» is fed to each process at ·the rate of 1.0 m3/

hr. The size of each adsorber is 1.2 m in diameter and 6.0 m in
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length. In processes (b) and (cl, the adsorber is divided into

twelve small columns. The ratio of withdrawal rate of raffinate

stream to that of product stream is fixed to be 1 1. The dis-

tribution coefficients of glucose and fructose are assumed to be

0.5 and 0.8, respectively. Product solution i3 condenced until

. 3
the concentration of the saccharides reaches to 4750 mollm (= 75

%(w/wl). The sizes of the main reactors used in proces'ses (a) and

(bl should be larger than the size of the main reactor used in

process (cl because glucose separated is recycled to the reactors

in processes (al and (b). The amount of immobilized isomerase

used in the system combining adsorption process ana the enzyme re-

action is made to be equal to the difference in the amount of the

enzyme between the main reactors used in processes (b) and (c).

The comparison of performances of the three processes was made

by examining the relation between the amount of desorbent intro-

duced to each process and fructose content in the product solution.

The concentration profiles of glucose and fructose in the simu-

lated moving-bed adsorber of process (b) were calculated by using

the continuous moving-bed model. The profiles in the system in-

cluding adsorption and reaction of process (c) were also calcu-

lated by using the continuous moving-bed model.

2+
Effecr of Mg concentrarion o~ kineric parameters of immobiliz-

ed glucose isomerase. Immobilized-glucose isomerase particles

(20 to 24 mesh) were swollen in 0.02 molll Tris-Hel buffer (pH 8.0)
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O 01 1/1 magnesl.'UIlI sulfate and centrifuged for 2 mincontaining . mo

to eliminate excess solution on the surface by using a tube equip-

ped with a glass filter. The particles were granulated in order

that the reaction rate may be free from diffusion limitations.

About 1.4 g of the granulated particles were accurately weighed

and put into a flask. Fourteen ml of the buffer solution was add-

ed there and kept at 50°C. By adding 7 ml of fructose solution of

an appropriate concentration to the flask, the reactio n was allow-

ed to start. The fructose concentration at the start of reaction

was in the range of 0.1 to 0.8 mol/I. After 40 min, the catalyst

particles in the reaction mixture were removed by filtration

through a glass filter to stop the reaction. The glucose concen-

4)
tration in the filtrate was analyzed by using a glucostat method.

These measurements were performed for various concentrations of

magnesium sulfate in 0.02 mol/l Tris-HCl buffer, pH B.D.

2+
Effect of Mg concentration on thermal stabili ty of immobilized

glucose isomerase. About 1.5 g of immobilized glucose isomer-

ase was accurately weighed and packed into a column equipped with

a water jacket. As a substrate solution, 0.02 mol/l fructose or

glucose solution was used. They were dissolved with 0.02 mol/l

Tris-Hel buffer (pH B.O) including 0.01 mol/l magnesium sulfate,

the buffer containing no magnesium ion, or distilled water. Both

the column ani substrate reservoir were kept at 70°C. The sub

strate solution was continued to feed for 30 to 40 hr at the flow
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3/ .rate of 1.0 em ~n.

sampled at intervals.

A solution emerging from the reactor was

The glucose or fructose concentration in

the solution was measured. These observations were also perform-

ed at 50°c and 60 DC.

Under these conditions, the reaction catalyzed by glucose iso-

merase can be approximated to be a first-order reversible reac-

tion.

-r
G

(13-1)

where k l is the first-order rate constant of forward reaction and

K is the equilibrium constant. In such a case, a conversion x
G

through the immobilized-enzyme column is expressed by Eq. (13-2)

under the assumption of plug flow of liquid.

(13-2)

When the denaturation of the immobilized enzyme can be expressed

by a first-order irreversible process, that is,

dkl/dt = -k ·kd 1 (13-3)

Eq. (13-4) is obtained approximately from Eqs. (13-2) and (13-3).

where kd is the denaturation rate constant and kID is the rate con-

stant of fresh catalyst. Plotting of the left-hand side of Eq.
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13 2 Schematic representation of a modified systemFig. -.

including adsorption and immobilized-glucose isomerase re

action.

The half-life(13-4) against operation time gives the k
d

value.

lh of the catalyst is defined as the time elapsed until the k
l

value becomes to a half of k iO ' The ~ value is given by the fol-

lowing equation.

(13-5 )

Modified sgstem including adsorption process and immobilized-

enzyme reaction.
We developed a new system including adsorp-

tion process and immobilized-glucose isomerase reaction to produce

higher fructose syrup with fructose content more than 70\. Figure

13-2 shows the system schematically. The system consists of four

zones. Zone I functions to recover glucose remaining in the solu-

tion leaving zone II. The diagram of the experimental apparatus

is shown in Fig. 13-3. The apparatus is almost similar to that

used in Chapter 12. 2+Different points are that the Ca ion form
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Fig. 13-3. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus

for a modified system. A, adsorption colum; DR, desorb

ent reservoir; FR, feed reservoir; M, flow meter; P, con

stant-feeding pump; RV, rotary valve; R, immobilized-glu

cose isomerase column; WB, water bath.

of Ion-exchanger 8-07 was packed in adsorption columns and that

distilled water was used as a solvent. A mixture of glucose and

fructose was used as feed solution. The concentration of each

component was 1.0 mol/I.

13. 3. Results and Discussion

Relation between amount of desorbent required and fructose con-

ten t in product. Figure 13-4 shows the relationship between

fructose content in higher fructose syrup and the quantity of de-
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Fig. 13-4. Comparison of three processes for production

of higher fructose syrup. Broken, solid, and dot-dash

curves (curves (a), (b), and (c) correspond with pro

cesses (a), (b), and (c) in Fig. 13-1. This figure shows

that process (c) (the process proposed) requires the

smallest amount of desorbent to produce higher fructose

syrup with 45 to 65% fructose content.

sorbent required for production of the syrup. The abscissa in the

figure represents the introduction rate of desorbent normalized by

that of feed. The chromatographic separation process (process (a»)

requires a large amount of desorbent to produce higher fructose

syrup and has the lowest performance of the three processes. The

process using the simulated moving-bed adsorber (process (b») can

achieve the higher fructose content. The amount of desorbent is,

however, large in the relatively l~w fructose content. The fruc-
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Table 13-2. Compositions of Fresh and Employed Zeolites.

Composition (wtt) Exchange ratio (::;)
Zeol He

Ca 2+ Mg2+CaD Na20 MgO 5i02 A1 203 i g. 1ass

Fresh 5.6 2.3 0.1 49.0 19.9 21. 4 71.8 1.8

Employed 4.0 2.3 1.0 48.8 19.9 22.4 53.5 18.6

tose content in the syrup, which is desirable at the present time

in food manufactures, is 55 to 75%. To produce the syrup of such

a high fructose content, the process proposed (process (e» re-

quires the smallest amount of desorbent. The reduction of desorb-

ent required in the process for production of higher fructose syr-

up means that the energy spent in the succeeding evaporation pro-

cess can be saved. Therefore, the process proposed (c) may be the

most efficient of three processes to produce higher fructose syrup

with 55 to 65% fructose content.

Some problems included in proposed process. The system de-

veloped in Chapter 12 has included two different processes, name-

ly, adsorption process and immobilized-enzyme reaction process.

The optimum operating conditions for adsorption process may be

different from those of reaction process. The ca2+ ion form of

ion exchanger is effective for glucose/fructose separation. On

the other hand, it has been reportedS ) that glucose isomerase

from Streptomyces sp. requires ~g2+ ion to accelerate its activi-

ty. In the experimental studies performed in Chapter 12, the op-
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shows the compositions.

erating conditions of reaction process preceded and 0.02 molll

Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.0) containing 0.01 molll magnesium sulfate

was used as a solvent. Since it is suggested that the use of the

2+ 2+
buffer containing Mg may lead an exchange of Ca on Y zeolite

with Mg2+ to decrease the separability, we analyzed the composi-

tions of fresh Y zeolite and the zeolite employed. Table 13-2

2+ . . b' 1The Ca on fresh Y zeol~te 1S 0 V~OU5 Y

2+ 2+ . h 2+
exchanged with Mg in the buffer. The exchange of Ca w~t Mg

., 2+ d
is inevitable as far as a solution conta1n1ng Mg is use as a

solvent.

The immobilized glucose isomerase used in this study is an irn-

mozilized microorganism, that is, Streptomyces phaeochromogenes

is adsorbed on the quaternary pyridine compound. Therefore, there

is a possibility that the properties of immobilized glucose iso-

merase are different from those of the enzyme purified.

The relationship between the conversion x
G

through a reactor in

the system proposed and the fructose content in the syrup produced

was examined on the assumption that the isomerization is a first-

order reversible reaction. Figure 13-5 illustrates the relation-

ship. The figure shows that the fructose content in the syrup is

not proportional to the conversion and reaches the top with a cer-

tain extent of conversion.

In the following sections we will examine the effects of Mg2+

concentration on the kinetic parameters and thermal stability of
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Fig. 13-5. Relationship between the conversion, through a

reactor in the system proposed and the fructose content in

the syrup produced.

the immobilized enzyme.

Another problem is that the system proposed can not produce

higher fructose syrup containing more than 70% of fructose. The

reason for relatively low fructose content may be ascribed to the

fact that the system has no zone to recover glucose remaining in

the solution. Then, we have developed a modified system which

consists of four zones. The modified system is schematically

shown in Fig. 13-2. It will be verified experimentally and theo-

retically that the system can produce higher fructose syrup con-

taining more than 70% of fructose.
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Fig. 13-6.

parameters of immobilized glucose isomerase at 50°C.

The KIn, Vm, and Vm/KIn values are normalized by those

observed when C
Mg

2+ = 0.01 mol/I.

Effect of Mg
2+ concentration on kinetic parameters of immobiliz-

ed glucose isomerase. The kinetic parameters, KID and Vm, of

immobilized glucose isomerase were observed in 0.02 mol/l Tris-

HCl buffer (pH B.O) containing various levels of magnesium sulfate.

Figure 13-6 shows the plots of V'rn, Km, and V'rn/Km values against
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These findings may suggest that Streptomyces

Fig. 13-7. Estimation of the denaturation rate constant k
d

of immobilized glucose isomerase. The k
d

value was observed

at 70 0 C by using 0.02 molll Tris-Hel buffer without magne-

sium ion.

the concentration of magnesium ion. The vertical coordinates re-

present Vm, KIn, and Vrn/Km values normalized by the values observed

when CMg2+ = 0.01 moll!. Figure 13-6 indicates that the kinetic

parameters of immobilized glucose isomerase scarecely depend on

2+ tr t'Mg concen a ~on .

.1. hr .. 1 f 2+. h 11pJJaeoc omogenes possesses a certa1n evel 0 Mg 1n t e ce s.

These ~~in9s may also suggest that the isomerization by immobi-

lized glucose isomerase can be allowed to proceed by using a solu-

tion without magnesium ion.

2+
Effect of Mg ion on thermal stability of immobilized glucose
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Fig. 13-8. Plots of the denaturation rate constant and

the half-life against the reciprocal of absolute tempera

ture. The keys are shown in the figure.

isomerase. The denaturation rate constant kd of immobilized

glucose isomerase was observed in distilled water, 0.02 molll Tris-

Hel buffer (pH 8.0) without magnesium ion, and the buffer contain-

ing 0.01 molll magnesium sulfate.

Figure 13-7 shows a plot of -In[-ln(l - xG)] against process

time. The slope of the plot gives the denaturation rate constant

of the immobilized glucose isomerase. Figure 13-8 shows Arrhenius

plot of k
d

• The half-life ~ values are also plotted in the fig

ure. The thermal stability of the immobilized enzyme obviously

2+ .
depends on Mg concentrat10n, while the control of pH value

scarcely affects the thermal stability.
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Fig. 13-9. Comparison of performance of the process using

the system including adsorption and glucose isomerase reac

tion with that using the simulated moving-bed adsorber during

continuous operation by taking the decay of immobilized glu

cose isomerase into cosideration. Solid and broken curves

correspond with the process using the system and with the pro

cess using the simulated moving-bed adsorber. respectively.

The curves were calculated for various Qd/Q
f

values under the

conditions similar to those in Table 13~1.

The change of fructose content in the syrup produced by the

process proposed during continuous operation was calculated by us-

ing the x
d

value observed when distilled water was used as the

solvent. Figure 13-9 illustrat~s the change of fructose ccntent

in va:d911!ii :r:at~ios of introduction rate of desorbent to that of

feed J Qd/Q:et i:1S a parameter. Sta.ndard conditions of calculation

f,l,re $.i.J:ni:I,a:r: t:.9 those listed in Table 13...L The f'X'uc't,ose content i.n

.jOS
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Fig. 13-10. Concentration profiles of glucose and fructose

in the modified system including adsorption process and

immobilized-glucose isomerase reaction at the steady state.

Feed solution was a mixture of glucose and fructose. The

concentration of each component was 1.0 mol/l. Distilled

water was used as a solvent. Adsorption columns packed
2+

with Ca ion form of Ion-exchanger 8-07 were conveyed in

the direction counter to liquid flow at 5 min intervals.

The experiment was performed at 50°C.

the syrup produced by the process using the simulated moving-bed

adsorber (process (b) in Fig. 13-1) is also shown in Fig. 13-9.

The figure shows that the fructose content in the syrup produced

by the process proposed decreases gradually with the denaturation

of the immobilized enzyme. Therefore, it may depend on the rela-
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1.0 m3/h

1567.5 molll

1782.5 molll

2850 molll (= 45 wt%)

4750 mol/1 (= 75 wU)

Table 13-3. Standard Conditions for Comparison of the Modi

fied System with the System using the Simulated Mobing-Bed

Adsorber.

Flow rate of feed stream, Of

Glucose concentration in feed, CGf

Fructose concentration in feed, eFf

Concentration of saccharides in raffinate, CGr+C Fr

Concentration of saccharides in extract, CGe+C Fe

Construction of each zone
Simulated moving-bed adsorber:

Zone I - IV = 2. 3, 4. 3 adsorption columns

Modified system
Zone I - IV c 2, 3. 4. 3 adsorption columns
Number of reactor in zone II = 2 (1.2 m~ X 0.5 m X 2)

tion between the evaropartion cost of water and the cost of the

immobilized enzyme, whether distilled water can be utilized as a

solvent or not.

Separation of glucose and fructose by modified system. To

produce experimentally higher fructose syrup with fructose content

more than 70%, the glucose/fructose separation was performed using

the modified system including adsorption process and immobilized-

enzyme reaction. Figure 13-10 illustrates the concentration pro-

files of glucose and fructose in the system, which were observed

after the steady state was established. The fructose content in

the extract solution is over 80%. The experimental results in-

dicate that the modified system can produce higher fructose syrup
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Fig. 13-11. Schematic representation of the processes for

separation of glucose and fructose. (a) Process using the

simulated moving-bed adsorber. (b) Process using the modi

fied system including adsorption process and immobilized

glucose isomerase reaction.

with higher fructose content more that 70%.

Performance of modified system. Performance of the modified

system was compared with that of the simulated moving-bed adsorber.

Standard conditions for comparison are listed in Table 13-3. The

two systems are schematically illustrated in Fig. 13-11. Figure

13-12 shows the results of comparison. Figure 13-12(a) represents

that the fructose content in extract solution of the modified sys-

tern is over the content in extract solution of the simulated mov-

ing-bed adsorber at any Qd/Q
f

value. As shown in Fig. l3-l2(b),

the modified system can recover more mass than the simulated mov-
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Fig. 13-12. Comparison of performance of the modified sys

tem including adsorption process and immobilized-glucose

isomerase reaction with that of the simulated moving-bed

adsorber. The solid and broken curves denote the modified

system and the simulated moving-bed adsorber, respectively.

(a) Fructose content in extract solution. (b) Ratio of mass

in extract solution to that,in feed solution. (c) ratio of

amount of water evaporated per unit time to the volumetric

flow rate of feed solution. The standard conditions for

comparison are shown in Table 13-3.
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Fig. 13-13. Changes of fructose content in extract solutions

emerging from the modified system and the simulated moving

bed adsorber during continuous oparation. The solid and bro

ken curves correspond to the modified system and the simu

lated moving-bed adsorber, respectively. The solid curves

were calculated by taking the denaturation of immobilized

glucose isomerase into consideration.

ing-bed adsorber. Figure 13-12 (c) shows that the amount of de-

sorbentevaporated is scarcely different between the two systems.

Figure 13-13 shows the theoretical change of fructose content

in extract solution during continuous operation. Although the

fructose content in the extract solution produced by the modified

system decreases gradually, the performance of the system never

falls behind that of the simulated moving-bed adsorber even if the

glucose isomerase decays.

These observations indicate that the modified system is supe-
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rior to the simulated moving-bed adsorber to produce higher fruc-

tose with a fructose content more than 70%. The modified system

requires a recycle flow of raffinate solution to main reactor and

may be relatively complicated in operation. On the other hand,

the system proposed originally possesses no recycle flow and the

operation of the system may be easy. Therefore, the system pro-

posed originally may be suitable for production of higher fructose

syrup containing 50 to 65% fructose.

13. 4. Summary

Performances of three process for production of higher fructose

syrup, namely, the chromatographic process, the process using the

simulated moving-bed adsorber, and the process using the system

including adsorption process and enzyme reaction, were compared

each other in terms of the amount of desorbent required. The com-

parison indicated that the process using the system including ad-

. sorption process and enzyme reaction was most efficient of all to

produce the syrup with 50 to 65% of fructose content under certain

conditions.

The effect of Mg
2
+ concentration on the kinetic parameters and

thermal stability of immobilized glucose isomerase was. examined.

2+
Although Mg ion affected the thermal stability, the kinetic para-

meters scarcely depended on Mg2+ concentration. These findings

suggest ~~at distilled water can be utilized as a solvent.
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A modified system including adsorption process and immobilized

enzyme reaction was developed for production of higher fructose

syrup with fructose content more than 70%. The syrup with fruc-

tose content over 80% was produced experimentally using the modi-

fied system.

Nomenclature

C concentration

K equilibrium constant

Km Michaelis constant

Xl first-order rate constant of forward reaction

kd denaturation rate constant

LR · length of inunobilized-enzyme reactor

m distribution coefficient

Q volumetric flow rate

r k formation rate of component k

T absolute temperature

t time

~ half-life of immobilized enzyme

vm maximum reaction rate

vR iinear superficial velocity of liquid

in immobilized-enzyme reactor

XG conversion
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[mol/I]

[- ]

[mol/l]

[5-1 ]

[5-I]

[em]

[- ]

3
[em Is]

[mol/los]

[K]

[5 ]

[6)

[mol/los]
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void fraction of immobilized-enzyme reactor

Subscripts

d desorbent

e extract

F fructose

f feed

G glucose

p product

r raffinate

0 initial

[-]
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